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BELFAST HOME FOR AGED WOMEN.

NEWS.

Officers have been elected and committees
Professor and Mrs. Harrington
appointed (or the year ending October, 1906,
tained the students of the Latin department
as follows: President, Charles K. Coombs;
at tea last Friday evening.
Vice President, Dr. Elmer Small; TreasThe Junior Civil Engineering Sooiety urer, C. W. Wescott; Clerk, O. E. Frost.
held its first regular meeting Monday night. Directors, C. R. Coombs, Dr. Elmer Small,
F. 0. Stevens of Milan, N. H., is president; O. E. Frost, R. F. Dunton, Esq., C. W.
H. S. Hoxie of Waterville, secretary; and Wescott, T. B. Dinsmore, Mrs. S. W. Biokthe executive committee is composed of F. nell, Mrs. W. B. Conant, Miss E. P. FrothA. Banks of Biddeford, P. H. Glover of ingham; Finance Committee, R. F. Dunton,
Harrington, and L. R. Colcordof Searsport. Esq., Dr. Elmer Small, O. E. Frost; Committee ou Admission, Mrs. S. W. Bickuell,
Last Saturday evening a large reception, Mrs. Elmer Small, Miss E. P. Frothingham;
followed by dancing, was given at the new Committee on Supplies, Mrs. Olive H.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon House. It is the first Cooper, Mrs. Geo. Dunning, Mrs. Fredlarge entertainment the fraternity has erick Brown; Visiting Committee, Mrs. W.
given since they moved into their new and B. Decrow, Mrs. W. H. Staples, Mrs. W. A.
artistically arranged house.
McKenzie; Committee on Sick, Mrs. Elmer
Prof. George T. Little of Bowdoin, libra- Small, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
At the Directors meeting Dec. 12th it was
rian of that college, lectures in the chapel
to call a special meeting of the InDec. 15th on Mountain Climbing. Professor voted
Little is a member of the Appalachian Club coporators early in January to amend the
and is an expert mountain climber. He will by-laws, so that members of the King’s
probably take the Canadian Rockies for the Daughters and the W. C. T. Union may besubject of his lecture and will use illustra- come members of the society without the
payment of further dues. This is done to
tions.
show the appreciation of the directors for
annual
contheir
The Musical Club give
the splendid gifts which these societies
cert and dance in Alumni Hall, Friday have already made to the Dome.
A committee was appointed consisting of
evening, Dec. 16th.
Mrs. W. B. Conant, Miss E. P. Frothing,
have
beeu
going
steadily
Arrangements
ham, Miss Lora Maxcy to confer with the
ahead for the Prism, which is to appear
officers of these different societies and obMay 15th. The printing has beeu let to the
tain from them the names of all their memBangor Co-operative Printing Company
bers who are elegible to become members
and the engraving to the Electric Company
of this corporation.
of Buffalo.
Since the Dome was opened in July we
Different members of the faculty have have had substantial evidence of the good
beeu particularly active the past week. will from many friends in the following
President Fellows was re-elected president gifts: Furniture, from Mrs. Abbie Pratt;
of the 20th Century Club of Bangor and Dr. groceries have been contributed by VV. If.
Lewis was made secretary. Prof. J. H. Hud- McIntosh, Alonzo Dutch, Swift & Paul,
dleston lectured in Vinalhaven. Prof. Spring A. A. Howes & Co., Ben D. Field; eggs and
is giving a series of addresses on forestry sheeting, by two friends; chairs, pillows
before the Farmers’ Institutes. Professor and quilt, by Mrs. Kate Conant; featherHurd is to give an illustrated lecture in bed, pillows, bolster and quilts, by Mrs.
Auburn before the State Dairy Association Sleeper and Mrs. Horn; plush couch, by
The
and President Fellows is to speak on Rural Mrs. Isaac Jackson;
Republican
Life. The committee on fitting schools have Journal, by The Republican Journal Pubhad their schools assigned, and will soon lishing Company; one-half dozen silver
begin their annual trips. Miss Edith M. spoon6 by Mrs. S. L. Milliken; one-half
Patch, entomologist at the experiment sta- dozen tumblers jelly,by Mrs. A. 1. Brown;
tion, has beeu absent for about three weeks sheets, pillow-slips and comfortables, by
investigating the conditions of the brown Armor Bearer Circle of King’s Daughters;
enter-
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exchange with the
at noon; men’s meet's
(' K. at 0.30 p. in.;
u lung
service at 7.30

ganized, and arrangements are being made
to have a banquet in Boston during the

vices to he held this
lunch
Junior C. K
in, .just after school,
haver meeting Thurstupic, “The Rich

The Gamma Chapter of Delta Sigma held
an initiation and banquet at the Mt. Vernon
House, Saturday, December 10th. A number of the alumni were present at the banquet. Miss Lennie l’hebe Copeland of BanThe initiated were
gor was toastmistress.
Sara Ellen Brown ol Old Town and Mar-

Sunday serby Rev. David

U.17-J7.
15 a.

in.

bool at
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noon.

The

Christmas coir

I niversalist church
as follows: At 10.45

preaching by the pasSmith subject of serof the Bride Cham■laj school; at 7.30 p. m.
iitorium; subject of ado‘Ve in
or a

Immortality,”

a

belief in the im-

The Massachusetts Club has been

reor-

Christmas vacation.

guerite Dorothy Pilsbury of Belfast.
Professor Spring is to attend the annual
meeting of the American Forestry Society
in Washington the first of January and
some of the students in his courses are to
accompany him.
A Chess Club has been formed with about
twenty members. C. I). Smith, ’05, of Skowhegan is president and H.. K. Dow of Old
Town is secretary and treasurer. The first
tournaments are arranged for and are being

played._

"Cil iii extemporaneous

A Masonic organization has been perfected, and has been named the Order of the
The president is Prof. J. H.
ismess
meeting of the Temple.
oter Kpworth League of
Stevens, the secretary R. II. Alton, ’(6,
Lynn, and the treasurer is C. W. Campbell
a, lleifast, was held MonA constitution has been
u.ili. The following of- of Cherryfield.
loi the year 1905:
I’res- adopted and a committee appointed to draw
M. Follett; Vice Presiup the by-laws. Movements are already on
..ai
Frost, Miss Georgia foot to establish chapters at other instituuric
Murch, Miss Sabina tions.

1

Miss Cleora Haney;
union; Organist, Aliss
iierlaiu.

meeting of the Baptist
Dee. 8th, the following
ttees were elected: Clerk,
Mathews; treasurer, Chas
in of Sunday School, F.
t. Mipt. of Sunday School,
dm Loren Fletcher; Ash' ilgore, O. E. Frost, F. L.
■11
Twombly, W. B.
mmittee, B. B. Greenlaw,
Miss Edith Burgess; visMrs. B. B. Greenlaw, Mrs.
\u..

w,...u.I.

If Stevens, Miss Isabel
'line Rhoades.

i;i titrEKLY Meetingin of the Free Baptist
was held at the F. B.
i ke

li

Centre Saturday and
ind Itli, with the follow'itei the opening exercises
U-rtson of Monroe, clerk,
Brooks was chosen modlj) Rev. E. J. Hatch of
"i'e-ponding messenger from
iee

Baptist quarterly meetafternoon by Rev. T.
Gorham, Maine; sermon Satin Rev. B. M. Edwards of
18 tale
missionary; Sunday
service led by Rev. T. F.
'’"""u by Rev. B. M.
Edwards;
sermon by Rev. H. F.
"slow
Ti)is was followed by
eniarks by Rev. David Brackett,
services of twenty two
,,bis
li|e
different churches of this
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of the agricultural students
the Grange meeting in Orrington
last week and will attend the Dairy Conference in Auburn.

Twenty-four

went to

i*1.:i

..''-argent, Mrs. Annie Burgess;
-Miss Josephine Patter:
Mahoney, Mrs. R. B. Herrick,
"i.ortson, Mr. Edwin Perkins;
"oinittee, Mrs. Clarrie S.
" B
Fletcher, Miss Fannie
B. Parker; benevolence
Mary J. Randell, Mrs.
Cagie Frost, Mrs. Hattie
■

j.”

Circulars will soon be issued about the
school session of five weeks. The
school was particularly successful last summer and a large number are expected the
coming season. Professor J. S. Stevens will
have it in charge, and courses will be offered specially attractive to teachers and students wishing to taka extra work, and
prospective students who would have to
summer

AGIN A THIRD TERM.
Democratic State Committee Turns Down
State Assessor Pottle.

The Democratic State Committee met in
Fairfield Dec. 9th with 14 of the 16 counties
represented. Chairman Jones presided.
It was decided to begin active work at ones
in the perfection of an organization for the
State campaign of 1906. A feature of the
meeting was the turning down of State
Assessor I’ottle, the Democratic member oi
the board, whose second term of six years
expires this winter. The following resolution was adopted:
In our campaign we charged the Republicans with retaining men in office altogether
too long and it would be inconsistent for tie
to keep one person eighteen years in the
only office at our disposal. For this reason
we hope and trust that our representatives
in the Legislature will be governed by this
consideration in selecting the Democratic
member of the State Board of Assessors.
It is the sense of the Democratic State
Committee that one term of six years is a
sufficient period of service for any member
of the State Board of Assessors.
The Lewiston Sun thinks the Democrats
“have made another blunder." It says:
Every year that Mr. Pottle has served on
the board should make him a more valuable
Assessor, a greater credit to the State and
to his party. If he Is to be turned down il
should be because he has not been a good
Assessor.
What the Democratic party of Maine
needs is not offices but that every Democrat
who holds an office shall prove so good t
man for the place that more Democrat!
shall be considered for office.
Poor hungry party 1 if it must pass arounc
one little stick of candy for a suck apiece.

Chilly

at Fort Fairfield.

Fort Fairfield, Dec. 9.
The new
United States weather statioii here reported
16 degrees below zero, early Friday.

Miss Flora Sherman.
The Directors wish to thank the many
friends of the Home for the interest which
they are thus manifesting in the welfare of
the inmates of the Home, and to assure
them that their gifts are fully appreciated.
To the Public: We wish to say that we
need the help and hearty co-operation of
every man and woman in this city, that we

Clinton Grange is baviug its newly equipped hall wired lor electric lighting.

White died in Brookton,
Mass., Deo. 5th, of paralysis. lie was born
in Belfast, Feb. 5, 1832, and had lived here
until the last few years, when property interests caused him to move to Brockton.
Nov. 27,1856, he was married to Eliza Jane
Brier of Belfast, who died Feb. 28, 1862.

George Ulmer

The outlook is that the increase in memthis year
will count up to 8,900.

bership in the granges ol the State

a

Geo. M. Twitchell of the Maine Farmer
thinks it much better in the discussions at
grange meetings to have the question asked
than to have negative and affirmative
sides.
Maine ranks the second State in the
Union in grange work, and Androscoggin
county ranks the first in the State. There
are 4500 fourth degree members in the State
and over one-tenth of these are credited to

Androscoggin county.
Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, at its last
meeting elected the following officers: M.,
James II. Cilley; 0., Herbert F. Smith; L.,
Therzia Cross; S., Murray Wentworth; A.
S., George Herberts; C., Ruth Smith; T.,
Caroline Smith ; Sec’y, Cynthia Gurney; G.
K.
James Wentworth; Ceres, Frances
French; I’omona, Ada Cross; Flora, Illie
Smith; Organist, Alma Smith. Installing
officer, Edward Evans.
Sunrise Grange, Winterport, has elected
officers for the ensuing year as follows:
Master, Leroy Cole; Overseer, Oscar Littlefield; Lecturer, Carroll Young; Steward,
George Cole; Assistant Steward, Alva
Thompson; Chaplain, Ira Cole; Treasurer,
L. 1). Hill; Secretary, Raymond F. Cole;
Gate Keeper, W. O. Lane; Ceres, Clara
Cole; I’omona, Luvie Colson; Flora,

Died Dee. 9th in Roxbury, Mass., at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. E. S. Fletcher,

Eliza, widow of the late John Goyeus of
this city. Mrs. Goyens was born in Cornwall, England, Aug. 31, 1838, and spent her
early life there. At the age of 21 she married Mr. Goyeus. In 1876 she came to this
country to join her husband, who had come

Blanche Young.
Sebasticook Grange, Burnham, held its
regular meeting Dec. 10th, and after the
routine business the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: Master, Wilber Reynolds; Overseer, Thomas McAllister ; Lecturer, Wentworth Pease; Steward,
Harry Kenney; Assistant Steward, Evon
Kenney; Chaplain, Mary Twitchell; Treasurer, Wm. H. Kimball; Secretary; Mrs. H.
0. I’arkman ; Gate Keeper, George H. Reynolds ; Ceres, Mrs. Wilber Reynolds; Pomona, Belle Reynolds; Flora, Mrs. Chas. Cun-

over

n

inirlio ni

f 'linriofur

ViHu Po rlrman

At the annual meeting of Morning Light
Grange of Monroe, held Saturday evening,
Dec. 10th, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Master, Edwin
Jenkins; overseer, Clifton Moore; lecturer,
Henry R. Dawson; steward, Oscar Dow;
asst, steward, Sidney Scott; chaplain, Mrs.
Evie Twombly; treasurer, Miss S. A. Mansur ; secretary, Isaac F. Cook ; gate keeper,
Frank Curtis; L. A. S., Miss Beulah
Ritchie; ceres, Miss Mertie Jenkins; pomona, Mrs. Mamie Curtis; flora, Mrs. Susie E.
Dawson. Installation the first meeting in
January.
Harvest .Moon Grange, Thorndike, elected the following officers for the ensuing
year Dec. 10th : Master, 0. J. Parsons; overseer, A. L. Ward ; lecturer, E. II. Ward ;
steward, Irving Parsons; asst, steward,
Clarence Parsons; chaplain, Charles Parsons; treasurer, A. R. Murch; secretary, A.
M. Higgins; gate keeper, J. D. Higgins;
pomoua, Annie E. Ward; flora, Affie Parsons ; ceres, Alma Parsons; lady asst, steward, Annie M. Ward; organist, Annie Cole.

J. Johnson of the Baptist church officiating.
The remains were brought to this city, arriving here by Saturday's boat. The interment was in South Belfast.
The funeral of Capt. Jouas B. Ferguson
Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 7th, at his late
was

Harvest Moon Grange, Brooks, discussed
question last Monday evening, and has a

mock trial under consideration.

Three children were born to them, two of
whom survive—Ida M., wife of Walter G.
Hatch of Belfast, and Ernest L. White of
Brockton, Mass. Jan. 12,1867, he was married to Kate J. Tyler of Searsmont, who
died March 13, 1882. He was married in
1890, to Mrs. Sarah A. Brier of Liberty, who
survives him. Mr. White was of social disposition and was respected by all who knew
him. He was greatly interested in the social
and moral welfare of his birth place, the
Head of the Tide, and gave of his time and
means to support any worthy object. Several different times he raised money for repairs npon the church. In young manhood
he was a line tenor singer, and sang in the
choir at the Head of the Tide for 30 years
He was a strong temperance ador more.
vocate and was formerly a prominent member of the orders of Sons of Temperance
and Good Templars. He was also a member of Phoenix Lodge of Masons in Belfast.
The funeral was held Dec. 8th at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. W. G. Hatch, and was
largely attended. The lioral offerings were
Rev. D. L. Wilson of
many and beautiful.
Belfast officiated, and the interment was in
the family lot in Head of Tide Cemetery.

home at the Head of the Tide
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several years before, and they settled in
Ely, Vt. In 1884 they moved to this city, Mr.
Goyens buying a faru in the western part of
the town on which they since lived. Mr.
Goyens died nine years ago. Mrs. Goyens
leaves two daughters, Mrs. Eliza A. James
of this city and Mrs. Lillian Fletcher of
Roxbury, Mass.; four grandchildren and
two great grandchildren: also one sister,
and
and
Rockland
sofa
quilt
pillow cover, by Mrs. Joanna Mrs. Fred Ehret of Jersey City, and a large
tail moth arouud Portland,
Brown; bushel apples, by Arthur Bicknell; circle of friends who will sincerely mourn
Camden.
lursey, uy w. n. yuimoy; preserves, uy her decease.
The funeral services were
The Washington County Club, recently
1. T\ Mrs. Elmer Small; $2, by Mrs. Sarah and held at the home of Mr. Fletcher. Rev II
is officered as follows:

Hates, Calais, president; T. H. Reynolds,
up. in., peoples’gos- Eastport, vice president; E. J. Sawyer, Jr.,
The Wesleyan
lii.
Milbridge, secretary and treasurer; G. R.
eet next Saturday evenTarbox Calais, J. II. Brooks, Milltowu, P.
I. Ilian Spinney.
11. Glover, Harrington, executive commitill, High street, meet-: tee. The club is organized to promote good
i-rence this, Thurs-1 fellowship among the members, and to forlowed by an import-' ward the interests of the University of
preaching at 10.45 Maine in their section.
■

15, 1904.

very

largely attended, the deceased having a
wide circle of friends. There was a large
delegation from the Grand Army, and the

may together make this institution a source
of comfort to the aged and an honor to our master mariners aud business men of Belfast were well represented. The bearers
beloved city.
were Henry
Bailey, Alonzo T. Beckwith,
The Home is open to visitors and they
Leonard Webster, George F. Brier.
will be welcomed by the matron, Mrs.
Miss Rose A. Gilkey, who died Dec. 3d at
Coburn, any afternoon during the week.
her home in Troy, had been in failing health I
Any resident of Belfast of the age of 21 for some time
and three weeks'before her
years may become a member of this corpora- death she was stricken with pneumonia.
tion by paying SI, annual dues, and we ex- All that, the best medical aid aud kind,
tend the invitation to all those who wish to faithful care could do proved unavailing,
Of a Quiet, unassuming nature, her pure, j
see the work prosper to become members.
thoughtful mind and life of toil and self-]
O. E. F.
sacrifice are best known to those who have
been intimately associated with her. .She
The installation of officers will be the first
was born Oct. 24,1831, the youngest child of !
WEDDING BELLS.
Samuel aud Betsey Gilkey, and from her Saturday in January and past master E. il.
youth it had been her mission to care for Ward will be the installing officer.
Thvrlow-Hebb.
A quiet home wed- those of her kindred, as one by one they I
North Waldo Pomona Grange met Dec.
ding took place in Watertown, Mass., Nov. passed from'earth, some after years of suf- !
Kith. The contracting parties were Edward fering. For the past twenty-one years her 7th with Sunrise Grange, Winterport, for
H.
Mrs.
D.
invalid, crippled sister,
Bagley, an all day session. Five candidates receivM. Thurlow and Miss Efiie F. Ilebb of Wa- had been her constant care.
Besides this
After the ceremony the aged sister, she leaves one brother, William ed the fifth degree. The address of weltertown, Mass.
Much sym- come was delivered in a very eloquent manhappy couple left for Maine, Mr. Thurlow's Gilkey, who lives in Oregon.
is expressed for them, especially for
ner by Miss Florence M. Cole of Sunrise
native State. Mr. Thurlow is the second pathy
the lonely sister, who so deeply feels her
son of Horace M. Thurlow of Lincolnville, loss.
Grange. The response was given by Mr.
Ginn of South Branch Grauge, Prospect.
formerly of this city, and Mrs. Thurlow is
The funeral of Ralph Spearing, who re- A dinner was served in the
dining hall by
one of Watertown's many nice young ladied
in
a
at
Lowell, Mass.,
cently
hospital
dies. On their return they will reside in was held at the home of his mother, Mrs. the ladies of Sunrise^Grange. The followWatertown, where Mr. Thurlow is employ- George Spearin, in Clinton, Dec. 6th. ing literary program was furnished: ReciRev. L. W. Coons of Pittsfield officiated,with tation, Maude Cole; vocal solo, Mrs. L. W.
ed on the electrics. Their many friends
Rev. A. E. Luce, pastor of the Methodist i
Miss Alvie Colson;
wish them happiness and prosperity.
church, assisting. The Methodist choirsang Frederick; recitation,
selections chosen by the family. The floral declamation, Raymond Cole. The topic for
Dobsok-Wrioht. At the home of Mr. tributes were rich aud beautiful.
discussion, the parcels post bill, was opened
and Mrs. E. E. Bagley in Pittsfield Dec. fith
discussed by
occurred the wedding of their niece, Miss
The many friends of Rev. I!. W. Norton by W. S. Littlefield and ably
Elizabeth B. Wright, and-Mr. William G. of Dover will sympathize with him in the many of the members. The Grange closed
Dobson. The parlor was very prettily deco- death of his mother, Mrs. Noah Norton, about 4
p. m.
rated for the occasion. To the strains of which occurred recently at her home in
the wedding march played by Mrs. S. H. Penobscot.
Frost the bridal party entered the room at
The Steamboat War.
8 o’clock—the ribbon girls, Leta Bickmore,
EXECUTIONS IN MAINE.
Agnes Parks, Gwendolen and Marion
The only new feature of the steamboat
Griffin, flower girl, Evie Hopkins, ring Some Incidents and Statistics
Concerning war on the Penobscot is the hauling off of
bearer, Mae Bagley, bridesmaid, Miss
Capital Punishment.
the Merryconeag, with the promise of a
Bessie Wright, a sister, the bride, with her
State Librarian Carver ha* been looking smaller boat in her place. There are indiuncle, Mr. E. E. Bagley, and the groom with
his best man, Mr. James Smith. Rev. L. W. through the State records to make up a list!
the Pemaquid has come to stay,
Coons performed the impressive service. of executions by hanging for the crime of cations that
The party then repaired to the dining room, murder that have occurred in Maine since and Capt. Bennett of the Golden Rod, who
which was tastily decorated with cut flow- it became a State, aud during the time the holds to the 25-cent fare, is getting a good
ers, ferns and palms, and here the Misses law for the infliction of capital punishment
Sunday General Manager
Edna Maloon and Edna Whitten served remained on the statute books. He finds a patronage.
delicious refreshments.
Mrs. Dobson is record of only nine men hanged for murder, bevereaux of the Bucksport, Belfast and
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wright namely: Seth Elliott of Knox, hauged at Camden Steamboat Co., issued the following
of Troy, but for several years past has Casting February 3,1825; Joseph J. Sugar
statement:
made her home in Pittsfield, where she has of Gardiner, at Augusta January 2, 1835;
The company has decided to withdraw
many friends. The groom is the son of Francis G. Spencer of Knox, at Thoinaston
Mrs. Lizzie Smith, is assistant superintend- May 20, 1864; Clifton Harris of Auburn, at the steamer Merryconeag from the route for
the
present. She will remain at Bucksport.
ent at the Pioneer mill, and is very popular Thoinaston February 12, 1869: John T.
among the townspeople.
beautiful Gordon of Thorndike and Louis H. F. With the Maine Central R. R. in competiMany
gifts were received. Mr. and Mrs. Dobson Wagner of Germany, at Thoinaston June tion the travel is not sufficient for the comwill make their home for the winter with 25, 1875; Carmen Santore and Knffaele pany to maintaiu so large aud fast a boat
the groom’s mother on Park street, Pitts- Capone of Italy, at Thoinaston April 17, as the Merryconeag on this route.
Another boat similar to the Merryconeag
field.
1885; Daniel Wilkinson of England, at
Thomaston November 30, 1885. There have in appearance, of nearly the same speed
and
which can be operated at nearly half
in
been
at
least
two
Maine
not
“hangings”
Arnold-Schwartz.
Last Saturday
the expense, will be placed on the route as
evening at the Congregational parsonage in included in Mr. Carver's list. A man soon as she can be made ready.
Camden Rev. L. D. Evans united iu mar- named Ball was hanged in Hancock county,
A hearing began in Bangor last Monday
at Castine, we believe, many years ago,
riage Miss A. Belle Schwartz, daughter of and
the halter used on the occasion—a rope
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Schwartz, to Fred E.
at p o’clock before the United
morning
for
still
a hawser—is
exhibited
Arnold. The couple were attended bv Miss big enough
States local steamboat inspectors Cousens
to
the
of
curious
in
the
office
the
at
jail
Blanche Schwartz, ,-ister of the bride, and
Charles C. McDonald of Thomaston. The Ellsworth. And the event left its impres- and Blaisdell in regaril to the recent colbride was becomingly gowned in blue taf- sion on the vernacular of the people all lision in Belfast harbor between the rival
feta silk, with hat and gloves to match. along that section of the Maine coast. steamboats, the Merryconeag and the
The ring service was used. Mrs. Arnold is On the day of the execution, a furious
storm was raging, which was long after- Golden Rod. A. M. Devereaux, genera! mana young lady of pleasing
personality, exAnd ager of the Bucksport, Belfast and Camden
cellent character and popular among her ward referred to for comparison.
this day we frequently hear people
many friends. Mr: Arnold is a native of to
steamboat line, Capt. Chas. Shute, captain
down
of
a
from
that
way speaxing
particuMassachusetts, bu: has made his home in
of the Merryconeag, D. W. Kerst, engineer,
bad
storm
as “the worst since Ball
larly
for
Camden
several years. A young man
of sterling habits and a social disposition, was hung.” The phrase has hardened into Harry Witham, purser, with other witused
a
and
is
often
colloquialism,
by people nesses from Belfast, Camden, Castine,
he has a host of friends, who unite with
those of the bride in extending congratula- who never heard of its origin. Then there Stockton
Springs and Prospect represented
tions and wishing the newly wedded cou- was an execution in the yard of the brandnew eourt house at Auburn in the spring of
the Merryconeag, and Capt. W. I). Bennett
ple years of happiness. The presents were 1859—or about
that year. Two sailors nam- and
many and beautiful.
Immediately after
Guy Bennett of the Golden Rod and
the ceremony the happy couple were driven ed Williams and Cox—the latter a colored witnesses from
Bucksport, Rockland and
man—were
for
the
there
murder
of
to their new home, 5 Colcord street, Camhanged
an officer of a ship ou which they were seaother places represented the Golden Rod.
den, which was in readiness for them. Mr. ■man.
the
were
U.
S.
Marhanged by
They
and Mrs. Arnold have the best wishes of all
The hearing is secret, and the finding of
shal. The execution was public, on a galfor future happiness.
lows erected in front of the county build- the inspectors will not be made public for
ings, and the Auburn Artillery and Lewis- several days.
Chellis-Bowers. Albert Leslie Chel- ton Light Infantry did guard duty oil the
It is reported on good authority that the
lis of Saco and Miss Mary Lizzie Bowers of occasion. There was considerable sympaCentral has bought for the BucksCamden were married Tuesday morning, thy for the culprits in that community, as Maine
Dec. 6tb, at the home of the bride’s mother, they seemed to be poor, ignorant fellows, but port and Rockland route the twin screw
Mrs. Charles Bowers, on Elm street. Rev. not naturally vicious, and it was suspected steamer Quaker City of Philadelphia. This
L. D. Evans performed the ceremony and that they were driven to the crime by abuse. boat is 11 feet
longer and 90 tons larger
the ring service was used. The wedding The wife of the murdered man came a long
than the Pemaquid and is driven by two
was a very pretty and quiet one, only a few journey to see the execution, and visited
intimate friends being in attendance. Fol- the condemned men in their cell just pre- triple-expansion engines 10, 15, 25 cylinder
lowing the ceremony a wedding breakfast vious to it. It was said that one of the men 18 stroke developing 1,000 horse power.
was served. The bride was for several years went down on his knees to her and implora teacher in the Camden public schools and ed her forgiveness, but she refused and She is cooperatively a new boat having
Mr. Carver’s ghast- been turned out by the famous builders of
was successful and popular. She is a young exulted in their fate.
lady of pleasing manners and excellent ly statistics are certainly incomplete, the Wilmington Steamboat Co., and is said
character.
Mr. Chellis is a resident of and there may be other omissions than
Moreover, he gives the to be a flyer.
Saco, but has many friends in Camden who those noted.
unite with those of the bride in extending date of the exeoution of the Italians SauCol. Stetson Withdraws.
congratulations and wishing the newly wed- tore and Capone us April 3, 1885. The warded couple years of happiness. The pres- rant was made for their execution on that
Col. I. K. Stetson of Bangor has withents were many and costly. Mr. and Mrs. date, but the day was Good Friday, and the
Chellis left immediately after the wedding ecclesiastics made such a row that Gover- drawn from the contest for president of the
breakfast for a short honeymoon and will nor Robie commuted the sentence to April senate. This leaves a clear field for Hon.
Mr. Stetbe at home, 8 Cutts avenne, Saco, after Jan. 17th, and the men were hanged on that day Forrest Goodwin of Skowhegan.
son has written his friends to that effect.
as we give it above.—Rockland Opinion.
1,1905.
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BASKET BALL.

PERSONAL

The Belfast Blacks defeated the Gardiner
Rangers in a very close and exciting basket
ball game at the Opera House last Tuesday,
John R. I Hinton, Esq., spent a few days in
evening. At the end of the first period the Roekhtnd last week.
score stood 8 to 8, at the end of the 2nd, 17
Dr. and Mrs. R. A. Holland of Calais are
to 16 in favor of the Rangers, at the end of
visiting her mother, Mrs. James Haney.
the third 27 to 25 in favor of the Blacks.
Stephen Pierce has returned home from
Lineup of teams was as follows:
the west, where he spent the past three
GARDINER RANGERS.

Turner,

BI.ACKS.

f.

r.

Wadsworth,
Wakefield,

II. Carter,

1. f.

c.

Bolger, sub. 1.

r.

f.

Whitehead, 1. f.
Bird, c.
Curtis, r. g.
Poor, 1. g.
McDonald, sub. 1. c.

c.

Goals thrown from field as follows: Carter
3, Whitehead 6, Bird 3, Hamilton 3.
Goals thrown from fouls:
Whitehead,
Curtis 4, Hamilton 3.
Fouls were called on:

years.
Mrs. W. H. Bird and daughter Abbie of
Rockland are guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. R

Mclutye.
The engagement is announced of Miss
Grace Kirk of Camden and John Opper of
Medford, Mass.
Miss Ruth Brown has gone to Boston,
where she has an excellent position in an
insurance office.

Bird, Curtis, Poor,
McDonald, Wadsworth 3, Wakefield, Reed
Ralph W hitmore, who has been assistant
3, Hamilton.
at the drawbridge for the past two seasons,
Referee, Miclnels: umpire, Bolger; scorer has gone
to Northport for the winter. —Banand timekeeper, McMahan.
gor News.
The young ladies of the Belfast High
Mr. and Mrs. Janies A. Nickerson of East
school, the Seniors and Sophomores, will Belfast will observe the fiftieth anniverplay in the Opera House tomorrow, Friday, sary of their marriage at their home in East
evening. The admission will be 15 cents. Belfast on Thursday evening, Dec. 22nd.
Following is the Bangor Daily News’ acMrs. E. M. Coleman and daughter Aldana
count of the Belfast and Old Town game:
of Lincoluville left by Thursday’s boat for
Old Town, Dec. 13. On Tuesday night
in City tlali Old Town High school de- Boston, where Miss Coleman will continue
feated Belfast High at basket ball to the her violin and banjo practice at the New
tune of 29 to 13. For the most part, the England Conservatory of Music.
contest resembled a football game and
Ex-Senator Walls of Vinalhaven, with his
numerous fouls
were
committed, verywide
tiie state,
many of which were not called. However, and acquaintance throughout
popularity among Grand Army men,
at times something approaching science
would be seen, but in the main the game ought to be a strong candidate for the departmeut commandership of the Maine
was a case of rough and tumble.
Old Town’s team proved itself capable Grand Army.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
of development into a good aggregation,
Clarence Wight, president oi the class of
but plenty of team work is needed and
Belfast High school, who was injured
practice, hard and earnest practice, is re- 1905,
quired. Belfast has a team of stocky built by a fail some weeks ago, has sufficientlyyoungsters, but were rather slow and the recovered to be'out of doors for a short
Island City boys cheerfully rubbed it in.
time each day, and it is hoped he may soon
Capt. John R. Hurley was easily the star
of the game and found the basket nearly be able to resume his school duties.
Ballard was everywhere,
every time.
Aiuoug those present at the last quarterly
playing an excellent game and pushed
Capt. Hurley for first honors. Keith cov- meeting of the year of the eommandery of
ered his man in good style.
the State of Maine, military order of the
A gathering of Orono High school stuof the U. S., at Riverton,
dents, with their red ribbons, were perch- Loyal Legion
ed in the gallery and loudly cheered for Nov. 7th, were Hon. A. E. Nickerson of
Belfast.
Maybe they Jonahed Belfast, Swanville, Henry W. Mayo of Hampden
maybe they didn’t, but anyway the down and Gen. C. W\ Tilden of Hallowed.
river aggregation lost and some blamed
Orono.
Mr. J. c. tlowes and daughter Grace of
A
enneACntifnli/.n
1,
1 U irvVl CdKa/iI
girls were present and their cheers were Washington, Me., visited friends in Belfast
loud aud melodious.
Monday. Miss Iiowes took the boat TuesThe summary follows:
day for Castine, where she is to attend the
A

AAA

BELFAST

OLD TOWS.

Hurley, (Capt.) rf.If, L. llolm'es
Gould, If.rf (Capt.) C. Holmes
Ballard, c.,.c, Lane
Phelps, rg...lg, Murch
Keith, lg.••••rg, Stantial
Score, Old Town, 29; Belfast, 13. Field
goals, Hurley, 0, Gould, 3, Ballard, 2. C.
Goals
Holmes, 2. Keith, L. Holmes.
thrown from fouls, L. llolmes, 7, Hurley, 5.
Fouls, Old Town, 14, Belfast, 9. Referee,
Marshall, Old Town; umpire, Richardson,
U. of SI., ’08. Trainer, Parsons, Old Tow n.
Scorer, Lancaster, U. of Jl., ’08. Time, 20
minutes halves.

MAINE

NEWS ITEMS.

Colby’s new catalogue the
According
The
institution is gaining in numbers.
summary of students makes a total of 243,
to

an increase of over 25 per cent over last
year.
A lobster caught recently near Whiting,
Washington county, weighed 304 pounds and
measured 23 inches around the body. It
was 24inches long; from tail to claws was
43 inches; the iargest claw was 74 inches
across and 154 inches long, and the spiead
across from claw to claw was 43 inches.
The lobster was shipped to Boston.

At the third annual meeting of the Maine
State Detective Association in Portland
Dec. 8th the following officers were elected:
Chief, Charles A. Maxwell, Portland; deputy chief, Joseph A. Cote, Biddeford; secretary and treasurer, A. P. Bassett, Norway ; executive committee, Thomas F. Allen of Bangor; William A. Jack of Bath
aud Fred Porter of Ruinford Falls.

Captain James 11. Dayton and Captain E.
Leutze, president and member, respectively, of the naval board of inspection
H. C.

Castine Normal School.
Mr. Howes returned home Tuesday. His nephew, Leslie
Kaleigli, accompanied him for a few weeks
visit.
Charles K. Paul, son of Mr and Mrs. J.
G. Paul of this city and a graduate from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has
been appointed Professor of Mechanical
Engineering in Mexico Coliege, Mesilla
Park, New Mexico. Mr. Paul had been for
some time an
assistant professor in the
State college, Kansas.
Orrin J. Dickey left Monday for West
Palm Beach, Florida, to take a position on
the Palm Beach Daily News. During his
absence his newspaper woik here w ill lie
done by Carletou Doak, who successfully
edited The Mercury during his senior year
in the Belfast High school and who has a
decided taste for journal sm.
Rev. George C. Carter of Washington, D.
was in the city yesterday and looked at
some property with a view to becoming a
summer resident,
lie came at the instance
of Mrs. Allan McLane, who is an enthusiast concerning the attractions of Belfast.
Mr. Carter was the guest while here of

C.,

Mrs.

John G. Brooks.
A MYSTERY OF THE SEA.

Wednesday morning, Du. 7th, a trunk
picked up in the water near Tillson’s
wharf, Rockland, and taken to the police
was

aud survey, will come to Rockland this
week to inspect a proposed trial course for
naval vessels off that part of the Maine
The objection to the present courses
coast.
is that their deptli does not exceed 20
fathoms, whereas a 30 fathom depth is desired.

station. In the trunk was an open letter
directed to Alfred Riley, Prospect, Maine.
The w ord Prospect had been scratched out
and Mt. Desert substituted. In the trunk
was also a picture of a young man smoothly
shaven, and a quantity of clothing The
who
was
indicted
the
Grant Rogers,
by
trunk was tied up with a rope. It had been
grand jury of the U S. District court at broken open and the lock broken oft. It was
Portland for using the United States mails
unlawfully, as reported on another page, a small zinc trunk, somew hat battered, with
pleaded nolo couteudre and was fined $5, ihe name of Alfred Riley upon it, and had
which he paid. J. \V. Birmingham, of Mack
evidently been in the water some little time
& Birmingham of Boston, says that his firm
has instructed their attorney in Lewiston to as seaweed had worked inside. The same
bring a suit against Mr. Rogers for $10,000 day a small boat was found floating in the
for defamation of character and it will be water near Bird’s
wharf, Rockland, partly
entered soon.
full of water. Near it was a broken oar
The Maine State Poultrv Association in
lead color. The boat was painted
Portland Dec. 8, elected officers as follows: painted
President, Silas Bartlett, Lewiston; vice white and was about 12 feet long. In the
presidents. W. Johnson, Portland; secre- bottom when the water was removed were
tary, A. L. Merrill, Auburn ; treasurer, T. found a
quantity of smoked tierring and
II. Slater, Auburn; executive committee,
W. Edwin Scott,
Woodfords; Howard beans. It was thought at first there might
Hicks, West Falmouth; George T. Dear- be some connection between the boat and
born, West Falmouth; H. L. Uunton, Oak- the trunk, but was tinaily decided that the
land; George P. Coffin, Freeport. The exboat was one of those used in picking up
hibition this year was very successful.
the stuff which floated out into the tiarbor
The Maine Bulletin from the agricultural
Hix tire.
department at U. of M. says: All things the night of the Thorndike
considered, the outlook is particularly good
at the present time for .efforts along hortiTransfers in neat Estate
cultural lines in New England. Lands are
cheap; markets are good, and are near at
The following transfers in real estate
hand;transportation facilities by means of
steamboats, railroads and electric cars are were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
excellent, and are rapidly being extended; Deeds for the week ending Dec. IS, liXH:
the markets of Europe are practically at
our doors,
The chances of success in any Frank A. Curtis, Brooks, to Rose M. Curtis,
line will oe increased in porportion as the do.; land and buildings in Brooks. Isa D.
young man or woman prepares himself or Call, Troy, to Georgie Connor, do.; land
herself for the occupation before taking the
Alphonse P.
| and buildings in Troy.
responsibilities.
llaskell, Augusta, to Angelina P. Haskell,
Hannah D.
Liberty; land in Liberty.
Superintendent of Public Buildings.
Bagley, Troy, to John P. Bagiev, do., land
Col. Francis Keefe of Elioi has been apin Troy. Lydia K. Reed, Prospect, to Geo.
pointed Superintendent of Public Buildings
to fill the vacancy caused by the death of C. Ward, do.; land and buildings in ProsCol. E. C. Stearns. Colonel Keefe was a pect.
Robert Killman, Prospect, to Geo.
member of the Maine Legislature in 1899,
C. Ward, do.; land in Prospect. Geo. C.
and is a member of the Maine Historical
Society. The title of colonel is his by the Ward to Albert Peirce, Frankfort; land and
II. C. Buzzell,
appointment on the staff of Governor Hill, buildings in Prospect.
in 1901. lie is also the messenger to the
Monroe, to Fred A. Low, Winterport; land
Governor and council, lie is an active and
public spirited citizen in the town of Eliot, in Monroe. A. E. Nickerson, Swauville, to
where he has held a number of offices, in- Herbert T. Scribner, Searsport; land in
cluded in which have been the superintend- Swanville. Maria A.
Thompson, Stockton
ent of public schools, and president of the
Eliot Library Association.
Springs, to Clara P. Lancaster, do.; land
and buildings in Stockton Springs. FidelWarden Norton Begins Well.
phus C. Flagg, Belmont, to Mary A. Hall,
The State prison inspectors are well
pleased at the manner in which Bernes 0.
Norton, the new warden of the prison, is
taking hold, and predict that he will make
a good record in that position.
One of the
inspectors is quoted as follows:
“lie seems to have a ready grasp of
things and we look for excellent results.
His official record to date is a certain assurance that he will give faithful service
and in his initial steps has displayed a business capacity which promises well.”
The

Helpful Telephone.

A young woman employed as a telephone
operator is often of assistance to the Company’s patrons in things which at first do
not seem to be part of her duty. The New
England Telephone Company, for example,
trains its operators to summon assistance
when notified of accidents; to inform inquiring subscribers of the arrival of steamships ; and to furnish information concerning fires, events of public interest,and similar happenings.

Silas D.
Belfast; land in Nortliport.
Weymouth, Dover, to Sarah A. Clark,
Sangerville; land in Frankfort. Charles C.
Park, Stockton Springs, to Maria G. Griffin,
do.; land in Stockton Springs. Charles 11.
Bray, Belfast, to Wm. Holt, do.; land and
John R. Haynes,
building in Belfast.
Islesboro, to Mary P. Pendleton, et al., do.;
land in Islesboro.
A

Pumpkin

Pie Pointer.

If some of those editors in Portland and
Riddeford who persist in writing the
obituary of the pumpkin pie each fall
would abandon their swell hotel tables for a
day and go back into the country a few
miles, say to Raymond and Lyman, they
would find the good old pumpkin pie flourishing in all its pristine glory.—Kennebec
Journal.

Forest Wealth in the Northwest.

*

It is Being Trafficked in at the Expense of
Uncle Sam. Workings of the Forest ReLieu Land Law.

serve

Washington, Dec. 12, 1904. Politics
aside. Congress has at times succeeded
in innocently doing things of incalculaSuch lias
ble injury to the country.
been the effect of a law passed a few
years ago creating what is known as
Forest Reserve Land Scrip. Few peo-

ple throughout

the country,

especially

the east, know anything of this law,
yet its workings have been perhaps the

iniquitous of any land law ever
by any government in

most

administered

any age. It has resulted in millions
and tens of millions of dollars worth of

magnificent merchantable
timbered lands in the world passing
from the government into the hands of
lumber syndicates and speculators, for
most

the

which little and in some cases absolute-

ly no value
government.

has been received

by the

On its face the forest lieu land law

beneficent measure, and

was a

so

the

majority of Congressmen thought when
they enacted it. It provided that where
the government created a forest reserve and settlers already had their
homes in that reserve, they could exchange their lands tor any other public
land which they might select, the idea
being that the forest reservation, by
stopping further settlement, would
condemn them to isolation.
law

people

Then the

apply broadly
corporations who might
made to

was
or

to all
hold

have tiled on any land in forest reserves, created or to be created. The

or

laud-grant railroads

instances,
and large laud dealers and speculators,
held enormous tracts of land, good and
bad, in the forest
Where poor it

in some

reserves.

this great problem is offered. It ia opposed of course by timber and lumber

Away

speculators and manipulators, but the
American people should open their eyes
to the facts, as they frequently do when
abuses have reached a certain limit,

neither

are organized.
The great mass
people would favor the abrogation of this abominable law, and the
recent National Irrigation Congress at
K! Taso passed a strong resolution to

of the

that effect: nevertheless what is everybody’s business is nobody’s in particu-

lar. and tlie forest lieu land scrip law is
likely to continue on the statute books
unless an

overwhelming public sentiAnd, indeed, so
organized thatj
effort at legislation will immediate-!

ment sweeps it away.
well are the timbermen
any

ly

arouse a great western outroar.
It
will be but the protest of men who are
making enormous fortunes through the
squandering of the nation’s greatest reAn instance of this is seen in
source.

It’s Loathsome. It’s Disgusting.

as

is advocated

al

nuded of their last stick of timber and
are

not worth

fifty

cents an acre.

With this forest lieu land law upon
the statute books it is a question
whether the creation of additional forest reserves does not become more of a
menace to forestry and irrigation than
a good.
The most eminent forest authorities tell us that at the present rate
of forest destruction there will be no
forests in the United States within
forty years. There is no more certain
way to bring this condition about than
to continue the operation of the forest
reserve scrip law and the timber and
stone law.

With a wise forest policy by which
the title to the remaining public forest
land shall remain in the government,
allowing the sale of the stumpage, as
recommended to Congress by President
Roosevelt, thus assuring a second
growth of timber and the endurance of
the water supply, an easy solution of

What is CASTORIA

between

Proposed Use of the Hospital Building
These.

Insane
Hospital visited Widow’s Island last
week to see if the building there, transferred by the National government to
the State, could be utilized for a sum- hospitality.
The trustees of

the

Maine

mer

home for insane

National

W.

V.

T.

The National Woman’s

that no fraud in connection with naturalization is permitted.

U.

Temperance

Even where it is not possible to
Christian Union at the recent general
secure in other nations the observance
Philadelphia re elected the of the principles which we accept as
general officers, including the president, axiomatic, it is necessary for us firmly
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Portland. One to insist upon the rights of our own
of the resolutions adopted was as fol- citizens, without regard to their creed
lows: “We deplore the tendency of or race; without regard to whether they
modern writers of fiction to assume were born here or born abroad. It has
that the bottle and the pipe are neces- proved
very difficult to secure from
sary adjuncts of many of their charac- Russia the right for our Jewish fellow
the
and
we
statements
ters,
recognize
citizens to receive passports and travel
of Dr. Crothers, the well known au- through Russian
territory. Such con‘that
on
the
use
of
inebriety,
duct is not only unjust and irritating
thority
alcohol is influencing literature of the toward us, but it is difficult to see its
day.’” The executive committee an- wisdom from Russia’s standpoint. No
nounced that the convention of 1905 conceivable good is accomplished by it.
will be held in Los Angeles, Cal.
No one defends or excuses corruption,
Let me say I have used Ely’s Cream and it would seem to follow that none
Balm for catarrh and can thoroughly recomwould oppose vigorous measures to
mend it for what it claims. Very truly,
eradicate it. I recommend the enact(Rev.) H. W. Hathaway, Elizabeth, N. J.
1 tried Ely’s Cream Balm and to all ap- ment of a law directed against bribery
am
and corruption in federal elections.
cured
of
catarrh.
The
terpearance
rible headaches from which I long suffered
are gone.—W. J. Hitchcock, late Major
It is not merely unwise, it is conU. S. Vol. and A. A. Gen., Buffalo, N. Y.
temptible, for a nation, as for an indisession in

Tbe Balm does not irritate or cause sneezSold by druggists at 50 cts., or
mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren St.,
New York.

ing.

If you haven’t time to prepare Hollister’s

Rocky Mountain Tea, it is now made in
tablet form also. Get a package already to

use.

cents.

Makes you well;
R. H. Moody.

keeps

you well.
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Toilet and Farcj g«k
Poor& on,
_DRUCCi

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, 7T MURRAY STREET,

NEW

Ranges,
I Makes Good Layers

■
M
■

■

in the scale of civilization and of

!f
flI

sssf

Stoves

^
every age and ■
lay like Sheridan's Condition Powder. It brings pallets to early ■
laying maturity, carries obi hens safely through the moulting season, and ■
keeps them all chipper and busy in the dead of winter when prices are ■
highest. Used successfully for 30 years. ^
m
9
)
B- fl
Ask your dealer for it. We send one pkg.
1
fl)
ft)

breed

25c; five.|1.00. Large 2 lb. can, f 1.20; six
|5.00. Sample best poultry paper free.

fl

I. S. JOHNSON A
Mass.

cans,

ffl

CONDITION

CO.,

^^JBoston^

stands.

load

1

ll

1J

■

We have jum

I

^

of the Gk:

and stoves, in all
heaters,

the Kind You Have Always Bought

soon
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AT

THEY ARE DESIRABLE,
THEY ARE RELIABLE,

TOGUS.

D., of Portland Appointed.

D.

At a meeting of the board of managers of the National Soldiers' Homes in

CHOICE SELECTION'S OF NEW HOLIDAY GOODS ARE NOW READY
for the inspection anrl approval of all who know a good thing when they see it.
Come in and be pleasantly surprised. Nothing now to hinder you from having a
merry Christmas, as you can get the presents yon want for the persons you wish at
a price you can afford to pay.
Here are a few articles that will make good presents :

OUR

Washington, Dec. 6th, Major Henry S.
Burrage of Portland was unanimously
elected chaplain of the National Soldiers’ Home at Togus.
He was en- NECKTIES, ARM BANDS, SUSPENDERS, FUR GLOVES, FUR
dorsed by the entire Maine delegation
MITTENS, FUR CAPS FOR LADIES’ AND GENTLEin Congress. This is a life position and
MEN, HANDKERCHIEFS,PL AIN AND) IN IT IA L,
Major Burrage will assume its duties
FROM 10 TO 50 CENTS.
after the first of January, at which
time he will also relinquish the editorship of Zion’s Advocate. Major Bur- UMBRELLAS, bLANNEL NIGHT ROBES, SMOKING JACKrage will move to Togus with his family.
ETS. COLLARS, CUFFS, SHIRTS OF ALL GRADES. MEN’S
In the appointment of Major BurAND BOYS’ SWEATERS, HOSIERY AND UN DERWEAR,
the
home
will
as
have
rage,
Togus
chapALL GRADES.
lain one of the most distinguished volunteer soldiers furnished by Maine in
CLOSING
OUT
SA
LE
Ob CHILDREN’S SUITS from 4 to 16
P. S.
the civil war.
A Pleasant Pill,

No Pill is as pleasant and positive as J)e
Witt’s Little.Early Risers. De Witt’s Little Early Risers are so mild and effective
that children, delicate ladies and weak people enjoy their cleansing effect, while
strong people say they are the best liver
pills sold. Sold by R. H. Moody.
FAT

Judge Parker, in accepting the nomi-

nation to run for the Presidency, resigned from a position which gave him
*12,500 per year. He has now accepted
the position as legal advisor for the
Subway Commission, and will receive
$100,000 a year. William Jennings Bryan
is earning annually from $75,000 to $100,000 per year from his paper and lectures.
General Miles still draws his salary of
$8,500 per year as a retired Major General, and is to draw an additional salary
as Adjutant General of Massachusetts.

Governor Odell of New York will soon
leave his office, which pays him $10,000
a year, and accept a position in a railroad company at $50,000 a year.
When you feel like sighing—sing,
Sighing will never pleasure bring,
Learn to laugh, you can laugh and laugh

right
By taking Rocky Mountain Tea at night.
—K. 11. Moody
Brunswick’s Library Dedicated.

Brunswick, Me., Dec. 8. The memorial library erected in memory of Capt.
John Curtis by his son, William J. !
Curtis of New York city, was dedicated 1
today. The library is considered one i
if the finest in the State. It cost $15,)00, contains 10,000 volumes, and is a
me-story brick building with granite

Professor Franklin C.
trimmings.
Robinson, president of the Brunswick
Library association, presided and introduced Mr. Curtis, who presented the
ibrary to the town. It was accepted
ly Capt. Lemuel II. Stover of the board
if selectmen. Capt. Curtis was born in
Sobleboro, Me., on October 4,1823, and
lied in St. GeorgeB, Bermuda, July 3rd,
1870.

-----1
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Important

A YEAR.
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McCLURE’S
MAGAZINE
is

the

cleanest,
family,”

stimulating,

most

for the
says one of the
month. It is without question

meatiest
million

general magazine

who

read

it every

Offers something
Come ano

New Goods

Great features are promised for next year—six or more wholesome
interesting short stories in every number, continued stories, beautiful pictures in colors, and articles by such famous writers as Ida M.
Tarbell, Lincoln Steffens, Ray Stannard Raker, John La Large,
William Allen White, and Charles Wagner. Get all of it right into
your home by taking advantage of this

before y.

SPECIAL LINE OF
In

packages

Send $1.00 before

January 31, 1905^ for a subscription for the year 1905 and
will send you free the November and December numbers of r9o4—fourteen months for $1.00 or the price of twelve. Address McCLURE’S, 48-59
E ast 23d Street, New York City.
Write for agents’ terms.
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KID GLOVES

Broken Candy ID
Peanut Candy 10t*
Nuts oi All kind'

MRS. B. F.
15 Main

WELLS,
Street, Bdfist.

Second-hand goods
of every descripion. F u r n i ture,

bedding, carpets,
stoves, e,tc. Antique Jtaruiture a
specialty. If you
___have anything to
lell drop me a postal card and you will receive
WALTER H. COO *1BS,
prompt call.
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
ly62

[To

■

in two years is the honest
evidence we otter you that our
methods are right. We require
no payment in advance. We use our own
money to advertise your property. We need
more farms to complete the assortment for
our new catalogue, a copy of which will go to
more than 20,000 farm buyers everywhere.
We sell stores, mills, shops and hotels too.
Write today for our FREE farm description
blanks. Address,
E. A. 8TROUT FARM AGENCY,
150 Vhnmuii
lew York

Cure
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j
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proves to be exe>
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and deliver promt
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;
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:
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.
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City.

Tremont Temple,
Boston.

STILES, Agent, Brooks, Me.

Cold in One

Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets, /s
Seven NCffion bones told In
This
12 months.
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superlh;
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move

j

the hair permit e

stienglli of the hair. t!
take to entirely destroy
tie. acid or poisonous
a scar or cause injury

me under a written lcsi.ii
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whom 1 am personally
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We take nr<lers

“The Best at any Price”

as

Evenin'**

Mitchell & Ti iissell,

continually.

Part.

Maine people (and people from other
larts of the world, who judge it by the log
iabin at the St. Louis Fair,) do not always
lave in mind what an important part the
Pine Tree State plays in the Union. Even
;he mighty Empire State is obliged to put
nuch dependence in Maiue for the necessi:ies of life, a fact that is well brought out
jy a New York newspaper correspondent
who says: “Maine granite, Maine lime,
Maine ice, Maine spring water, Maine
Christmas trees, Maine canned goods, Maine
vessels, some Maine money, and perhaps
rot last, and certainly not least, Maine men
—all these have been much in evidence in
vidual, to use high sounding language Sreater New York, some of them the year
to proclaim its purposes, or to take posi- round—all in fact, save Christmas trees.”
tions which are ridiculous, if unsup- There are also a few other things that could
Maine lumber,
ported by potential force, and then to well be added to the list, as Maine
woolens
refuse to provide this force. Maine slate, Maine paper,
and
rnd
certainly not to
The steady aim of this nation, as of all be cottons and shoes,
Maine
cider
omitted
Maine
and
lobsters,
enlightened nations, should be to strive '< Maine
spruce gum. Verily, Maine is a great
to bring ever nearer the day when there ! State and its
the
salt
of
are
the
earth.
people
shall prevail throughout the world the —Maine Coast Cottager.

$1.00

10 CENTS A COPY

CLEANSED to look

Maine’s

12 Main St.

Henry Staples,
I

JOBS.

be here.

Open

THEY ARE MANY,
|B«rrage,

o-

cooki:

ranges, for cold

Children.

CHAPLAIN

f

Glen wood

YORK CITY.

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and

j

There is no danger of having too
many immigrants of the right kind. It
makes no difference from what country
they come. If they are sound in body
and in mind, and, above all, if they are
of good character, so that we can rest
assured that their children and grandchildren will be worthy fellow citizens
of our children and grandchildren; then
we should welcome them with cordial

ALWAYS

is the time to

success

WIDOW’S ISLAND.

ntw

from Califorin;,
A genera] full line of

In Use For Over 30 Years.

capacity for self-government, and most
earnestly hope that in the end they
will be able to stand, if not entirely
alone, yet in some such relation to the

Key. H. S.

/JW

ilfi’s Pul*

The Kind You Have Always Bought

firmly believe that we can help them
(the Fillipinos) to rise higher and high-

now

Ijj

f resh from tlie market

I

Cuba

ij

Harrison Fisher's pktuns
Underwood’s artist,.
lamson’s reprints ut Mdine
The latter we sell lor 7Try the

The Children's Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

■

as

(HI

[,.

among them

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

CASTORIA

■

especially bi'<.'n

some

I

to its population, such a diminutive army as ours; and while the
army is so small, we are not to be excused if we fail to keep it at a very high
grade of proficiency.

and failure, hi cumstances. If a race does not have
other words, the cost of wasting—let plenty of children, or if the children do
alone the magnitude of the waste—is not grow up, or if when they grow up
serious. One railroad company was of- they are unhealthy in body, and stunted
fered fifty cents per cord for permission or vicious in mind, then that race is a
decadent, and no heaping up of wealth,
to throw edgings onto cars.
If anything can be said to impress no splendor of monetary material proscan avail in any degree as offsets.
upon the people of Maine as a whole perity
the magnitude and richness of their
The attention of the Congress should
God-given resources, and the profitlessgiven to the currency
ness of sectional preferences or preju- be especially
: question, and that the standing comdices, it will help. We want the family
mittees
on
the
matter
in the two houses
idea: All Maine for Maine. If, once
with the duty take up the matimpressed, they will remain so, and live charged
ter of our currency, and see whether it
up to and into the creed, the railroad
facilities can readily be strengthened is not possible to secure an agreement
and expanded, every railroad company in the business world for bettering the
in the State participating must become system; the committees should consider !
the question of the retirement of the j
stronger to help the family, and there
cannot fail to be such an advance as greenbacks, and the problem of secur-1
ing in our currency such elasticity as is
never before;
one which may, as it
ought, end discussion upon the possi- consistent with safety. Every silver ;
dollar
should be made by law redeem- j
bility of New' England’s commercial
able in gold, at the option of the holder. :
decline.
ence

before they are all piand lay them awav til
of December?
We have secured thi

—

GENUINE

Swi

Poor &

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per*
y?
sonal supervision since its infancy.
'rhvTj; /•ccccAM'4
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ’’ are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

...

United States

"V;

not secure sonn
novelties ut

relatively

er

■

Why

..

iiictl

value,
by the NationIrrigation Congress and by The
National Irrigation Association. Many
of these lands have already been deed

IS BUT A LITTLF Way
(tff

PRESlDENrS_IMESSAGt:

patients. The
But the citizenship of this country
building was erected by the U. S. government many years ago as a hospital should not be debased. It is vital that
for yellow fever patients, but has never we should keep high the standard of
been used for that or any other purpose, well-being among our wage-workers,
anu a keeper has been in charge of the and therefore we
should not admit
place. Ex-Governor liobie, one of the masses of men whose standards of livvisiting party, was seen by a reporter of ing and whose personal customs and
the Rockland Star on his return. He habits ace such that they tend to lower
said that while the trustees were much the level of the American wageworker;
impressed with the property nothing and, above all, we should not admit any
could be done* until they had discussed man of an unworthy type, any man
the matter with the physician and de- concerning whom we can say that he
termined whether it would be advisable will himself be a bad citizen, or that
to transport insane patients' to so great his children and grandchildren will detract from instead of adding to the sum
a distance.
icibei
b
r uiest ltesei vti
The summer residents of North Ha- of the good citizenship of the country.
we should take the greatest
Scrip” will be a thing of the past. It ven resent this proposed change very Similarly,
care about naturalization.
Fraudulent
should be a thing of the past, and this strongly. They claim that the turning
of the old Marine hospital into an asy- naturalization, the naturalization of im< ongress
about to convene
should lum would not be at all
agreeable to j proper persons, is a curse to our govpromptly make it a thing of the past. the summer visitors, of whom there are ernment; and it is the affair of every
honest voter, wherever born, to see
The owners of these lands included in a great number there.
that no fraudulent voting is allowed,
forest reserves should be forced to sell
them to the government at, not necessarily $1.25 per acre, but at the apprais-

w

vorced.
themselves beard on this
tremendous question.
evidence
of
the
and
It is our duty to remember that a
Here’s strong
quickness
sureness of that wonderful remedy, Dr. Agnew’s
nation has no more right to do injustice
Guy E. Mitchell.
I
was
a
victim
of
“For
Powder:
Catarrhal
years
or weak, than
Chronic Catarrh—tried many remedies but no to another nation, strong
an individual has to do injustice to
RAILROAD TALK.
cure was effected until I had produced and used
Dr. Aguew’s Catarrhal Powder. First applica- another individual.
Until some
me instant reliet, and in an incledlbly
Addrtsiws l>y Col. F. E. Boothby and Presi- tion gave
which there shall
short while I was absolutely cured.”—James method is devised by
dent F. W. Cram.
be a degree of international control
Headly, Dundee, N. ¥.
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co. over
offending nations, it would be a
The Twentieth Century Club held its
wicked thing for the most civilized
Dr. Agnew’s Heart Cure relieves In
annual meeting at the Bangor House
21
30 minutes.
powers, for those with most sense of
international obligations, and with
Tuesday night, Dec. 7th. After the
keenest and most generous appreciation
supper addresses were made by Col. F.
of the difference between right and
E. Boothby, of the Maine Central, and
wrong, to disarm. If the great civilized
President Franklin W. Cram of the
nations of the present day should comATpletely disarm, the result would mean
Bangor & Aroostook. Col. Boothby in IMPORTANT SUBJECTS TO WHICH
of barbarclosing made the following reference to TENTION OF CONGRESS IS DIRECTED. an immediate recrudescence
ism, in one form or another.
new railroads:
it
to itself
A great, free people owes
The nation continues to enjoy note- and to all mankind not to sink into
1 had thought that on the completion
of the Washington County railway, worthy prosperity. Such prosperity is helplessness before the powers of evil.
Maine had all the railroads needed and of course primarily due to tbe high insome industries are sure to spring up dividual average of our citizenship,
We are in every way endeavoring to
with the help of the good people who taken together with our great national
help
on, with cordial good will, every
but
an
factor
important
live along its line to the betterment of resources;
movement which will tend to bring us
that county with its grand name, even therein is the working of our long con- into
more friendly relations with the
if it is only in the summer resort line, tinued governmental policies. The peo- rest of mankind. In
pursuance of this
for, as Dr. Bartol has said:, “While the ple have emphatically expressed their policy I shall shortly bring before the
Lord lets the population grow so that approval of the principles underlying Senate treaties of arbitration with all
now we claim 80,000,000, yet He is not these policies, and their desire that
the powers which are willing to enter
increasing the extent of the seacoast,” these principles be kept substantially into these treaties with us. Furtherthe best part of which is right here in unchanged, although of course applied
more, at the request of the Interpareastern Maine. The time is probably in a progressive spirit to meet changing
liamentary Union, I have asked the
not far distant when the St. Croix will conditions.
to join with this government in
powers
be bridged, affording another line in
a second Hague conference.
list
The
ever
upon
with
what
increasing
casualty
connection
already exists
from Maine to St. John. The Somerset our railroads is a matter of grave pubmieu states
it is not true turn me
to extends its lic concern, and urgently calls for action
at
work
is
now
railway
feels any land hunger or entertains any
line from Bingham to Moosehead Lake, by tbe Congress.
projects as regards the other nations of
and the Waterville, Wiscasset & Farmthe Western Hemisphere, save such as
I believe that under modern indusington is looking with longing eyes to
All that this
are for their welfare.
see how they may bridge the Kennebec trial conditions it is often necessary,
desires is to see the neighborcountry
where
not
it
is
and
even
yet
necessary
and extend their line to Franklin cove.
ing countries stable, orderly and prosLately much talk has been made with often wise, that there should be organi- perous.
better
to
labor
in
order
secure
of
zation
reference to the extension of the Banthe individual wage workgor & Aroostook to tide water. Whether the rights of
The strong arm of the government is
But when any labor union seeks
this might not result in the extension er.
enforcing respect for its just rights in
of other lines into Aroostook county is improper ends, or seeks to achieve prop- international
matters with the navy of
er ends by improper means, all good
problematical.
the United States. I most earnestly
Col. Boothbv’s address was spiced citizens, aud more especially all honor- recommend that there be no halt in the
with numerous clever little anecdotes able public servants, must oppose the work of
upbuilding the American navy.
which served to vastly entertain his wrongdoing as resolutely as they would
Our voice is now potent for
listeners. lie told the story of the oppose tbe wrongdoing of any great
and
it is so potent because we are
peace,
young man who remarked to a very corporation.
not afraid of war.
that
in
future
there
charming girl
Within the last three years the Unitit is an aosuraity to expect to elimiwould he but 25 letters in the alphapet,
en States lias set an example in disarm“when IT and I are made one,” and nate the abuses in great corporations
ament where disarmament was proper.
The national govadded:
by State action.
No other civilized nation lias,
with
ernment alone can deal

and make

following imitation type-written
letter, which is being sent broadcast
among all timbei land dealers.

.a

of

■

Instant Relief and Permanent Cure
Secured by tbe Use of Or. Agnew s
Catarrhal Powder.

tbe

“1(ear Sir:
I am advised ;hut immediately upon the
assembling of Congress in December, either
the Mondell bill restricting the purchasing
power of Forest Reserve Scrip will be placed
upon its passage, or a new bill still more
disastrous will be introduced, providing
tliat all patented lands within Forest Reservations which have not been relinquished
and lieu selections made against them, are
to be condemned, and owners will be forced
to sell to the Government at the government
price, presumably $1.25 per acre. If this
latter bill is enacted into law, Forest Reserve Scrip will be a tiling of the past.
it oceurs to me that all'scrip dealers should
unite and resist these measures vigorously.
Able counsel should be retained to defeat
these measures. I would be glad to have
you offer suggestions, naming suitable counsel You may depend upon me to co-operate
in any movement which seems best. J am
ready to contribute my proportion of the
necessary funds to push this matter vigoro lsly.
Prompt action is necessary.
May I have your immediate reply?
Yours very truly.”

peace

tyrannous terror, the peace of craven
weakness, the peace of injustice, all
these should be shunned as we shun
The right of
unrighteous war.
freedom and the responsibility for the
exercise of that right cannot be di-

was immediately exchanged for good timber lands; where
good, the owners, or the companies to
“I have sometimes hoped to say the
adequately
whom they sold it, proceeded to divest
same tiling to my brother Cram—to these great corporations. To try to deal
of
foot
of
and
then
it
timber,
every
lessen the railroad alphabet in Maine with them in an intemperate, destructurned it in to the government and lo- by making his road and mine hut one.” tive, or demagogic spirit would, in all
“Which one?” asked several voices; probability, mean that nothing whatcated in lieu of it, acre for acre, tracts
in the laughter which followed, ever would be accomplished, and, with
and,
in 'lie pathless forests of Washington,
Col. Boothby’s reply—supposing there absolute certainty, that if anything
were accomplished, it would be of a
Oregon, Northern California and Ida- was a reply at all—became inaudible.
But these corporaho, forests mentioned by the Secretary
President Cram’s address was both harmful nature.
tions should he managed with due reif tiie Interior as worth $50 and even practical and suggestive, but we can
gard to the interest of the public as a
$ioo an acre.
only quote his closing remarks, as fol- whole. Where this can be done under
hi,- neonle of the West—those who lows:
the present laws it must be done. Where
these laws come short, others should be
are not interested in timber steals of
enacted to supplement them.
various sorts—are outraged at the mag- nue possible shall be opened, and kept
for the marketing of its lumber,
open,
nitude of tbe timbermen’s operations;
all else, we must strive to keep
produce, slate, granite, etc., etc. They theAbove
of commerce open to all
not at the great legitimate lumbering are what are called “coarse
products,” on highways and to do this
it is necequal terms;
industry of tbe West but at the evasion the great ultimate money value is not
essary to put a complete stop to all reof tbe timber laws, tbe absolute down- in them, but rather in the aggregate of bates.
expense for putting them into marketright fraud, stealing and perjury, which able form and moving them to where
The prime duty of the man is to work,
is occurring in every timbered section; they can be marketed. Accordingly all
to be the breadwinner; the prime duty
and most of all at the reckless methods savings which may with justice to the
of
the woman is to be the mother, the
of lumbering by which entire water- transportation companies be made to housewife. All
questions of tariff and
the shipper should tend to encourage
sheds are denuded and destroyed, thus the utilization of a
finance sink into utter insignificance
great deal which has when
compared with the tremendous,
drying up the water resources for irri- been and is now being wasted. There
the vital importance, of trying to shape
gation upon which the fertile western are instances where, if nothing more conditions
so that these two duties of
than the cost of marketing slabs, etc.,
valleys depend for their very life.
was assured to manufacturers it would the man and of the woman can be fulThe difficulty which the irrigator and
make, on close market, all the differ- filled under reasonably favorable cir-

the forest preserver will meet is this:

The

peace of justice.

with Catarrh I
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This
.minding title—“Santa
do tlrao Para’’—is sit-

pi!

1904.

5,

Nov.

Recent experiments conducted by most
eminent scientists, prove that
light is a
remedial agent; it is essentially
great
Nature’s agent. It may be either sunlight or electric light, but it baa a decided effect in helping nature to banish
disease and restore health. Other scientific men have proved that
oxygen electrifies the heart and can prolong life.
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Discovery.

Don’t allow the dealer to insult your in-

saying concerning
lubber

ed

Dr. Pierce’s Pellets are the best for the
bowels. Use them with the "Discovery."

market

the face at every(lows:

wide and 320 feet deep; atSantaren. the
most important interior city of Brazil,

para, parou;
assai, ticou.”

it is ten

signifies

1 it

miles wide; away off on the
Brazilian frontier it is 70 feet deep, and

to the

to Para cle- 2,3oo miles above the sea it is almost a
drinks “assai” mile across. Naturally so big a river
lettered above could hardly be content with one name.
The native Indians call it still, as their
on

comes

1

aver

It is

is, printed
signstone bridges; and in

■"!

that of most

ancestors

Parana-tinga, or
European discover

It may be
here that assai is

ed to Amazon by one of Pizarro’s sol
Brazil, as chi- diers, that champion liar, Don Orellana
pulcha is of Mexico, who descended it from Peru and told

jit

rage of

marvelous tales anent his adventures

of a certain spechose dark, plum-

at

with the female warriors he found along
intoxicating sort its banks. The name “Amazons,” by
by rubbing the pulp the way, which is properly put in the
to jars of
water. plural, to indicate its width rather than
as we generally render it without the
a nds at every step in
he city and the na- finals, belongs only to that portion bei the sweetish luke- tween its mouth and the Rio Nigro.
drunk ou the spot, From the “Black River” to the Peru
ond gourd shells, at vian frontier it is the Rio Salinoens,
fs .about one cent) and that portion of it in Peru is locally
ie

jit

known

■

as

the

Maranon.

Its

most

other sham battle before the people
and another Waterloo, in which all
will be lost, including honor. The Democratic party can no longer claim to be
national. The South is still its victim.
The South is still the quadrennial sacrifice which corrupt or stupid Southern
politicians deliver over to Wall street.
But for the solid South, the Eastern
Democracy would have to shut up shop,
join the Republicans and face a genuine party of opposition. What keeps
the South solid? Nothing in the world
except an out-of-date sectional animosity and the shamelessly hypocritical
cry of negro domination. Let us put a
finish to this degradation of the South.
Let us assert our manhood against the
Let us
tyranny of political bosses.
break the shell of this bo'urbonism,
which neither learns nor forgets.

Pernambuco you southerly tributary, the Mandelra, rises
an steamer—one of in Bolivia, close to the source of the
Inin Mail S. S. line Rio de la Plata, and its greatest northik with a cargo of ern tributary, the Rio Nigro, is conked up at Bio de nected with the Venezuelan Orinoco by
Pernambuco—and a navigable canal called the Cassiquari.
Thirty million cubic feet of water How
the luxury of heartier n
vernacular, out of the Amazon in every sixty secadvantage of Yan- onds, its ordinary current is about four
pie three times a miles an hour and its tide is perceptible
ee hen
Cape Saint 500 miles from the sea. Nature favors

■

■I.

a

e\e

re

the

feev hours out
ere

for the current is

reluctantly

to admit that the
are

in

error

in

the most

nth America.

nUf

its fluvial

eastward,

highway,
while tide

winds blow westward from the Atlantic,
so that ships going either way are assisted by stream or wind. Its annua'
rise and fall is another curiosity. Its
tributaries are subject to a constant
succession of freshets, so that the main
stream never runs low. As most of the
affluents are in the southern hemisphere
the river has its greatest flood when the
The grad
sun is south of the equator.

aptain’s chart and
’(.id, assisted by our

Roque is

navigator

on

Cape
to the

for

its

known channel.

tnrhnlpiit

tide, utterly refusing
tlantic, tells its own
yager while yet fa.i

against Grant Rogers

The pretty toilette here illustrated,
and taken from the Delineator, is of
lavender crepe-de-chine, trimmed with
ruffles. Provision is made for fasten-

•

ally dip up fresh wa
ii
mouth, called tin
and aply describee
as

‘Dark and dread

ocean, much like s
hke a sea,” separates

great Island of Majaro.

plantations along
unexplored forestir

rich
■

is
•

difficult to conceivt
stent; of this

greatesi

I, with its tangled net
s, channels, densely
ikes and creeks, whici

country
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of

at the back, front or
left shoulder and side. A shallow yoke
is added,if fancied, and deep or shallow
band cuffs may complete the sleeves in
full length. The skirt is formed of five
gores, gathers adjusting it at the top,
or a yoke or shirrings may be used.

Fannie B. IVaud

SASHES
factor in the make up
of a fashionable costume. Plain, soft
are an

important

silk is much in vogue, but for genuine
elegance, nothing equals the wide (ten
and twelve inches) Pompadour ribbons,
both in delicate hues and the most
brilliant colors.
There are usually
plain satin bands at both edges of such
ribbons, which bring out the pale
shades, and at the same time modify
the bright hues. High belts are also of
Pompadour silk or ribbon shirred at the
Ruel Robinson Won’t Contest.
fronts on cords, or laid in soft folds.
Plain
silk, or shaded silk belts suit
Dec.
7.
Hon.
Reue
[
Rockland, Me.,
Robinson of Camden, late candidate fo
persons of quiet tastes, and are none
State senator on the Republican ticket the less attractive. A handsome sash

■n

'!

ing the shirt waist

If you are troubled with indigestion ge
a bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and sei 1
how quickly it will cure you
George A
Thomson of Spencer, la., says: “Have ha<
Dyspepsia for twenty years. My case wa
almost hopeless.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cun
was recommended and I used a few bottlei !
of it and it is the only thing that has re
lieved me. Would not be without it. Havi
doctored with local physicians and also a :
Chicago, and even went to Norway witl
hopes of getting some relief, but Kodol Dys
pepsia Cure is the only remedy that ha ;
done me any good, and 1 heartily recoin
mend it. Every person suffering with lndi
gestion or Dyspepsia should use it.” Soli i
by R. H. Moody.

uni on the boisterous

■

Soutl

says that he shall not contest the sea1
imparts a stylish air to the plainest
of Hon. L. M. Staples, the present sena
tor.
Mr. Staples had a majority o I costume.
kened by some travel
about 50 on the face of the returns, bu ;
Verona Clarke.
hipelago and by other! it is claimed by Mr. Robinson
and hi
■Hterraneau of the west friends that enough votes were wrong
OA.MTOJEIIA..
Kind You Nave Always Boudl
Bean the
/)
Rising as it doei fully thrown out in St. George to liavi
elected the Republican candidate. St
:■■ les
of the Pacilic, i |
| George was one of the two towns t<
incut to the Atlantic
which the secretary of State sent de
''incuts furnishes mori I fective ballots.
RUMORED $1,000,000 HOTEL.
> s
of navigable water
Talk of Eastern Steamship Co. Building
Nominated for Senator.
available for steamers
Mammoth Hotel
Chili and

Patagonia

■

and

tributaries ari !
housand miles long am l
other branches unite ti ,
-dream. The largest sliij
"Hilt could sail straigh i
..
1,000 miles, while fo
;
hundreds of miles aloni ■
"se are lateral channels
inci pal

1

■

■'!led

igaripos(canoe paths)

■

Mississippi valleyduplicat
4illa?

cr>
4

;(t.ly enlarged scale. Tie

>

1,11 's more

than three time
Mississippi, in
v:*'st untrodden forest full
iv*,.' ,a
^
" hose
edges only hay !
b.v a few adventuroui
"ter8 8n<f seekers after toi
t% ,,
"ood, mahogany and othe r
ta,‘bersAt its mouth th p
■her, 8
°ue iiundred and
eighty mil* 8
is

of the

t|il)l)er*il,,;l."lfefl

iaia,,,"l!

■

Steel

Pier

at Bar

of

Auburn,

MASONIC

TEMPLE.

BELFAST,

By a simple locking
device, the slide, when
pulled out to its full
width remains in a rigid
position, affording opportunity for turning the ^

>

roast or loaf without

reaching into the hot
oven.

|

JOHN B.

indictment.

The indictment alleges “that Grani
Rogers of Auburn on the 22d of June
1904, did knowingly and willfully de
posit in the postoffice of the said "U. S
for mailing and delivery through th<
mails of the said U. S. a certain en
velope, otherwise mailable by law, thei
and there addressed in the words am 1

figures following,

to wit:

‘Mack & Birmingham,

Ungodly Ruiusellers,
08 Harrison Ave.,
Boston, Mass.’
Upon which said envelope then am I
there was written and priuted languagi
of a scurrilous and defamatory charac
ter, in the words and figures tollowing
to wit:

Belfast

despise
IMPORTERS

AND
WHOLESALE DEALER.8
IN
Wine and Spirits
On the road
to

Facing
The Xmas

Question?
We can solve it tor you

the season have direct boats from Boston. It is also said that a mammoth
fire-proof hotel will be erected there for
the coming season. It is impossible to
find out certainly if these rumors are

An Old and Wkll-Tbied Remedi
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has bee
used for over sixty years by millions c
mothers for their children while teethinf
with perfect success. It soothes the chile
true, but as they are persistent we give
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures win I them to the public for what
they are
and
is
the
best
for
colic,
Diarrhoei
remedy
worth.—Bar Harbor Record.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggist 8_
in every part of the world. Twenty-fiv ®
A CARD.
cents a bottle. Its value is incalcufabli
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sootl iWe, the undersigned, do hereby agree tc
ing Syrup, and and take no other.
refund the money on a 50-e/nt bottle ol
“Itching hemorrhoids were the plagne c l Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it failf
to cure your eough or cold. We also guarmy life. Was almost wild. Doan’s Oin
ment cured me quickly and permanent! r, antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactorj
after doctors had failed.” C. F. Cornwel I or money refunded.
A. A. Howes & Co.
W. 0. Poor & Sou
Valley Street, Saugerties, N. T.

I
..

This was two weeks earlier than las
year when the date was Dec. 18. Th
last craft to pass down were the steam
ers Cimbria andiPenobscot, which wen
out Monday. The last boat out a yea
ago was the steamer City of Bangor
which left, Dec. 14. The average date o
its closing is Dec. 13. The records o
the closing of the river have been kep
since 1816.
The earliest date of th 5
closing of the river is Nov. 17, this beini
in 1871. The latest date on record wa
Dec. 30, the river closing on this dat
in 1877 and 1851.
a lazy liver makes a lazy man.
Burdoc
Blood Bitters is the natural, never failin
a lazy liver.

remedy for

in our

large line of

Fancy Rockers and Chairs Morris, Chairs and Odd Pieces,
ChinaClosets, Ladies’ Desks, Combination Book Cases,
Music Cabinets, Roll and Flat Top Desks, Brass and
Iron Beds, Carpets, Rugs, Matting, Oil Cloth, Bissell
Carpet Sweepers,
and in fact everything kept in a first-class furniture
store. Our stock is brilliant with suggestions of gitts
that add to home beauty and comfort and it is gifts
of this kind that are becoming more and more popular.
They are the best kind of gifts to bestow upon your
friends and the most acceptable. We extend to all an in*
vitation to visit our store and see the great preparations
we are making for the holidays.

{

!

I

!

REMEMBER THE NUMBER, 47 MAIN STREET.

SPENCER & EATON.

I

Both

oughly practical,
helpful, useful,
entertaining,

Toys, Novelties,
*

of
these

national illustrated

papers

agricultural

one

and

year

family weekly

|

in the United

for

|

States

only
$2 00

PRICE ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

BEAUTY PINS,

Send your

STERLING
SILVER

ple

THIMBLES,

name

for free

sam-

copy.
Tribune

Building,

New-York

ETC., ETC.,

City.

some

JOUNAAL

HANDKERCRIEES,

A

live, local, Republican
weekly newspaper.
Eight pages; all home print.

F. H. BLACK & CO.,

$2 a’year, $ I for six months,
50 cents for three months.

Temple,

High Street, Belfast, Maine.

HABIT

EXAMINED
Glasses fit'ed

EYES

as in

f
\

to

j

The

!

Republican

j

Journal

Publishing
Company.
Belfast,
Maine.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
BELFAST,

THE

j

your
order

money

bargains in

Next Dotr to Masonic

you

and

For Christmas Presents. _THE
REPUBLICAN
We have

if

send

New-York Tribune Farmer,

PICTURE FRAMES,
WRIST BAGS,

Hell—Ungodly Rumsellers,

and which language was calculated b;
the terras thereof and obviously inteiid
ed to reflect injuriously upon the chat
acter of another, to wit, the characte
of John P. Mack and James W. Bii
mingham, against the peace and dignit;
of said United States, and contrary h
the form of the statute of the sail
United States, in such case made am

Maine

is the most thor-

God and decent
men

STICKNEY,

AGENT,

MAINE.

the

somewhat celebrated temperance reformer, ex-county attorney of Sagada
hoc, and lately the candidate of the
The
Prohibition party for Governor.
indictment charges him with using the
U. S. mail to defraud the good name ol
This
a firm of Boston liquor dealers.
firm sent to ex-Chief Templarllogers one
of their bunches of circulars, contain
ing among other things an envelope ad
dressed to their Boston house.
Mr
Rogers used the envelope, but he addec
to the simple address certain terms
which the grand jury concluded wen
more in aecord with a temperance lec
ture than the legitimate use of the U
S. mails, and they therefore returned ax

H arbor.
Ai;gusta, Me., Dec. (i. Col. Willian 1
M. Ayer of Oakland was nominated b r
Humor is busy these days and it is
acclamation for State senator frori 1 very pleasant to believe some of the
Kennebec county at the county cor
things she is saying. There is some
vention today, made necessary by th 5 surveying being done on the Alpheus provided.”
death of Senator-elect Gustavus A
Hardy place in the Field and this leads
Robertson of Augusta. The specia 1 to various surmises. The most pleasing
The Penobscot Closed.
election will be held Dec. 19. Ther i story is that the Eastern Steamship
will be only one name on the ballot, th 3 company is interested and that they
The Penobscot river was officially de
Republican party being the only one t > will build a steel pier there and during dared closed to navigation, Dec. 7th

nominate.

may travel without eve
main stream—the bayoui ;

improved
OVEN SLIDE.

Vivnix x

■

I

Dwight P. Palmer,

STATIONERY,
POCKET BOOKS,
wvvivttvj
ARM ELASTICS,
For Scurrilous and l>efauiatory Language
on an Envelope.
CUFF BUTTONS,
In the list of indictments returned by
BROOCHES,
the grand jury in the U. S. District
STICK PINS,
Court at Portland, Dec. 8th, was one

degree
properly to enjoy
l lie latter point was ;
\ Europeans ou the
by Pincon in the ual rise begins in September, increasing
right of it, but in- less than a foot in twenty-four hours
tl.e clearest of days, The difference between its highest anc
lowest levels is about fifty feet and al
if Fernando de Xor
nal colony—a mere floodtime enormous areas are coveret
amid a waste of wa- with water, great forests being sub
hundred miles from merged, so that tops of tall trees, stick
You do not need to be ing out of the water look like bushes
the good ship turns and it is impossible to keep in an]
a

has an

FOR CHRISTMAS.

believing it to be a fresh water sea
named it Santa Maria de La Ner Dulce
and not untill 1540 was its name chang

account of the

assai.”

t

the
Its

ers,

line of it at least is
on

t

did,

Parana-uaesu.

visiting

Range

4

WE CONVINCE SCEPTICS.

telligence by offering his own blood remedy to you instead of this well-known
preparation of Dr. Pierce’s. Ten chances
to one he will substitute a cheap compound
haring a large percentage of alcohol in it.

uxled islands. There

Bay Srt?

1

The people on this earth are
susceptible
to some laws which govern plant life. A
cannot be
in the
grown
successfully
ark. A man is seldom healthy and strong
who lives in the dark or in sunless rooms.
After all, Nature’s ways are found to be
the best.
Nature’s remedies are always
best for eradicating disease, and by this we
mean a medicine made of roots and herbs.
They are assimilated in the stomach and
taken up by the blood and are, therefore,
the most potent means which can be employed for the regaining of lost health.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, consulting physician to
the Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute,
at Buffalo, N. Y., in many years of extensive practice, found that he could pin his
faith to an alterative extract of certain
plants and roots for the cure of all blood
diseases.
This he called Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery. Containing no
alcohol nor narcotics, entirely vegetable,
this " Discovery makes rich red blood ana
is a powerful tissue-builder, giving the tired
business man or woman renewed strength
and health. Rapidly
growing school-girls
and boys often show impoverished blood
by the pimples or boils which appear on
face or neck.
To eradicate the poisons
from the blood, and feed the heart, lungs
and stomach on
pure blood, nothing is
so good as Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical

spelled Pah-

d as if

THE

Waldo county bas five representatives in
President Roosevelt is the most versa
the next House. The Republicans of the
tile
man we have had in the Whiti
class
towns of Jackson, Winferport, Monroe,
Belts.
House in recent years. The wide rarigi 1 Brooks and Frankfort
have selected Everett
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
of his knowledge is simply amazing
E. Morton, of the former town as their man
A few yards of flowered silk is now a There is hardly any field of human en for the
law-making business during the'
winter.
comparative treasure. No matter if it be deavor, whether it be political, literary coming
Mr. Morton is a prosperous, up-to-date
com
scientific,
in chene or Dresden style, they are in- mechanical, military,
farmer and active in the affairs of his town
mercial, naval or historical, that he ii of
which he is a
cluded in the all-powerful term Pompa- not
fully conversant with. He knowi there BO years ago.native, having been born
dour silk. Combined with black or the old things and the new things. H< 1
He has;been a member of the board of selectmen for many years, constable, collector
white lace it forms an important part is up to date. Probably he is the besl
informed man in the United States con of taxes, superintendent
of schools and
of a costume; as, for example, the front
cerning the details of the Russo-Japa member of the board of health,and held sevand sides of a skirt may be of black nese war. He has followed every mov< eral other offices.
;
He has always been faithful and loyal to
lace and the train, waist and sleeves of of that conflict with keenest interest the
Republican party and worked hard on
silk.
Then again, with a white lace Every day the military information bu the class and town committees. The elecreau of the war department and the
tion as representative bas been well earned
skirt the lace is appliqued on the silk, naval
intelligence bureau place sheet! and deserved.
which is a little longer than basque on his desk and upon them are indicated
Mr. Morton is a consistent member of Star
by colored pins the present location ol of Progress Grange and isja Congregationallength, and the corsage is a combina- all
the troops and ships of the combat ism which being a Republican, is a good
tion of silk and lace, the front loose,
ants.
The President follows even combination for any man to stick to.—Banand puffed elbow sleeves, always flnish- movement of the war with understand! gor News.
iug and eagerness.
by a lace ruffle.
A story illustrative of the President’!
ANOTHER COMBINATION
of the wide rang*
versatility,
of silk and white lace shows a wide of his little especially
fads, is told by a gentlemar
band of delicately-colored silk above a who was a guest at dinuer at the Whit! Colds, Catarrh and
Catarrhal Head*
lace ruffle which is around the lower House. The President’s guest of lionoi
was Sir Martin
ache
Relieved
in
of England, th<
10
Minutes and
Conway
of
silk exedge of the skirt, and panels
well known mountain climber and trav
tend to the waist, alternating with lace eller. Sir Martin was
Cured
Dr.
by
Agnew’s Catarrhal
delighted to dispanels. A tasteful arrangement of silk cover that Mr. Roosevelt knew almost
Powder.
and lace forms the corsage. Folds of as much about mountain climbing as Ik
did. Then the conversation took an
Here’s one of a thousand such testimonies.
chiffon, or narrow puffs of lace and in- other turn, and for an hour the othei Rev. A. D. liuckley of buffalo, says- “I wish all
to know what a blessing Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
sertion, border low neck dresses as a guests were virtually left to themselves Powder is in a case of Catarrh. I was
troubled
substitute for berthas, which, however, while the President and the English with this disease for years, but tile first time 1
used this remedy it gave most delightful relief.
man engaged in a most animated and
are
as
fashionable
as
ever.
I now regard myself entirely cured.’7
just
prolonged conversation. It eventually
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
Spangles and chiffon flowers are often turned out that Sir Martin, in addition
Dr. Agnew’s Pills are delightful
laid over a neck border, but this is not to being a mountain climber, is an in40 doses 10 cents.
22
obligatory. Small coats in Louis the veterate orientalist and is well up as to
the ancient dynasties of the kingdoms
XIII style, are also made of Pompawhich centred about the head of the
dour silk, or plain velvet, and are very Mediterranean. The President has aldressy for dinner, reception or evening ways had a fondness for that sort of
study, too, and was delighted to find a
use.
man who could talk with him as a
A NOVELTY APPEARS
brother.
For oue mortal hour Mr.
in a low necked coat, made of plain, Roosevelt and his
guest had been disthe
military methods of the
heavy, soft silk, open at the front over cussing
a chiffon vest, the skirt simply a bias Assyrian kings—Washington Letter in
the Chicago-Record Herald.
piece embroidered all around and set
on somewhat full at the back, and the
WATSON ON BRYAN.
fronts rounded. The sleeves are short,
Predicts his l>efeat in 1908.
Scores the
full puffs.
Dotted net, Russian net
A SUPERB LINE OF GOODS
South.
or
net
make
SUITABLE
(a square mesh)
diagonal
Thomas E. Watson, recently candivery pretty evening dresses, particular- date of the People’s party for President,
ly the silk-dotted varieties, and with a addressed a large crowd last week at
Crawfordsville, Ua., the former home
wide belt of Pompadour silk, laid in of
Alexander H. Stephens.
His adfolds or shirred, one may be sure of the dress was received with close attention.
He spoke, in part, as follows:
highest style.
I make this prediction: Bryan will
A 1'Ki I J Y
MOD hi,
goods are new and contain many novelbe the candidate of the Democratic THESE
ties not found in other stores. You may
for inexpensive evening dresses is of
party in 1908. And I make this second find among them something to fit every purse ana
cjtton point d'esprit net in pale blue, prediction:
When Bryan runs for taste. I will mention but a few:
the skirt trimmed with two ruffles edged President in 1908 as the candidate of
the Parker-Belmont-Cleveland-Gorman Neckwear, Gloves, Hosiery,
Shirts,
by dotted blue ribbon. Two rows of combine he will be a worse beaten man
Sweaters, Silk Umbrellas, Mufflers,
ribbon were run between the ruffles, than Parker was.
Does Mr. Bryan
Leather Goo s in endless variety,
and the full, round waist was also sincerely believe that he can commit
Wallets, Purses, Bill Folders, Wrist
trimmed around the neck by two ruffles. the national Democratic convention to
his recently repaired and replenished
A blue silk girdle completed the cosHags, Cigar Cases, Lap Tablets,
Populist platform? If so, he must see
tume, and as a matter of course the slip- that the country would then have two
Baskets, Standing Baskets, Work
skirt beneath was of blue pres-de-soire, Populist parties. Such a contingency
and Wood Baskets, Bath Robes, Pawould be laughable were not the crisis
that remarkable material possessing
Seal skin Caps for Men and
so grave.
jamas,
Mr. Bryan must know that
all the lustre and rustle of the finest his
programme promises nothing better
Women,
Dainty China and Japanese
taffeta silk, much more durable, and than another spectacular combat at anWare,
Books,
other
Calendars, Pictures.
St.
Louis
with
anfar less expensive.
convention,
other “dogfall” as the result, another
surrender on the part of Mr. Bryan, an-

mdia Rubber Emporium,
.tmguished Peculiarities.

.(.aimideiice

EVERETT E. MORTON OF JACKSON.

A VERSATILE PRESIDENT.

Pompadour Silk*, Combinations, A Now
Evening Coat, Evening Dresses, Sashes,

MAINE.

and
same

hospital, using

the Opthalmoscope at the of=
fice of

J. Franklin Harris,
EYE i IGHT SPECIALIST,
BELFAST, nAINE.
you have headaches, or your vision
blurs, if y (u are nervous, be sure and call at
my office and have your eyes examined by
the latest and most correct method. All ex*
ami nations free. First class work only. 1$,
If

OF

years’ experience.
Office
1 to 5.30 p.

Telephone

over Poor & Son’s Drug Store.
m.
Open Wednesday and Saturday

connection.

Office hours from 8 to 11.50

a. m

evenings.

REMEMBER, I HAVE COME HERE TO STAY.

USING

—-——■"

FURS! FURS! FURS!
WHAT ABOUT THEM?

JONES’
BREAD

Well, it has been decided that Mil I p D’C
°
is the place to buy your furs. iTliL,L,L<
Why ? Because his prices are the lowest and .the
furs the best. W hen you are looking for anything in fur keep right on till you reach Miller’s,
first store south of Masonic Temple, F. H. Black
& Co. Gentlemen’s fur coats and caps, Ladies’
fur garments and caps at bottom prices. I don’t
know what it is to be undersold. No one has a
license to do that. Goods sent on approval to
44tf
any part of the country.
1.

V. MILLER.

1

F. G. SPINNEY,
LOCAL AGENT FOR THE

Metropolitan life Insurance Co.,
Has beeh promoted to assistant superintendent and will have charge ot the branch office to
be located iu the new Mixer block. Mr. Spinney
w ill give up his tailoring business and devote his
entire attention to the increasing business of the
3m40
company in this section.
CUAS. E. SHERMAN will succeed him as
agen).

Republican Journal.

The

SORE
FEET
SORE
HANDS

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15.1904Published Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHAUL1S A.

PILSBURY,}

Busj1)ess Manager.

Scbsokiption Terms: In advance, *2.00 a year;
#1.00 for six months; 50cents for three months.
ADVERTISING Terms: For one square, one inch
lengtl) in column, 50 cents lor one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Roosevelt’s plurality in South Dakota was 50,031.

Farm and Home is championing hon“No hog butter
est butter, and says:
iu mine.” So say we all of us.
"An able and patriotic State document,” says the Jacksonville, Florida,
Metropolis (Dem.) of President Roose-

the invention of
He
devil,” says
will find many to agree with him these
cold, dark mornings.
“Alarm clocks

are

a

the

New

is

England

does not mean that

enforced,

but

been a great

recent writer.

that

means

Soak the feet or hands on retiring
in a strong, hot, creamy lather of

past season, and

keeping people awake.
Several of our Maine exchanges have
spoken of the hospital on Widow’s
“at the

time of the

Spanish-American war.” It was
paratively old building then.

a com-

Phinney Baxter of PortMonday for the sixth
Mayor of his native city. That

lion, -lames

is

a

well

sworn

one

record of which Mr. Baxter may
feel

proud,

and in

honoring

him

Portland has honored itself.

I

In his message President Roosevelt
says of the old soldiers: “The veterans
of the Civil war have a claim upon the \
nation such as no other body of our

in a more

satisfactory

no

manner

longer:

mystery

is a

than is

mystery

j
j
!

j
1

declare

Tlie water is low in Marsh stream and
Roberts & Son and liall and I’eavey have
been obliged to stop their mills.

1

This, they say, there is, so
far. no evidence that Airs. Chadwick
has done. The only mystery now is

Ira W. Bowden has gone to Florida to
spend the winter. He lias rented his blacksmith shop to a man who will manufacture

that the president of a hank and private individuals old enough to have cut
their wisdom teeth should have been so
easily fooled by a confidence woman.
Later developments indicate that, after
all. Mrs. Chadwick will have to stand
trial for forgery.

l\\-s<*nator Wall* of Viualhaven One of tin*
Prominent Candidates.

committee of past commanders
to send a circular to every :
Post in the State, and this committee evolved the following:
“Comrades:—Lafayette Carver Post, No.
45. feel justified in presenting again the
name of Frederick S. Walls as a candidate
for department commander for the year
j
1905, and feel that no mistake will be made 1
in electing our candidate.
We deem it un- i
necessary to recount his many qualified-1
tions as per circular letter 1903. Our standaid in his hands will he borne forward with
love and honor to the department. Your
favored consideration will be greatly ap-,
A

appointed

E. ,1. Hatch of Montville visited Eastern
star Chapter last week. He represents the
Liberty Chapter. Officers were elected, re: reshments served, and a
pleasant evening

ipent.
Guy Twombly and wife and several other
don roe people were at our minstrel enterainment last week. Our Monroe friends
mow what a good entertainment is for they
j ret them at home.

One or two farces will be given in the
3ood Templar Lodge next Saturday evenng and a good time is expected. Candidates
j
1 ire still being initiated, and it is the social
I, irganization of the town.

j

>

A. B. Payson, our rural free delivery
nan, lias bought a nice little mare of T. I.
iuxford. He now has three of them for
J lis business and they look so much alike
t hat the ordinary observer cannot tell
^ rliieli is which.
-»-*•

*-*•
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Hyomei and Be Cured of Catarrh—
Nothing if It Fails.
Breathe llyomei for a few minutes four 1 nine in and hear him. The church is well
times a ilay through the neat pocket inhaler 1 vanned and lighted, the seats are free, and
that comes with every outfit, and benefit < verybody is welcomed.
will he seen at once. Continue this treatThe entertaiumeut given Wednesday
ment for a short time, and your catarrh will
have been cured by llyomei.
t veiling, Dec. 7th, in Union hall by our local
There is no roundabout way in Ilyomei’s
ilack-faeed minstrels proved to be an inmedicinal action; it does not try to cure a
disease of the head by putting medicine in * eresting and amusing affair. Some three
the stomach. It tills the air you breathe i luudred people were in attendance and
with balsamic healing that soothes the ,
verybody seemed pleased. They are to be
irritated and smarting membrane, destroys
the germs of catarrh that are present in 1 t Unity to-morrow, Friday, evening and
the head and throat, and is the only treat- < >ur friends there will find it worth while
ment that can be relied upon to cure.
I o attend. It is worth the price of admisWhen using Hyomei the air you breathe
iou to see Charlie Rolfe in his make-up of
will be like that on the mountains high
above the sea level, filled with volatile, > stylish young lady.
antiseptic fragrance that heals and cures
A sad case, the knowledge of which came
the irritated mucous membrane of the air
I ike a shock to us, was the sudden death of
passages.
This treatment has been so successful,
)tis Elwell of this town.
He had been
curing 99 per cent, of all who have used it, ibout his business as usual though he comthat Hyomei is now sold by R. H. Moody
under an absolute guarantee to refund the 1 ilained of not being well. He came to the
money if it does not benefit. You run no
rillage Friday and settled up his bay busirisk whatever in buying Hyomei. If it did j less with A. E. Chase. He then drove to
not possess unusual powers to cure, it could
iValdo and settled an account with Fred
not be sold upon this plan.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs SI.00
Littlefield and got home about 4 o’clock in
and comprises a hard rubber inhaler, a
,he afternoon. As he did not come into
bottle of Hyomei and a dropper. The in- ;he house his wife became anxious and
haler will last a lifetime; and additional
went out to the barn where she found him
bottles of Hyomei can be obtained for 50c.
lead on a high mow, where he had gone to
pitch down some hay. The fork was still
Pope Pad Calendar.
{rasped in bis hand. Heart failure was
pronounced to be the cause of his death.
He was 58 years old, a veteran of the civil
The Pope Bicycle Daily Memorandum
Calendar for 1905 contains a memorandum
war, and a highly respected citizen.
leaf for every day in the year, and 365 original sayings in favor of good roads, good
A Guaranteed Cure Fur Piles.
health, outdoor exercise, and that great
vehicle of health-giving, the modern bicycle,
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
by our most eminent living men of marked Piles. Druggists refund money if PAZO
accomplishment. The calendar is free at OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no matPope Mfg. Co.’s stores or any of our readers er of how long standing, in 8 to 14 days.
can obtaiu it by sending five 2 cent stamps
First application gives ease and rest. 50c
to Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., or 143 If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in
111.
Sigel St/, Chicago,
damps and it will be forwarded postpaid.
Costs

1

■
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goods

a

styles.
STATIONERY,— Fancy

are too numerous

Gift

Ladies’

Christ*

Don’t neglect this opportunity to buy
a Tabard Inn Life
Membership which

|

mas

and have first choice.

selling, from now until Christfor only 1.25.
Regular price

Silk

Hosiery,

A most desirable

a:-

!

f PATTERN CL0THS WITH NAPKIN-

TABLE
_

n

DRUG

■

Gloves. Ribbons.

after that date.

CITY

complete variety for

|

boxes for presents.

I am

:;;l

Up=to=Date Neck weal
In most

j
j

Fancy

to mention

l

Handkerchiefs,Sl''1

j

new

boxes; prices low.
CltiARS! CKiARS!

but 1 have them, PRETTY ones and
Come early
am selling them low.

I

■

mas

Very Nice Line.

-|

DAMASK I

STORE.

TRAY CLOTHS. DOYLIES,

SCARFS VM:

----—---|
Our
CAMDEN.

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE
HALLDALE.

Geo. Trundy is on the sick list this week.
_Mrs. C. M. Clement returned to her
home iu Lowell, Mass., last TuesdayLast Saturday morning the thermometer
registered one below zero—the coldest this
The Sunday school will give a
winter
concert and Christmas tree at the church
Friday evening, Dee. 23rd. All are cordially invited. The exercises will consist of
music, recitations, etc.
—

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Miclnel Clark of Knox gave them a surprise
last Saturday, Dec. lOtli. The occasion ivas
their birthday anniversary, with live years
intervening. Mr. Clark is 77 and Mrs. Clark
72 years old.
The 50th anniversary of their
wedding occurred last May. They were
the recipients of many useful presents that
were fully appreciated as pleasant reminders of their many friends.
Among the presents were six dining chairs, three oak
one
nickle
rockers,
large
lamp, one-half
dozen silver teaspoon, a number of pieces
of crockery, a pair blankets and several
towels.
Cake and coffee were served
Mr. Joseph M. Elliot, who went to Belfast
last week to the Waldo Hospital for treatment, returned Saturday night... Miss Flossie Cross visited Miss .'Josie Brown Saturday and Sunday.Mr. Frank Hanscora
of Bangor Seminary supplied the Congl.
pulpit here Sunday, Dec. Uth-Rev. VY. B.
Hague, general missionary for the State,
was here Dec. 4th.Miss Auveua Myrick of Troy is teaching the Commercial Department in Freedom Academy.Mr.
Marshall Lawrence had his face cut quite
badly while trimming birches last week_
C. B. Sampson was in Boston last week.
Fred Rankin of Lincolnville returned to
Freedom Academy last week. During the
vacation he shot two deer_The W. C. T.
U. met with Miss Sarah Per ley Nov. 29th,
and the folloaving Tuesday, Dec. 6th, they
met with Miss Frances Williams, where an
interesting program was carried out
Winter is here in earnest. The mercuryregistered 4 deg. below zero Saturday morning. Sunday morning it was 6 deg. below
and Monday morning 8 deg. beloiv.A
slight tire at Alfred Clark’s in Unity gave
;he people in this village quite a scare SunJay night. About 30 men and boys started
;o help them, but the fire was out before
they reached the house. It was a narrow
iscitpe from a large lire—Mr., G. E. Bryant passed Saturday and Sunday at home.
Sami. Bryant came home Saturday night.

eresting Sunday evening lectures during
^ he winter and a special invitation is exended to our friends outside the village to

Breathe

J

Pattern!

• • • • • • • •• •

BEST;

Fancy

Cards and Cases.

Mrs. Parsons, or Margaret Forbes, as we
used to know her in Brooks, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Louisa Cilley. in Augusta. Her
health is very poor this winter.

I

lAlAKKil

always the |0w

j

CANDY! Huyler’s
THE
ATOMIZERS for periume, all

FUEEllOH.

Frank li. Stimpson had the misfortune to
mt oil' the end of his thumb while at work
with a circular saw recently. It necessities hiring a man to work in the shop with
lim.

the annual meeting of Lafayette CarPost, G. A. K., of Vinalhaven, it was
uaanimouxiy voted to present the name of
its distinguished comrade, Frederick S.
Walls, as a candidate for department comA*

vi-r

This circular is sigued by the following
past commanders of Lafavette Carver Post:
Elisha H. Lyford, Levi YV. Smith, YVoostei
S. Vina), James I*. Ainbrust, Thomas G.
I.ibby, C. li. Vinal, E. K. Roberts, W. W.
Kittredge, YV. K. Creed, J. C. Calderwuod,
I. W. Littlefield and GeorgeS. Carver.
The State encampment of the Grand Army
of Maine is to be held in Lewiston in FebruMr. Walls is one of the most popular
ary.
and best known Grand Army men in eastern Maine, and there is every reason to believe that he will go into the Lewiston enediiniment backed by winning support.

I CARRY A FULL LINE and have m3de
prices low.

ASSORTMENT.

oars.

Mrs. C. IL Forbes, our cat fancier, sent
of the felines in one day last week,
iway
'lie has regular customers in several -States
rnd gives much of her time to the business.

FOR DEPARTMENT COMMANDER.

i

are

^FURS^

!

TOILET WATER.

Paper Knives, Cut Glass Bottles.
Souvenir pictures ot Belfast, mounted,
and with calendars a specialty.

The

few

Miss Grace Dow is doing some writing for
Walter Gibbs, who is closing up his business
in nursery stock for the year.

cific value.

predated.”

prices

1
I

i

TLE.

Boxes lor Christmas
makes a nice present.

Hirrors,

from Barre,
a

very low price for the quality.
Some as low as TEN CENTS A BO I

Manicure Sets, Jewel Boxes, Smokers'
Sets, Collar & Cult Boxes, Fancy

Playing

Mrs. Charles Page, better known here as
Bernice Jones, is spending a few weeks
with Mrs. E. 0. Stantial.

j

connec-

but that the offence lies in the attempt
to negotiate such a signature for a spe-

was

Our

Mrs. Janies Bushfield of Haverhill, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Mahala Forbes.

leading attor-1
a charge of forg-:
They

A LARGE

C. F. Files and wifeare welcomed back to
Brooks w ith pleasure by their many friends.

that it is not an act of forgery for one
person to write the name of another,

mander.

display of Christmas Qjfts

;Our stock is always the largest.

PERFUMES

TOILET SETS.

Miss Alice L. Dow went to Waterville
Saturday to visit her friend, Mrs. It. B. Hall.

of some of the

notes.

our

Dress \ Waist

In this line I carry an immense stock of
both Imported and Domestic at a

Boxes, Writing Tablets, Etc.

A cantata is being rehearsed for the Sunday school Christmas entertainment.

ties on which she borrowed large sums
prove to be of no value; and it is the

these

Look at

Mrs. Mary Leathers, formerly of Lowell,
Mass., is visiting friends in town.

of $1,190,000, and tier only asset is a
note, for $1,800, and that will go to one
creditor. Her so-called Carnegie securi-

with

|1

WILL FIND

Purses, Bills holds, Collar and Cult

weeks’ visit in Massachusetts.

at least so far as the woman

neys of Cleveland that
ery cannot be made to bold in

|

!

Fanny Merritt has returned from

She simply buncoed various banks and individuals out

tion

4'll,i®

year.

them.

see

Cigar Cases, Traveling Cases, Chatelain
Bags, Wrist Bags, Letter Books,

night.

Bessey returned
Yt., Saturday.

herself is concerned.

opinion

vm'

and

GENTLEMEN’S CARD CASES,

Complete Humor Cure, consisting of CUTICURA
Soap, '-'oc.. Resolvent, 50c. (in form of Chocolate Coated
Pill'*. :.V. per vial of 60), Ointment, 50c. Depots: London,
27 C arterhouse Sq.; Paris, 5 Rue de la Paix; Boston,
duinbus Ave.
Potter Drug * Chem. Corp., Sole
137
P:.ms.
How to Cure Every Humor."
a.,- 'end for

(.'has. F.

{he case.”

The Chadwick

sure

LADIES’ CARD CASES,
GENTLEMEN’S Pot KETBOOKS.

I

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

citizens possess. The pension bureau
lias never in its 'history been managed
now

buy.

Cali

LADIES’ POCKETBOOKS,

CUTICURA SOAP. Dry, and
anoint freely with CUTICURA
OINTMENT, the great Skin
Cure and purest of emollients.
Bandage lightly in old, soft cotton
or linen.
For itching, burning,
and scaling eczema, rashes, inflammation, and chafing, for redness, roughness, cracks, and
fissures, with brittle, shapeless
nails, this treatment is simply
wonderful, frequently curing in

and

time as

place

to

LEATHER GOODS

An exchange reports salt mackerel
“very quiet.” This is good news, in one
It is much better than if they
sense.
were very noisy, tearing around nights

land was

is the

the order of the dav

are

there has

as

built

Useful presents

CITY DRUG STORE
—

els of potatoes
may well claim to be “some potatoes.”

as

Until you have seen my line. It will cost you nothing to call and look
them over, and if you want new, pretty goods at a very low price,

shortage in the rainfall.

the

BUY-

*

CHRISTMAS GOODS

dry—very dry. This
prohibition is rigidly

Not a few of the Piscataquis county
farmers raised from 2,000 to 3,000 bush-

Island

-DON’T

One Night
Treatment
with

velt’s message.

las. H. Howel

0

—

—

..

Mrs. Morris Patterson and little daughter
eft early last week to join her husband in
Sew York, where they will spend the wiu:er_Mr. Wilson Staples arrived from
Monroe last Thursday, to spend the winter
with his sister, Mrs. Ray Bowden—Mr.
1. W. Ilamlin came frum Bangor Friday
norning, preparatory to opening the winter
His
;erm of school in our village Monday.
iftioient services were highly appreciated,
both by pupils and school board, during his
previous teaching here; and our scholars
inticipate a pleasant and profitable session
;lirough cold weather
Friday evening an
injoyable social dance was held in Denslow
Hall, with music by Keyes’ orchestra of
Belfast_Miss Clara Griffin is suffering
from a severely inflamed finger which has
nearly resulted in a case of blood poisoning.
The physician. Dr. G. A. Stevens, attributes
:he trouble to the dye of red and green
goods on which she had been sewing. At
present, after lancing, the discharge of pus
is giving relief, and the doctor thinks the
symptoms are growing more and more favirable.
Her many friends hope her im—

provement maybe rapid—We were glad
to
see Mrs. Henry Overlook upon our
streets last Monday, and hope she may be
Last Sunspared another severe ill turn
lay gave us a taste of genuine winter
weather, and the end is not yet—Tuesday—
Although the temperature is rising somewhat today_The railroad interest is still
Mr.
paramount in town. Last Monday
Hutchinson, a dock engineer from New
Mr.
with
in
in
town
was
company
York,
Burpee, the clfef engineer of the Bangor &
Aroostook railroad, inspecting our natural
facilities for docks, piers, etc., it is rumored,
Although those in authority divulge no
—

Harriet D. Ilichborn will
hold her picture sale next week, probably
Monday ahd Tuesday at Capt. F. B. Clifford’s store.... We are glad to report Capt.
Clifford as improving, although he is not
ret able to go to his place of business.

plans....Miss

At the adjourned annual meeting of the
Camden Trotting Park Association, held
last week, the following officers were reelected : Directors, 11. M. Bean, R. L. Beair,
J. li. llobbs, Willis D. Knowlton, Charles
O. Montgomery, E. E. Boynton and W. F.
Bisbee; II. M. Bean, president; Guy Carleton, treasurer, and Robert L. Bean secretary.
It was voted to have an all day performance
on the Fourth of July.
There will be a
I
greased pig, a tug of war, a greased pole,
and a boat race. In the afternoon there
will be races at the park with three classes.
GeorgeS. Cobb Post.G. A. It., has elected officers as follows: Commander, M. E.
Richards;S. V. C., E. T. Wilson;.!. V. C.,
G. W. Ingraham; Q. M., A. B. Arey; chaplain, S. J. Harding; Surgeon, R. F. Pendleton; 0. I).,,!. Clifford; 0. G., W. F. Jacobs.
The installation will be held on Jan. 2, 1905.
The Relief Corps has elected the following:
President, Mrs. Ada Clark; vice president,
Mrs. Sarah Pascal; secretary, Mrs. Blanche
Lamb; treasurer, Mrs. Maggie Conant;
chaplain, Mrs. George Barnes; conductor,
Mrs. Carrie Currier; guard, Mrs. sarah
Pascal; past president, Mrs. Mary Ander-

present writing her recovery is doubtful...
Rev. Mr. Myers is conducting a series ofrevival meetings in Vassalboro.Mrs. G.
S. Small is on the sick list, but slightly improved. She is attended by Mrs. Bailey.
MONHOE.

,

prices

are

positively the lowest.

Mail orders receive prompt and careiul attention

James H.

j

Howes,

At the annual meeting of E. M. Billings
A. R., Dec. 7tli, officers were elected for the ensuing year as follows: Commander, 11. R. Dawson; S. V. Com., II. C.
Webber; Junior Vice Com., E. A. Chapin;
Surgeon, Isaac F. Cook; Chaplain, C. ().
Fernald; Quartermaster, F. L. Palmer; 0.
of IJ., A. s. York ; 0. of G., Moses Larr ibee: I_
delegate to State encampment, C. 0. Fernald ; alternate, Moses Larrabee. Enoch C.
Dow of Belfast has been invited and has
accepted the invitation to deliver the oration before E. M. Billings Post, Slay
1905—At the annual meeting of E. M. Billings Relief Corps the following officers
were elected for the ensuing
year. PresiESTABLISHED IN 1836. OKUANIZED AS NATIONAL
dent, Lizzie 11. Webber; Senior Vice Pres.,
Mary E. Fisher; Junior Vice Pres., Mary
Putnam; Chaplain, Caroline Durham;
Treasurer, Belle .1. Palmer; Conductor,
son.
Mary A. Plummer; Guard, Louise Larrabee; delegate to State encampment, Persis
APPLETON.
A. Fernald ; alternate, Louise Larrabee.
Alonzo J. Ilawkes of Cambridge, Mass., The farm buildings of Mr. Freedom Hand
arrived Dec. lith bringing the remains of his of North Monroe, consisting of house, ell,
hen house, sheds and barn, also all farm
DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS SOLICITE!
mother, Mrs. Charlotte Ilawkes, who died produce, were
entirely consumed by tire
Dec. 4th after a long illness. Mrs. Ilawkes Dec. 8th, about 9 o’clock a. m. Mr. Rand’s
Every courtesy and advantage consistent with conservative bankm
had lived with her son the past year._ stock, consisting of two cows, four horses
Theodore Tyler called on old friends last and colts, and one hundred hens, were all
week. He has been at work in the trim- destroyed in the fire, also all farming tools
SV/INSS DEPARTMENT.
ming department of the Thurston Brothers and wagons. The fire was caused by a little
casket manufactory in Union for ten or child playing with matches. There was no
Established for the benefit and convenience of those seeking an incur.
twelve years, but was obliged on account insurance. The loss falls very heavy on
of poor health to relinquish the job.
He Mr. and Mrs. Raud, who are aged people, TIONS aud SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested as always t<» l*.
will enter the Odd Fellows’ Home in Wor- and have lost the savings of a life time of
INTEREST PAID AT 3 PER CENT COMPOUNDED SI M
Kind friends
cester, Mass., in a few weeks.Harrison industry and hard work.
The
C. Pease, who has lived in a tenement iu G. have already started a relief fund.
Money deposited goes on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MON I'H.
11. Page’s house for two and a half years, public are invited to give in a case of need.
CATBS OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue
has moved into the house he bought of Win.
II. Sumner, and known as the Ilawkes
For the safety of the Depositors in either department of this bank.
To Whom It May Concern.
place. The house has been thoroughly reSURPLUS and the personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the ext
paired, a new L built and is now in first
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of security
Hear Friends: I wish to announce that
class condition. Rev. and Mrs. George A.
I am about to go to the hospital at llangor
Chapman moved Monday into the tenement to
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00 pel
an
I
wish
to
thank
undergo
operation.
vacated by II. C. Pease.Our village
schools began Dec. 5th with Mrs. Julia Bills the American people for all the kindness nest construction, and equaled in few instances in tins country.
teacher in the primary and Miss Carrie that they have bestowed upon me, in tradMr. ing with me and helping me in the ways of
Gushee in the grammar department
—and Mrs. Addison McCorrison, who have the American people.
If I return safely from the hospital, I sobeen in Stowe, Vermont, the past ten
licit
future
trade.
In
case
I
should
your
months, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ibra not
McCorrison.Fifty-one members of Me- wishreturn, as life is uncertain with us all, I
to announce that my son will continue
guuticook Rebekah Lodge of Camden rebusiness on Main street, and I would
cently visited Golden Rod Lodge and con- my
ferred the degree on four candidates. Sup- like to have my friend^ use him the way
that I have been
as he is a stranger
per was served in the lodge dining room on here. I have a used,
Are of great ailv
large stock of laces and
the arrival of the guests, and a lunch at the
Mr. and fancy goods, and any trade that you may
close of the exercises in the hall
1
1J
us
will
be
1
think
greatly appreciated.
Mrs. Fred Grant have removed to Massa- bring
there is no place like the United States of
FOR YOUR
;
chusetts, where they wiil reside in the fuAmerica. Thanking you again, one and all,
We pay 2 per it
ture.
I am, your friend,
THORN IJ1KK.
Mary Christmas.
over three huudred
The funeral service of Joseph Gordon,
To Cure a Cold in One Day.
who died Dec. 7th, was held at his late home
Take LAXATIVE ISKOMO QUININE
Friday afternoon. Kev. C. VV.Koss of Unity
!
!1
spoke words of comfort to the mourning Tablets All druggists refund the money
friends, his text being the words, "Let not if it fails to cure.
your heart be troubled.” Mr. Gordon had
that it is added to t
been a sufferer for several years, lie leaves
a widow, two sons and two daughters and
*****
';
There
was a large
several grand children.
ance, and
gathering of relatives and friends to pay
the last tribute of respect to one whom they
is gain to you and
had long esteemed... Mrs. J. II. Stevens is
stopping with Mrs. Stephen Coffin for a few
IN BULK AND FANCY BOXES.
!
days_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hogan, Ross
ALL PRICES.
and Evelyn C. Higgins, Misses Hazel and
We paid to depositj
Olive Andrews and Miss Holway and Masment, subject to check
ter Cleveland Henry passed Saturday evening with Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Higgins....
IS THE BEST OF
Ernest Bryant has taken unto himself a
wife, formerly Miss Margie Ryan of Knox.
_Fred Rich is driving the team for the
DEPOSITS SOLI cl 11 0
Standard Oil Co—V. N. Higgins has rev
ceived notice that he has been elected comSATISFACTION Til
mander of Dana B. Carter Post, Freedom,
for the ensuing year—Mr. and Mrs. William Moulton of Unity were in town Friday
,
to attend the funeral of Joseph Gordon....
—
Mrs. Lizzie Harmon Morey is teaching
ADDRESSRaisins in
Raisins
school in the town of Dover—-Mrs. Emma
Chase of Lynn, Mass., and James Clement
C. E. KNOW I I
and wife have moved into the new bouse
NEW
"
C. O. POOR.
Miss Lida Washbuilt by Ralph Clement
'■
f*. K. Wlllel'
burn of Waterville spent Dec. 4th in town,
to
&
TELEPHONE
Everything
please
you.
"
the guest of C. B. Cox-The friends of
'll*"''I"
WIRECTOR9—J.
Mrs. Daniel (Jordon will be sorry to learn
Come and see for yourself.
BOSTON, HASS.
gusta; Edwanl JiihiiHim.
that she is seriously ill-Mrs. Nott Cates
3w49
her
with
Burleigh, Augusta: <'1m>
daughter, Mrs.
passed Wednesday
fast ; Fields 8. Peiidle'"'
Myra Carter in Montville....Mrs. Cox of
Montville, and grandson, Cassius Curtis,
Charles E. Knowlton. Ad
the
for
west
five
"
past
who has been in the
estou Wadlin, William
MASONIC TEMPLE.
years, visited Mrs. C. B. Cox the past week.
Durham, Robert 1*. Ch*-'A situation as housekeeper, matron or nur se.
.Stephen Coffin is very sick with Brights
Peirce, Frankfort; tieoi i;‘
disease.Mrs. Ella Rackliff of Bangor Apply to
MRS. L. B. JACKSON,
Joespli Williamson, Byron
while visiting her sister, Mrs. Benj. Ames,
Maine.
View
8 Bay
U49*
St., Belfast,
was taken sick very suddenly and at the

Post, G.

Odd Fellows’ Block.

...

Belfast

Belfast National

Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock

l

'daine l
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j

Modern
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Swift&Paul’s

Banking

M 'O'Hls
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Christmas

REMEME

Candies, Mixed Nuts, Etc.

TELEPHONE

Sparrow’s Best Chocolate
New Mixed Nuts,

CHRISTMAS GIFTS.
ENGLAND

;

compound!

u

S31029-9*'

Broken Candy,

Figs, Dates,
and
Layer
boxes.
pound

WALDO TRI SI c0"

—

TELEGRAPH CO.,

WANTED.

...

SWIFT & PAUL,

i
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The Channing League will meet this
Thursday, afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. W,

NEWS or BELFAST.

If

It. Swan, High street.

the American Ice Co. will
,- jts Penobscot river bouses,
non tons capacity, this win-

i

Charles E.
v. r> handsome calendar of
l ife Insurance Company
..

1

indebted

to

calendars have been relb own, General Passenger
of tlie llangor & AroosThe cards are illustrated
,,lors in the Maine North
Record publishes a list
certificates issued this
-hi red and complete to Nov.
ounty has 13, as follows:
ie
ir

ci

port,

Frankfort,

1;

iiham,

,i

1;

1.

mmissioners will begin
of court Tuesday, Dec.
be audited by them and
requiring their attention
vented promptly, as their
hi

usually

is

busy

a

one.

bug anxiously for a little
md then the fun will comi, t:i the horses owned in Helt, there should be lots of
winter. They have some
searsport and they will be
the laurels.—Turf, Farm

Unclaimed letters remaihing in the Bel.
fast post office for the week ending Dec. 10,
Ladies— Mrs. Ella H. Littlefield:
gentlemen—John L. Howe, Fred Thorne,
J. J. Wooding, Ernest Yates.
The Knox & Montville Telephone Co. are
extending their line from Freedom village
to Thorndike Station. Benjamin Boynton
of Montville has been running the wire for
them and performing other duties where a
climber is needed.
The tug Bismarck went up river Monday
and broke up the ice as far as the Arctic
house. She found about four inches, which
had frozen in bad shape. With this broken
up and drifting down river, the prospects
for smooth fields are excellent.
A novelty here in window attractions is
the minature railway train at the Matthews’
shoe store, Howes’ block, £Main street.
The window is tastefully decorated with
evergreen, etc., and the little train as it
glides around the curves attracts many spectators.
The members of Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet Monday afternoon, Dec. 19th,
with Mrs. W. B. Fletcher, No. 27 High
street. Lesson from chapter ten of the C.
L. S. C. text book, The French Revolution :
the magazine topic, “German Musicians;’1
reading the “Evolution of the Art of Music;” paper on the Brothers Grimm and
Metternick;
discussion, Germans and
Americans, the attitude of each nation toward the other; roll call, quotations or

1

divorce

\

viiring

a

cases

and

other

jury.

ill'

ipera House last Friday
the best of the kind ever
1'be sprinting races were
i' d all the pictures shown
and amusing. It was an,i ager Clifford had engaged
! another date aud the lbv■, a

I

The entertainattend.
ng of a much larger pat-

indebted to the

Twenty*

-omental Association for a
■dory of that Regiment in
\a- written by a member of
printed some time ago. A
remain unsold and may be
K Clark, Belfast, at $1 per
not probable that another
pi oited those wishing a liisy
;!i Maine should avail them-

[

pportunity.
held under
meeting
i the VV. C. T. U. at the home
nt, Mrs. William Decrow,
oiling. The following probinging, “Jesus, Lover of
ayer, Mrs. Eliza Hunnewel);
is, Savior, Pilot Me”; readirude Rawley; singing, favor■itation, Miss Marion Parsons ;
There Be Any Stars in My
meeting closed with sing'■ ith
you ’till we meet again,”
social hour was enjoyed by
or

horses and Mr. Matthews says the likeness
is wonderful, as the artist had only a poor
photograph to work from.

CM-

f

was

■

The play “The Factory Girl” in the Opera
House last Saturday evening was interesting and very well staged and acted. The

1004:

changes in the local postal
Leave
vi lie to Liberty.
except Sunday, 12.45 p.
bert\ by 1.45 p. m. Leave
Ncept Sunday, 2.15 p. m. music.
Libern ville by 3.15 p. m.
Sanborn’s studio is one of the places the
Froni Dec. 9, 1904. SuperChristmas shopper should not fail to visit.
and 1603.
What better Christmas gift could be dewill hold the next term of
sired than one of his charming water colors
dieial Court in this city,
of local scenes. He has a fine collection,
its session Tuesday, Jan.
framed and unframed, and will have them
iverse jurors will not be
framed to suit. We saw in this studio the
d until Thursday, the 5th.
other day a large oil painting of a pair of
will attend on the first
horses owned at one time by Mr. N. C. Matis usual.
Until the traverse
thews of this city.
They are beautiful
celled the court will be

!

The coming tootel event It the grand concert and ball of Canton Paliaa in the Belfast Opera House Wednesday evening, Dec.
28th. Music by Brigham’s orchestra.

North Belfast. Mrs. George U. White
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. White of Brockton, Mass., arrived Wednesday evening to
attend the funeral of Geoige U. White.

They returned to Brockton Friday_Geo.
U. Hatch, who is teaching in Strong, arrived Wednesday to attend the funeral of
his grandfather, Geo. U. White, returned to
Strong Thursday.Mrs. Jean Patridge of
Waltham, Mass., who was called here by
the death of her father, Capt. J. B. Ferguson, returned to her home Iasi

Saturday.

The cold weather and absence of snow
have made just the right combination for
ice boating; and the wind has been high
enough to make exciting sport. The ponds
froze over smoothly with ice strong enough
to bear any weight, and the winter yachts
have been kept busy on Pitcher's, Quantabacook and Swan Lake. Pitcher’s Pond has
the largest number of ice boats, and*the
fleet this season includes a new one owned
by W. M. Randall and others which promises well in the way of speed when fully
tuned up. Skaters have also had their innings for some two weeks; but the sleighs
are

taking

a

rest.

play dealt with temperance and the labor

|

questions.

j

The class of ’07, Belfast High school,
have placed with Chase & Doak an order
for 34 class pins. The pin is diamond shaped, the body in crimson enamel with polished border and the inscription B. H. S.
’07 in white enamel in the centre.
Don’t forget the grand testimonal concert by the Belfast Band, this, Thursday,
evening, in the Belfast Opera House. The
best of Belfast's musical talent will be
heard on this occasion, and Mr. R. B. Hall
of Waterville, the favorite cornet soloist, is
an attraction in himself.
There ought to be
a crowded house.
Seats are now on sale at
the City Drug Store.

Palestine Commandery, No. 14, Knights
held their annual meeting and
election of officers last evening.

Templar,

The Knights Templar residing at Camden
and Rockport, to the number of 36, thirtytwo of whom are members of Claremont
Commandery, have signed a petition to the
Grand Commandery of Kuights Templar of

known

|

advt_A. A. Howes & Co. have full lines
of soaps, perfumes and toilet articles, playing cards, bridge whist score cards, new
groceries for the holidays, cigars in Christmas packages, etc.

All Kun Down

_

officers and A. F. Carleton made seizures at

fair, supper and enter- the Commonwealth hotel, the Phoenix
House,
Memorial hall Wednesday
and the saloon at 37 Main street, and tin
Till, w as largely attended and
proprietors of the places, namely, L. L.
rcess.
First in order was the
Gentner, E. A. Jones, Frank E. Nash, John
ifteriioon of fancy and useful
A. Warren, Fred Staples, W. S. Edminster,
oine-made candies which were
and Jesse E. Staples were arraigned in the
booths.
Then
prettily arranged
police court Saturday and each were found
of which there were so many
guilty and sentenced to pay a tine of Slot
ns that the tables were laid
and costs and sixty days in jail, or in deutertainment followed the supfault of tine and cost to ten days additional.
•following program: Selection, Robert
Logan, a bar tender at the Gentnei
id Guitar Club; soprano solo,
saloon, was also brought into court charged
Frost; reading, Misr Bertha with
single sale. He was found guilty and
mo solo, Miss Helen
Bird;bari- sentenced to pay a line of $50 and cost and
tm Parker; soprano solo, Miss
30 days in jail. The defendants all appealEvery number on the program ed to the
January lerm of court. The warwith enthusiasm, and all were
rants were issued on complaint of Rev. Eu■•li st
n

i
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HIS is
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a

common

we

hear

expres-

on

every

Unless there is

side.
some

organic trouble, the

dition

can

yourself

with all

Kinds of advertised remedies

—

get his opinion. More than likely

▼

♦

afternoon and evening, Dec.
ate of the Methodist Fair in
'Bill. There will be a sale of
ercliiefs and fancy articles for
fts, as well as a great display
■lls of varying sizes, at reasonOne of The Ladies’ Home
hs, which have been attracnany church fairs all over the
in a conspicuous
'•■s, will be
hall. At this booth subscripi-newals to The Ladies’ Home
be taken,
jV heavily laden
Lee” will be another unique
per will be served at 6 o’clock,
clock “The Choir Master’s
!l be given. Price of supper

gene S. Philbrook of the Baptist churcl:
and Rev. John W. Hatch of the Methodist
church.

to enrich your blood and
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bury of Kockport left New York Dee. 7tli

for San Francisco and was to sail from then
Dec. 13th on the steamer Gallic for Hunt
Kong, via Honolulu, where he will take coin
maud of the ship Acme. Capt. Lawrence,
the former commander of the ship Acme
died of typhoid fever at Kobe, Japan. Tin
ship left Kobe Dec. 8th for Hong Kong, it
charge of a temporary master, where she
will finish loading.bell. Arthur V. S
Woodruff of the Nicholson fleet, Capt. XIc
lnnis, arrived at llucksport Dec. 8th fron
the Grand Banks with about 1300 quintal!
of cod—Sch. John T. Williams, abandonee
i;nment,35 cents; supper alone, at sea, as reported in our marine column, hat
itertainment alone, 15 cents.
been owned many years by the Pendletoi
Brothers, but was sold by them a few weeks
'n r. Notes.
The City of Bangor
ago to F. W. Ayer & Co. of Bangor_Capt
t
on
Dec.
7th
her
last
for
trip
j
Alonzo Hatchelder has hanledup hisschoon
and on arrival at Boston Thurser, the Charlie and Willie, at Newport, K
1 Hi.' went into winter
quarters at I., and returned to bis home in
Northpor
with her sister ship, the City
for the winter....The owners and under
mill.
Both boats will be tlioroughwriters of the long overdue schooners Quine
'•
Hi and refurnished and will be
baugg and Charles E. Wilbur have givei
resume business by the first of
up all hope of their safety. Sch. Willian
"arch. When the Bangor left Win- Churchill, which sailed from
Bangor, Nov
n'
bee. 7th the ice above that landing 7th for
Georgetown, and has never beei
‘lween two and three inches thick. heard from since, was
probably lost in th<
‘""bscot is now running on the win- storm of November 13 and
tj
14, the same tha
’-Mule 0f two trips per week, leaving is believed to have
brought disaster to thi
ll,; I
uesdays and Friday, and leaving Quinebaugg and the Wilbur. There wen
1_
jL'l l"i Boston Mondays and Thursdays, about 24 men in the crews of these vessels
"nobscot’s officers are as follows: Besides the crew on the
Quinebaugg, tin
"
Curtis; first pilot, Capt. George captain’s wife and brother-in-law were oi
"“yer: second pilot, M. L. Abbott;
board.Sch. Methebesec arrived at Rock
"asters, Charles McKinnon, Charles land Dec. 9th with 15,000 bushels of salt
’■■••kett: watchmen, P. Cuddy, T. F.
Bonaire for Bangor.
The Methebesec re
; bow watch, William Jacobs;
i,
ports taking a heavy gale Nov. 13th off th
j, ^‘"luster, C. A. Higgins; first officer, north side of
Bermuda, losing foresail am 1
Birmingham; second officer, John breaking mizzen-gaff.'
"hief engineer; L. W. Flynn; seci,.

just such a food in

J
♦

its best form.

o'iier foods fail to nourish.

give

are run
a

down

trial:

or

If

...

■

f
I).

Distant
!<-ree.

enginer, A. B. Clay; purser,
The captains and pilots will

‘Ornately each month.

A handy remedy for colds, 9 teaspoons o
water, 3 of Brown’s Instant Relief. Bottli 1
and take a little every 20 minutes.
4

BIGELOW WILTON

♦

RUGS, Tb“i“h, $5.49 each

^
^
^

GENUINF ftPIFNTAI
PIIPi<s at
AL KUUS,
UtilU11

Wholesale prices, a
beautiful wedding

BEAUTIFUL NECKWEAR 10c.

A

J

to

really
Christmas gift.

or

$1.00 each.

LADIES’ and CHILDREN’S HOSE from 10c. to 50r.
p\lr.

J

!

▼

^
♦

TABLE LINENS from 25c to $1.75 per yard.

^

NAPKINS from $1.00 to $3.25 per dozen.

J

LADIES’ SUITS, GARMENTS AND FURS

♦

AT WHOLESALE PRICES.

▲

#

X
Testimonial in Regard to Hat Fasteners.

D C A n this advertisement,
caJ1 ar|d see the
goods and be con=
that these are the lowest
prices ever offered to the trade

fv£^/\U

••

—_.—

Ivinced

2—$33.75 FUR COATS,
“
I— 36.00
“

I

|

1

A

34.OO
25.OO

“

OVERCOATS,

12 00
10.00

“
12— 10.00
l.oo WINTER
“
.50

I

$30.00

“

1— 27.00
4— 13.50
9— 12.oo

CAPS,

.75

“

.25
GLOVES,

NICE SWEATERS, SILK MUFFLERS and
FINE NECKWEAR at a special low price for
the Christmas trade

CLARK’S Corner Clothing Store,

I

[

f
I

!

College Place.
A. !>. CHASE* SON:
131

Norfolk, Va., November 28,1904

i

Please send me by return mail the
Hat Fasteners, which in using have liked so much.

Yours,

MRS.-|

+

1

|

Sample pair by mail postpaid, 25 each.

|I
I

|

|

7.50

large line of SEAL CAPS, FUR

OPPOSITE COURT

J

J
J
|

,

%

Cn AROOSTOOK r
-TURKEYS.

i

j OU

fl'

OU

We shall have for the Christmas trade >0 tine Aroostook Turkeys, for which we are now taking orders. Also
our usual fine line of

I

HOUSE

j

Geese, Ducks,Chickens

BOUDAlagS

Beef, Lamb, Pork, Vegetables,

IN OUR “2 STORES” WE HAVE THE LARGEST AND

MOST VARIED LINE IN TOWN OF

maS
Presents

...

We shall also have

It is

the

best

!

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

409 Pori Street, New York

American Forest

for 3 days—December 15, 16 and 17—we will make
per cent on all CUT GLASS IN STOCK.

All Druggists

WE ARE GUTTING UP THE LAST VENISON OF THE SEASON.

FOGG &
Belfast

Opera House,

BROWN.
j

«/rj CHAT I

yy

uIlALL

CASKETS,
ROBES and

By Belfast :Band,

BURIAL GOODS.

a

discount of 02

MISS MARION WELLS.
MISS GLEORA HANEY.

have

on

hand.

YOTTKS VERY TRULY,

CARLE & JONES,
2 Stores-5 Floors-Main

Street, Belfast.

Straet, Ballast.

Water Color Paintings

and MR. R. B. HALL
[)F

WORK.
lyT,
by telephone both day and night.

72 Main

MR. F. J. RIGBY
WATERV1LLE, THE EMINENT CORNET
SOLOIST.

we

ING aud FUNERAL
Connected

MRS. G. W. WESGOTT,

commence December 26 th to take account of stock,
and up to that date we are making a discount of

all measured DRY GOODS

Prepared at all hours to do EMBALM-

MISS HELEN DUNTON,

15 PER CENT
on

UNDER TAKERS.

Thursday Evening, December 15 j

Congress.

Extensive arrangements are being made
for an American Forest Congress to be held
at Washington, D. C., January 2-6, 1905,
The Congress will he under the auspices ol
the American Forestry Association, ol
which Honorable James Wilson, Secretary
of Agriculture, Is the president. The purpose of the Congress, as announced in the
official call. Is “to establish a broader understanding of the forest in its relation to the
great industries depending upon it; to advanoe the conservative use of the forest resources for both the present and the future
need of these industries; to stimulate and
unite all efforts to perpetuate the forest as
a
permanent resource of the Nation ’1
Following the announcement an exhaustive
programme is being arranged, which wil
make the Congress by far the most notable
event in the history of American forestry.

line) needed for Christmas.

assisted by the following soloists:

Chemists

50c ini* *1

our

CONCERT

We always buy cut glass because it helps out the stock, but sometimes “its a little too expensive” to sell. Now if the following will
help you any we shall be very glad to be of service to you.

SCOTT & BOWNE

everything (in

GRAND TESTIMONIAL! R.H. Coombs & Son,

ABOUT CUT GLASS 1

Be sure that (his picture
in the form of a label is on
the wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

and

elties for Ladies’
Wear, China, Cut

Glass,LeatherGoods,
Celluloid
Goods,
Lamps, Toys, Sleds and Skates,

emaciated,

■

u

pair.

a

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

it cannot hurt

essentially
possible nourishment for delicate
children and pale, anaemic girls.
We will send you a sample free.

you.

▼

| E. P. FROST, 74 Main St.

^cStociole.

$6.00

DOWN PUFFS from $6.00 to $8.00 each.

▼

which are fully warranted by the manufacturers, and have given
the most satisfactory wear of any coat on the market. If you need
anything in our line it will pay you to took over our stock before
buying. WK DO WHAT WK ADVKRTIS*'.

▲

to

Latest Nov- Holly in Wreaths, Celery,
Goods,
Dry
Christ' I

It will build up the weakened
and wasted body when ail

it

V

NORTH STAR FUR COATS,

^
▼

BLANKETS from 65c.

a

?

system.

of Cod Liver Oil

you

A

For the past five years we have been selling the celebrated

$

HANDKERCHIEFS from Ic. to $1.75 each.

^

********

+
^

tone

Scott's Emulsion

is

sale. 1.19
Men’s and Boys’ oOc. Winter Caps for.39
Men’s Genulue S aranac Buck Gloves, regular price $1.00,
now going for..
Men’s Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers (the dollar kind) .75
Men’s $1 OO SUk Mufflers for.75
Men’s 50c. Silk Suspenders for.39
Boys’ Suits and Overcoats, worth from $4.00 to $10.00, now
going for.$2.00 to 6.00
Men’s Suits and Overcoats, worth from $5.00 to $15.00, now
going for.$4.00 to 10.00
Men’s Heavy Blanket Lined Duck Coats, small size, regular $2.00 quality for. 1.50

+

concentrated fat food

a

■

••»y

Hen’s Fxtra Heavy Domett Flannel Night Gowns, mostly
large size, up to 18 neck, usually retailed for $1.00, our price 9.69
(They would make a very acceptable Christinas present.)
Men’s Heavy Wool Pants, regular price $1.50; during this

doubtless be remedied.

Do not dose

up the

a

▼
▲.

con-

Your doctor is the best adviser.

you need

X

Just now we have the following special values in seasonable goods,
which merit the attention of all buyers who appreciate bona-fide
BARGAINS.

T

Marshal!

Post, G. A. R., of ments were served and violin and organ
a regular meeting last week
selections were given by Mr. and Mrs. Ileal.
"wing officers for the ensu- The meeting Dec. 21st will be with Mr. and
w
install them at the first Mrs. Isaiah Cross, when a special Christmas
n January: Commander,
program will be given. This Circle is in a
Work is being
ter; senior vice commander, very prosperous condition.
junior vice commander, done at present to go to Bangor.
surgeon, George R. Carter;
Another Seizure of Liquor. Avery
w E. Clark ; quartermaster,
successful seizure of liquor was made Fri"dicer of tile day, I. A. C011day evening, Dec. nth, by officers M. G.
11 eguard, Fitz W.
Patterson;
Norton, W. F. Ellis and Jere Bowen at the
Stoddard, Henry Staples;
Windsor Hotel, the Gentner saloon and the
■it Russ, George R. Carter:
saloon at the corner of Main and WashingStoddard, I. A. Conant,
ton streets.
The next morning the same
bett.

Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.

2s!{§ Frost’s \

^
▲

jewelry,silver

—

Camden Commandery.

You Can Always Find

♦

—

—

as

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦A

—

—

action of Brown’s Instant Relief. Chronic dyspepsia can
be cured if this remarkable
remedy is used as directed. 25c.
All dealers.

The city schools will close to-morrow,
Friday, for a three weeks vacation.

New Advertisements. J. 11. Howes.
Odd Fellows’ block, recognizes the fact that
useful Christmas presents are the order of
the day this year and has laid in a stock of
seasonable goods in that line.
Read his
advt. and note the many things he offers
in the way of desirable Christmas gifts
Carle & Jones have their two stores filled
to overflowing with holiday goods. They
are offering a 20 per cent discount on cut
glass for three days—Dec. 15th, ltitli and
17th, and up to Dec. 20th will make a discount of 15 per cent on all measured dry
Chase & Iloak,
goods they have on hand
jewellers, have a large stock of watches,
ware, leather goods, cutlery
and clocks and are sole agents for the
Eastman Kodah Co. Their goods are hand1
some and prices
low....Read the prices
quoted on fur coats, overcoats and fur caps
at Clark’s Corner Clothing Store, opposite
the court house. Special low prices for the
Christmas trade in a large line of seal caps,
fur gloves, nice swggters, silk mufflers and
fine neckwear.Fogg & Brown will
have 50 fine Aroostook turkeys for the
Christmas trade, w ith their usual tine line
of geese, ducks, chickens, beef, lamb, pork
and vegetables. Holly in wreaths for decoration-F. H. Black & Co., next door to
Masonic Temple, High street, have toys*
novelties, etc., suitable for Christmas presents-Cet the habit of using Jones bread.
F. S. Holmes, real estate agent, has
houses for sale and to rent, and farms at all
prices. If you want to buy or sell call on
him
H. J. Locke & Son give notice that
after Dec. 17th their store will be open
See notice of city tax collector.
evenings
Harry W. Clark & Co.’s Christmas sale
of clothing and furnishing goods begins today. Prices have been knocked down for
this sale and a few specials are given in the

Every form of indigestion
promptly yields to the specific

Maine, asking for a dispensation for a new
Commandery to be located at Camden and

A Contemptible Assault. When Rev.
E. S. Philbrook, pastor of the Baptist
church of this city, was walking down
Main street Wednesday forenoon he was
accosted by Jesse E. Staples, a liquor dealer who had been arrested on Mr. Philbrook’s
complaint. Staples used the most abusive
language possible, to which he received no
reply. This angered him more and he
knocked Mr. Philbrook down, struck him
and attempted to kick him. Mr. Philbrook
was somewhat
bruised and his clothing
was torn.
Judge Rogers issued a warrant
against Staples and he was immediately
placed in jail to await his trial in the Police
Court at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon,
when he was bound over under 51,000
bonds which he secured.

—

Armor Bearer Circle, K. D. & S., met
Wednesday evening, Dec. 7tli, with Mrs.
W. A. Heal and a very enjoyable time was
had by all. The business included the election of the following officers:
President,
T. 11. Fernald; Vice President, Mrs. W.
J. Price; Secretary and Treasurer, Lora
Maxcy; Collector, Mae Adams. Refresh-

SECRET SOCIETIES.

|

Prices 25. 35 and 50 Gents.

-AT-

SANBORN’S STUDIO.

BELFAST NATIONAL BAM.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Belfast National Bank for the choice of directors
Mid the transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them, will be held at
their banking rooms Tuesday, January 10, 1905,
it 10 o’clock a. in.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier,
Belfast, Dec. 8, 1904.—4w49

FRAMED

or

UNFRAMED,

Embrac.

lug Local Marine Views, l.audscap *8,
Wood .Scenes, Flowers, Fruit, etc.
W*VISITORS WELCOME.

|

2W60*

Literary News and Notes.

WALDO COUNTY HORSES.
Some of the Fast Steppers Owned in Belfast, Islesboro and Searsport.
Mr. 11. M. Colcord, Searsport, has a high

According to the annual report of
of congress,
going pacer that can brush fast and is very Herbert Putnam, librarian
handsome; stands 15 hands, weighs 900 lbs. transmitted to both houses of congress
Alec. 11. Nichols, the popular cashier of Dec. 7th, the total number of printed
the Searsport National Bank, has in Crick- books and pamphlets in the library is
ett, 2.234, a very fast brush mare and a mare 1,179,713, a gain of 78,791 for the last
that should be good in her ciass; weighs fiscal
year. In addition there were 94,800 lbs., stands 15 hands high, sired by
the law branch of the liBaron Posey, 2.214, dam by Panic by Ethan 954 books in
brary, 121,266 manuscript pieces, 7,861
Allen.
L. II. Rogers of Searsport has a good charts, 384,418 pieces of music and 158,road horse weighing 1100 lbs.; bay, stands 651 prints. During the year there were
15-3 hands.
103,130 copyright entries. During the 34
Mr. G. O. Lord has the good mare Little
years since the copyright work became
01
St.
sire
Joe
Howe,
2.234,
Hot, 2.284, by
of congress, the
a business of the
Patrick, 2.234, etc., dam Kate by Champion total number of library
entries have been 1,This mare
Hrew by Gen. McLaughlin.
weighs 900 lbs., stands 15 hands and can 518.605.
She has been bred tc
brush a 2.15 gait.
The December number of The RudMascouomo, 2.174, trial 2.094, by Arion, 2.07.
The stallion Nelsonee, 2.29J, owned by Mr. der completes the fifteenth volume of
Jesse Staples of Belfast; is a good lusty that most excellent yachting magazine,
looking horse, weighs 1250 lbs., stands 15 and we are glad to note that its adverbands, pacer; stepped eighths in 16seconds tising pages and general make up indias a two year old and has paced a 2.06 gait.
cate a substantial prosperity. It has
He gets good colts and they all sell well for
its
fancy drivers. One of his first colts sold won this position by merit, and as
horse
and
for $1500 to be used as a show
patronage increased the magazine has
Each
been made better and better.
won the blue ribbon at the Boston Horse
show. He was sired by Nelson, 2.09, dam number is richly worth the price of a
of
dam
May Withers by Gen. Withers
year’s subscription and the magazine is
Wilkemont 2.204, Symbol, etc.
simply indispensable to the up-to-date
A very trappy pair of pacers is owned by
and the yachtsman as
Mr. Joseph Tyler, the leading blacksmith boat builder,
The Rudder Publishing Co., 9
of Belfast, weighing 1600 lbs. and standing 15 well.
hands; can step a 35 gait together and make Murray street, New York. SubscripMr. tion, 82 a year.
a team that attract lots of attention.
Tyler runs the largest shop in Belfast, emThe Christmas number of the New
ploys three men, and has all the work that
they can do.
England Magazine is clothed in an atA. M. Wilbur, Dark Harbor has a good tractive dress of red and
green in the
race and brush horse in Tony G., 2.184, a
of holly berries and leaves, formhorse well known to Maine racegoers, for- design
for
a
a
background
reproduction of
merly owned by Mr. Fred Berry of Rock- ing
land.' This horse has a great turn to speed Carlo Dolci's charming painting, “St.
A cursory
and has stepped quarters in 314 seconds. Cecilia at the Organ.”
Mr. Wilbur will brush him some this win- glance through its pages shows it to be

and will race him another season.
lavishly illustrated, although its strikHr. J. B. Darling, the hustling young veting pictorial features merely re-enforce
erinary of Belfast, lias a great road horse its strength of text and its literary exbv Black Rock ; dam a great road mare, but
cellence. There are six extremely good
breeding unknown. This horse can road 13
miles in one hour and has been a mile in stories in the number: “How the Bill
I Went Through," by George Brinton,
2.40.
Belfast has a I “A Rose Dormant," by Aldis Dunbar,
W. S. Kdminster of
stable full of first class horses, ’ihe fine “The Story of a Storm,” by R. G.
French coach stallion Vermillion, 1,350
Pitzer, “All’s Fair,” by Willmatte
pounds in weight, stands 16-1 hands and is a Porter Cockerell, “Dollie: Aide-denice type of the French coach stock. Then
there is in the same stable a very hand- Camp,” by Eugenie M. Fryer, and the
second installment of the humorous
some Percberon stallion,weighs 1800 pounds,
“Manda” stories by Jeannette Pember16 14 hands, a very deep black in color, all
if
is
as
he
and
good
good judges say
style,
I ton. The poetry is contributed by
not the best stallion of the type in Maine. Susie M.
Best, Edwin L. Sabin, Ellen
He was sired by the great show horse Tong- II
Dwinnell and Kent Knowlton.
ieur, a horse that was never beaten in the Shepard
I
c^4u.-: 1
show ring.
ter

|

me

nanusome

nuie

maie

aiiiuicu

n.t

2.29i stands 15 1 bands, weighs 900 pounds,
was sired by Blue Will, 2.22J, goes on the
pace and should step in 2.20 another year.
r>he paced quarters in 33 seconds this season with but little haudling
and gave a
good account of herself in every race she
started in.
A full brother to this mare
stands 15-1 hands, weighs 925 pounds, stallion, gray in color, is a good actor, goes on
the trot and should be good prospect for another year.
Then they have an elegant pair of full
blooded Percherons bred at Elmwood Stud
Farm, Scipio, N. Y by E. A. Eakins. This
pair of horses are 4 years old, weigh 2,750,
stands 1H hands, go with good action and
are in everyway a model team of the Pereheron type.
Mr. Edminster has 45 horses in his barn,
including the Pearl Brook Farm string,
which is wintering there.
1 >r. G. P. Lombard of Belfast has a great
road horse by Ilaroldson, 2.19J; bay, stands
15 hands, weighs 90o pounds, will road 12
miles an hour on her courage and does not
pull or lug.
L. L. Gentner of Belfast bought the gray
mare Gelatine Queen with a mark of 2.10,
at the old Glory sale in New York, and
will use her this winter for a sleigh horse,
and next summer will campaign her in the
Maine free for all.—Turf, Farm and Home.
KILLS CATARRH GERMS.
Hyornei and Be Cured of CatarrhCosts Nothing if It Fails.
Breathe Hyornei for a few minutes four
times a day through the neat pocket inhaler
that comes with every outfit, and benefit,
will be seen at once.
Continue this treatment for a short time, and your catarrh will
have beei, cured by llyomei.
There is no roundabout way in Ilyomei’s
medicinal notion; it does not try to cure a
disease of the head by putting medicine in
the stomach. It fills the air you breathe
with balsamic healing that soothes the
irritated and smarting membrane, destroys
the germs of catarrh that are present in
the head and throat, and is the only treatment that can be relied upon to cure.
When Using llyomei the air you breathe
wil. he like that on the mountains high
above the sea level, filled with volatile,
antiseptic fragrance that heals and cures
the irritated mucous membrane of the air
passages.
This treatment has been so successful,
curing 99 per cent, of all who have used it,
that llyomei is now sold by R. II. Moody
under an absolute guarantee to refund the
money if it does not benefit. You run no
risk whatever in buying llyomei. If it did
not possess unusual powers to cure, it could
not be sold upon this plan.
The complete llyomei outfit costs $1.00
and comprises a hard rubber inhaler, a
bottle of Hyornei and a dropper. The inhaler will last a lifetime; and additional
bottles of llyomei can be obtained for 50c.
Breathe
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chorus” of the ten-cent monthlies, the
National of Boston grows richer every
month in

geniality,

^uhiican candidate for re-election as ward
'alderman from 4 ward, was born January 10,
I80i, in Appleton, Me.; was educated in the
public schools; came to Boston in 1881, and
followed the business of salesman till 1894;
was then appointed inspector of hay in Boston ; since 1898 lias represented the firm of
Hilmore, Smith Company, wholesale dealers
in hay and straw; member of the Somerville board of trade, Fourth of July Association, and the Sons of Maine Club of Somerville; has been for several years treasurer
of the Republican city committee: is a member of the present board of aldermen.
Death of Capt. J. W. Collins.

Capt. Joseph W. Collins, chairman of the
Massachusetts fish and game commission,
died Dec. 9th of pneumonia at his home, 9
Sparliawk street, Brighton, Mass. He was
•a years old and leaves a widow and five
sons and daughters. Capt. Collins was born
In 1880 he was one of the
in Islesboro, Me.
commission appointed by the United States
to attend the fishery exhibition at Berlin
and three years later he went to London in
New ideas which he
a similar capacity.
gained abroad in the matter of designs for
fishing vessels were exemplified iu the construct ion of the schooner Hranipus in 1880
for the United States fisheries department.
In 1896 I’resident McKinley appointed him
to prepare the exhibit of the United States
at an international exhibition at Bergen,
Norway. He was the author of many books
on the fisheries, and was one of the most
eminent authorities on deep sea fishing in
the country.
It would seem as if
a newspaper man for its next
as the editors of three

Georgia

is to have

Governor,
largest daily
newspapers in that State, to-wit, Clark
Howell, of the Atlanta Constitution; J.
H. Estill, of the Savannah Morning
News, and Boykin Wright, of the Augusta Chronicle, are announced as

candidates.

Removes the microbes which impoverish
the blood and circulation. Stops all trouble
that interferes with nutrition. That’s what
Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 35
cents. Tea or tablet form. R. H. Moody.

coveted treasures

That quaint little room with its low-studded

ceiling

Held peace and contentment that wealth

1

Bald? Scalp shiny and thin?
Then it’s probably too late.
You neglected dandruff. If
you had only taken our advice, you would have cured

buy;
Frank Redington was called and deemplainly ed an inquest unnecessary. Mrs. Larrevealing
the wife
The odor ot doughnuts that mother would rabee was 63 years old and was
of Stephen Larrabee of Cambridge. She
The oli-fashioned doughnuts, the whole- was born in that town and had passed
all her life there, living upon the old
some, sweet doughnuts.
The golden-brown doughnuts that mother home farm of her father. Prayer serwonid fry.
vices were held at the College avenue
The sunshine of youth shed its glory around house this evening at 7 o'clock, conducted by Rev. E. C. Whittemore D. D.
us,
On life’s flowery pathway its glamour was of the First Baptist church. The body
thrown.
will be taken to Cambridge in the mornThe home was a refuge where care never
ing.
cannot

1 Mrs.

Hughson, of Chicago,"

whose letter follows, is another
woman in high position who owes
her health to the use of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

I suffered
Dbah Mrs. Pinkham :
for several years with general weakness
and bearing-down pains, caused by
womb trouble. My appetite was poor,
and I would lie awake for hours, and
could not sleep, until I seemed more
weary in the morning than when I retired. After reading one of your advertisements I decided to try the merits
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, and I am so glad 1 did.
No one can describe the good it did me.
I took three bottles faithfully, and besides building up my general health,
it drove all disease and poison out of
my body, and made me feel ,s spry and
active as a young girl. Mrs. Pinkham’s
medicines are certainly all they are
Mrs. M. E. Hughson,
claimed to be.”
347 East Ohio St., Chicago. 111.
$5000
forfeit if original of above letter proving genuineness cannot be produced.
>
More than a million women have regained health by the use of Lydia E.

found us,
And cooking-day carried a charm all Its

—

—

Pinkham’s VegetableCompound.
If the slightest trouble appears
which you do not understand
write to Mrs. Pinkbani, at Lynn,
Mass., for her advice, and a few
timely words from her will show
you the right thing to do. This
advice costs you nothing, but it
may mean life or happiness or
both.
APPROPRIATIONS FOR MAINE

proposed to acquire
ledge on which the

is

opposite

the

take,

a pang our digestion had hampered
When eating the doughnuts that mother
would make.
The puffy, raised doughnuts, the nourishing

For never

doughnuts,

The real, home-made doughnuts that mother would make.

Upon the
now

worn

hearthstone

are

strangers

treading.

The hallways will echo my footsteps no
more;
To see the dear roof-tree I’m longing, yet

dreading

The spell may be broken that held

me

of

yore.

Vainly 1 taste every dainty confection,
Of newfangled crullers 1 sadly partake;
None, none can aspire to that toothsome
perfection
That crowned every doughnut that moth-

er would make.
The flawless, fresh doughnuts, the tempting, round doughnuts,
The sadly-missed doughnuts that mother
would make.
—Katherine L. Danilier in Leslie’s Weekly.

The will of the late Charles E. French
of Boston, a native of Bangor, contains
the following bequest:
“To the city
of
Bangor, Me., $5,000, the interest to be expended in the purchase
of silver medals to be distributed to
the pupils of the public, high, Latin,
normal and grammar schools of that
city.” This will give Bangor two funds,
as there is already the Albert Ilolton
fund of $2,000.

Portland, Me., Dec. 7. Philip Wagof 1‘ittslield, Me., pleaded nolo contendere to a charge of violating the

[“I would love to be buried under the
shadow ot Mount Abram,” said a wanderer
to a friend at home.]

{

I climb the heights of Switzerland ;
Old Riga’s peak I mount;
Upon Pilatus’ top I stand,
And distant hilltops count.
I climb the Alps, and look upon
The picture, spread below;
But dream that I am gazing on
Old mountains that I know ;
Mount Blue and Abram rise between
My eyes and every other scene.
No other rainbows are like those
Drawn from your mountain tops!
No showers like showers from you that rose
With rain of fragrant drops!
No other shadows like the shade
Your sunset pencils drew
On highland nook, and lowland glade,
Mount Abram and Mount Blue!
I pick the eidelw eiss along
The Lauterbrunnen hills;
The echo of the Switzer’s song
My heart with music fills.
But sweeter echoes seem to rise
From summits far away.
Twin peaks, more lovely to mine eyes,
Are thine, my own Mount Day!
The Alpine mounts are very high
But homeland peaks they touch the sky!
I

cross the heights from East to
West,
And slowly upward climb;
My native mountains are the best,
Though these are more sublime.
The Rocky mountain peaks are high,
But not so good to me
As hills of home, and thus I
cry,
“Wherever life may be,
I hope Mount Abram or Mount Blue
Will guard my grave, when life is through.”
—By Julia Harris May.

Mothers, Be Careful
of the health of your children. Look out
for Coughs, Colds, Croup and
Whooping
Cougn. stop them in time-One Minute
Cough Cure is the best remedy. Harmless
and pleasant. Sold by R. II.
I
Moody.
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'*1 have received such great benefit from
the ‘L. F.’ Atwood's Bitters that 1 want

J

to tell about it. i
people v'ould take
'L. F.* for general

|

|
|
j
|
j

?

rr.ore

J

debility and building

of the system there would be less
sickness and fewer doctor s bills. You
"
may use this statement if you see fit
—James H. Burbank, Clerk and Treasurer
Chestennlle, Me.
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True **L. F.** is a Spring System
Cleanser and Tonic.
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Rives,
Mary E. Wilkins Freeman,
Charles G. 1). Roberts,
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Best and Most Preri"*'
Puoer Pubi.Mi

Wlil

Mrs. Burton Harrison

Stomach
Troubles
cured by

Hlimor

BY EDWIN MARKHAM
“The Man

It

IN COLORS.

2\\'49

Notice of Foreclosure
Whereas, Zilpha J. \\ illiains of Islesboro. in the
County of Waldo and state of Maine, by hei
mortgage deed dated the third day of October.
A. 1). llHil, and rt-corded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 200, Page 209, conveyed to me
the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land
j situated
in said Islesboro, eoi taming sixiv-foui
j

j

acres,

more or

less, and bounded and described

as follows, and being premises ooaveyt d ;o Ben! jamin R. Redman by Millard ,J. Whitcomb by Indeed of warranty dated Decembe. 20. is?*:, and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol. 177
Page 3. t » which reference is made tor fui thci
description, and conveyed to said Zilpha .1. Williams by the aforesaid Benjamin K. Redman by
his deed of warranty dated December 13. 1880,
and recotded in "aldo Registry of Deeds, Vol
192. Page l.iti: and whereas, the condition of said
mortgage has been bioken, n<»vv therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof 1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this filth day of December, A. D. t:x>4.
t>3v\49
James f. grin del.

cured
Chronic

was

the use of

Whereas, Ava A. Boynton of Liberty, in tin
Coiiuiy of Waldo and Mate of Maine, by hei
mortgage deed dated the sixth day of viarch. A
I). l'.Hil, and recorded in the Waldo Registry ol
Deeds, Book 2t>o, Page 148, conveyed to me, tin
undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate,
situated in said Liberty and bounded and ue.scribed as follows, to wit: Situated on the soutl
side of the highw ay leading from Claik’s Corner
so-called, to south Liberty, commencing at tin
westerly « orner of land ow ned by Peter (). Wellington; thence westerly on said highway to land
ol Joel S. Maddocks; thence southerly to the
Appleton town line; thence easterly on said
town line to land owned by the aforesaid Peter
O. Welling on ; thence northerly about eighteen
rods to the place of beginning, containing thirty
live acres, more or less, and being the saint
premises conveyed to the said -vva a. Hoyntor
by Eva L. Wing, by her deed, dated May 20,1900
Mid whereas the condition of said mortgage habeen broken; now therefor**, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated November 22,1904.

H. MOODY, DRUtlUIST

Bit

3w49

ST EP11EN J. G US 11K K.

Notice it ioreciosure.

Whereas, Daniel W. Kerstof Hucksport, county
of Hancock, State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
dated May 21, a. 1). 1903, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds in Vol. 208, Page 1*25,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, one undivided
half part of a certain lot or parcel of land situate
in Stockton Springs in the county ot Waldo, State
ot Maine, in that part of the town known as San
dypoint, bounded ami described as follows, to
wit: Beginning at a stake at the shore at high
water mark at the northeast angle of land of
Joseph Berry heirs; thence northerly by said
rods to a stake; thence south 80°
&
MUSIC
PAMPHLETS shore seven
west nine rods and two links to a slake; thence
south two rods and nine links to said Berry’s
DAMAGED
ALBOUND.
BOOKS,
land ; thence easterly by said Berry’s land twelve
rods and ten links to first mentioned bounds, conBUMS, EIC., REPAIRED OR RE- taining ail tlu* land within said bounds
more or
less together with the wharf and buildings standBOUND. PASSE-PARTOUT W ORK.
ing thereon; said property is known as the steamboat wharf property and was conveyed to William D. Bennett and Daniel w. Kerst by deeds
paired. duly recorded in the Waldo County Registry of
Deeds; ami whereas thefconditions of said mortgage have been and now remain broken, now,
Work beyond my skill will be sent to one of the therefore, by reason of the breach of the conbest binderies in Maine.
ditions thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said
Bend me a postal and I will call for work. 26
this notice for that purpose
j mortgage and give
Miller street. Side door.
as provided by law.
PASCAL P. GILMORE.
Hucksport, Me., Dec. 5, 1904 —3w49

Talks witli

Dairy and
1

*-—-—

OAGAZINES,

DAGUERREOTYPE CASES

JOHN S. FERNALD,

Belfast

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

HOLLISTER’S

Tea Nuggets
Rocky Mountain
Medicine

for Busy People.
A Busy
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
A specific for Const ipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples, Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made

by

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
R. H. MOODYNOTICE. The subscriber hereby
gives notice that she has been duly appointed Executrix of the last will and testament of

EXECUTRIX’S
OSMAN E.

CURTI8, late of Searsport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
Indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

THEDAH P. CURTIS.

Searsport, Nov. 9,1904 —3w49
Men or women, local
141A NITCn
nMH I ELU
representatives for
thigh class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash

priizes Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash8tf
ngtonSquare. New York, N. Y.

Taken on execution and will be sold by public
auction on the sixtli day of January, A. D. 1905,
at ten o’clock in tlu* forenoon, at the dwelling
house oi Frank G. Norton in Palermo in said
County of Wald", all the right, title and interest
which Elmira M. Miller and Levi O. Miller, both
of said Palermo, or either of them, now have or
had on the eleventh day of April, A. D. 1904, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, the time at which the
same was attached on the original writ, in ami to
the following described real estate: A certain
farm or lot of land situated in said Palermo and
bounded as follows, to wit: On the north by land
now or formerly of Charles Nelson and land now
or formerly of Ebenezer Ballard ; on the east by
land now or formerly of John Bugbee: on the
south by land now or formerly of John Greeley,
and on the west by land now or formerly of John
Greeley, being the same premises conveyed to
Levi N. Miller Dy Allen Bowler by his deed dated
September 24, 1855, recoided in Waldo County
Registry of Deeds, Book 93, Page 213.
Dated at Palermo aforesaid this first day of De3w49
cember, A D. 1904.
FRANK G. NORTON, Deputy Sheriff.

NOTICE.
THE PEOPLES NATIONAL RANK, locat
ed at Belfast. In the State of Maine, is closing its
affairs. All note holders and other creditors of
the association, are therefore hereby notified to
the notes and other claims tor payment
present
F
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
DaUd Belfast, October 18, 1904.—2m42
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MS CALLS

I MAGAZINE
A LADIES’MAGA

S!

A gem; beautiful colorr
fas nions ; dressmaking
work; household hints.
■cribs to day, or, send t.
Lady agents wanted. Sex-..

J

Stylish, Reliable, S
date, Economical a:
Perfect-Fitting Paper

CALLii
MSBAZAR,
f
^

Patterns

_

All Seams Allowed and »i
and Sewing Unei sl»
Only to and 15 cents each

Ask for them
Sold in nr*
end town, or by mail from

THE McCALL
113-115-117 West 31st St., V
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Madison, Wis.

M.

Feeding and Orteding

Notice of Foreclosure,

let form, 35 cents a box.
Hollister Drug Company,

5

Fashions and

Dyspepsia by
t

Relieving that every on<
have al least one good i.u
we have perfected ai 1 aimsemi that practical and man 1* How k. in connect ion
can .lot'HNAi. for only >
Kkit*ni.ir \N .Id KN AI
to give but a brief descniFa KM \M» II oM I\. W Ilia!:
and excellence. l’roin’upartments may be in* -in a
Fruit Culture

Mrs. W. W. Layler of Hilliard,
of

Only $2.(Id

Farm and Harden

Under all curable conditions
Pa..,

with the Hoe.’’

AND A BEAUTIFUL

DYSPEPSIA CURE

Mr. D. Kauble of
Nevada. 0.. was
cured by Kodol
of stomacl
trouble which
had effected
his heart.

by

CHARLES BATTELL LOOMIS
VIRGINIA niles leei>s

AN ORIGINAL POEM

Kodol

U

For

J°hn kenoi.ick bangs
UnriSIlfldS
i r.hrkfmat

The crown of cats who trod as if
Shod in a moccasin.
He tested his milk with a delicate sniff,
He leapt on mice like a hippogriff,
Ami no wonder at all that Pendleton
Thought a shadow had crossed the sun
When beneath his hand lay cold and stiff
His Peterkin.

—

f

!

|

Peterkin.

With folded paws poor pussy lay,
Mute as a violin
On which the fiddler forgets to play,
And his little master to grief gave way.
“If rny other friends should die,” wept

»THE«

,

laws and was sentenced to one
year in the State prison and fined $1,000 by J udge Haie in the United State
district court today.

r—“L.F.” Relieves and Strengthens—
Stomach, Bowels, Liver and
Kidneys. The More "L.F.”
the Less Sickness

I climb the sides of old Mount Tom
In girlhood’s happy prime;
And laugh to think of days to come,
So glad, so glad to climb.
I watch the valley far below;
The river winding through;
And cry “This mount up which we go,
Is nothing to Old Blue.
It shades the land. It knows the sea.
Home mountains are the ones for me.”

Good Hair

postal

!

to stand upon a hill
My childhood loved to find;
I turn about. My pulses thrill;
Mount Abram looms behind.
How beautiful that triple peak
That guards the Northern sky!
Where’er I go ’tis thee, I seek,
And think that thou art nigh.

**
I have used Ayer’s Hair Vigor for over 40
years. I am now 9f years old ana have a heavy
growth of rich brown hair, due, I think, en-

ner

J

seem

the dandruff, saved your hair,
and added much to it. If
not entirely bald, now is your
opportunity. Improve it.

Sentenced to State Prison.

THE MOUNTAINS OF HOME.

I

Hair Vigor

Bequest.

a

TIRED OUT?

“I could bear it, mamma, for I should see
Them all again in heaven some day.
Hut Peterkin!”
Who knows? whatever on earth is sweet
The truth of the old saying that there
A sweeter life may win
is nothing new under the sun lias been In the paradise garden,
incomplete
once more
demonstrated by the dis- Without the frolic of creature feet,
Where
our
of
a
model
at
least
lost
birds
boat,
4,000
covery
trill, and our lost
dogs wait
years old, which resembles in many reTo
us in at the dear home gate,
spects the racing craft of the present Pleasewelcome
God, where the loved and the loving
day. This model boat was discovered
meet,
in an Egyptian tomb. Although the
Is Peterkin.
boat is only a toy, it affords proof of —Katherine
Lee Bates in National Magazine
Ge9ise P: the fact that the
boats of 4,000 for November,
uy
Country;
Phillips, winner of twenty-two Ameri- years ago were certainly modeled on
Tgcan championships for speed and figure
the lines of our latest racing yachts. NORTHERN MAINE SEAPORT R. R. CO.
skating: “An Elephant Hunt that The model is obviously that of a pleasof
the
The
Failed;”
Champion
Lake,’’ ure boat, for the hull has been so cut Meeting for Organization and Election of
by William Heyliger; number two of down for the sake of speed that it
Officers.
the ‘.‘Among the Birds” series; “Gen- would he quite useless as a cargo or
A meeting of the Northern Maine Seaport
eral Nathaniel Greene,” a biography passenger boat. The most modern row- Railroad Co. was held in Bangor at the
office
by Marianne G. Spratley; “The Pranks ing boats made have not sucli a deep of President Cram of the Bangor & Aroosof Jimmy Lane,” a humorous story by keel its that from which the model was took Dec. 9th for the purpose of organization
and election of officers, it being the meeting
Jonas Jutton; “A Feline Fury,” an copied.
of formal organization of the corporation.
animal story by Clarence Hawkes;
There has been a good deal of discus“Prisoners of the Tide,” a sea story; sion at one time or another as to The election of officers resulted as follows:
Franklin W. Cram, president; Franklin WT.
further chapters of “My Four Years at whether England or America invented Cram,
Benjamin B. Thatcher, Edward StetWest Point,” by a graduate; “Playing
the “fin keel” for racing boats. There son, Esq., Frederick H. Appleton, Esq., and
Frank
inW.
bePush-Ball,’’ by
McClure;
Charles A. Gibson, directors; Edward Stetis no question now that the honor
stallment number five of “Clever Work longs to neither country, since both son, Esq., treasurer, and Frederick 11. Apwith the Pocket Knife,” by John L. have unconsciously copied the idea pleton, Esq., clerk. The meeting is underto have been a formal one and beyond
Douglieny, and in addition smaller from Egypt. Until a few years ago stood
articles too numerous to ment ion. All boatbuilders had never constructed a the organization and election of officers
nothing was done except business of a routhe
regular departments,
namely: boat with a line of prow equal to that tine nature, nothing further being made
Stamps, Coins and Curios, Amateur seen on the little model just unearthed. public.
THE SURVEY.
Journalism, Money Making, Puzzles. Racing yachts of twenty years ago had
The Order of The American Boy, and no such lines.
The engineering department of the new
are
Books
included.
Reviewed,
Boys’
In some respects, at least, we have road is hard at work on the data already
$1.00 a year. The Sprague Publishing improved on the boats' of 4,000 years obtained for the new road and field parties
are at work on Cape Jellison and near
Co., Detroit, Mich.
ago. The stern of the model is not so
good as would be the stern of a model Sandypoint.
As now planned two terminals are proof a modern rading yacht. Considerable
Beware of Conterfeits.
jected, one at Cape Jellison, the other at
have also been made in Mack’s Point just north of Searsport harimprovements
“DeWitt's is the only genuine Witch Ha- the
steering gear. However, to all in- bor, the latter property having been purzel Salve” writes J. L. Tucker of Centre,
tents and purposes the boats used by chased last spring. It is understood that
Ala. “I have used it in my family for Piles,
work will be commenced on the piers at
Cuts and Burns for years and can recom- river enthusiasts on theNile 4,000 years
Jellison very soon.
mend it to be the best Salve on the market. ago were very much like the modern Cape
have developed what appears to
Every family should keep itr, as it is an in- racers of today from the point of view beSurveys
a favorable route, striking the river
valuable household remedy, and should al- of appearance. In the matter of speed
some distance above Sandypoint and runways be kept ou hand for immediate use.” the modern boat would be their superi- ning between the county road and the river,
Mrs. Samuel Gage of North Bush, N. Y., or.—Golden
almost in a straight line to the end of Cape
Penny.
says: “I had a fever sore od my ankle for
Jellison.
twelve years that the doctors could not cure.
If this route is followed it is said that it
Maine Ordered to Maine.
All salves and blood remedies proved worthwill be a comparatively easy grade and will
less. I could not walk for over two years.
add to the picturesque features of the new
Portland, Me., Nov. 25. Officers of the
Finally 1 was persuaded to try DeWitt’s
besides making Fort Point accessible
Witch Hazel Salve, which has completely Maine Society, Daughters of the American road,
and
possibly creating a boom for the once
cured me. It is a wonderful relief.” De- Revolution, today received from Secretary
famous summer resort.
Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve cures without of the Navy Morton a letter stating that it
The survey is still in the preliminary stage
is his intention to order the battleship Maine
leaving a scar. Sold by R. H. Moody.
and
will not be fully decided upon for some
to Portland when her repairs at Boston have
News.
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems been completed. The visit, however, will time.—Bangor
a short time, as the
especially adapted to the needs of the chil- have to be curtailed to
dren. Pleasant to take; soothing in its in- battleship’s services are Deeded. The Maine
fluence; it is the remedy of all remedies for will be presented a flag by the Maine Society, D. A. R.
Tha hum Uttla pMfc
every form of throat ana lung disease.
Modern Racing Craft.

Eangor Gets

own.

No oft-varied menu our appetites pampered,
No strength-giving tonic we needed to

—

light is situated.
Then $10,000 are asked for the erectiou
of a fog signal at Boon Island Light
Station for the protection of steamers
from Pollock Rock. The two other appropriations asked are one of $14,400
for establishing a light and fog signal
An uncommonly edifying Christmas
near Isle au Haut, m the ltarborof that
sermon is that in the December numname, and one for $14,000 for establishber of the Atlantic Monthly,—Christing a light and fog signal station on
I mas: its Unfinished Business, by .Sam- Buckle Island, near the entrance to
uel M. Crothers, “The Gentle Reader.”
Turk Narrows, Me.
jMr. Crothers waxes ironical over the
Only one appropriation is asked for
: progress of universal peace.
“Has not the
improvement of rivers and harbors
; Great Britain,” he says, “made peace
in Maine. This is $41,000 for completin South Africa, and the United States
ing the improvement of the Kennebec
j of America established it in the Philip- between Gardiner and Augusta and
| pines; and is not Russia at this mo- was authorized at a previous session of
rnent endeavoring to establish it in
Congress. There are other projects
Manchuria?” But in the end the facts that
!
the Alaine delegation want auth! constrain him to believe that there is
orized, but they will have to come
! still a prodigious amount of unfinished
under the River and Harbor bill that is
business to be transacted ere peace can
now being framed in the House. Imfinally hold the stage. The call, he provements at Portland Harbor and
says, is for a new chivalry; our duty is
in the Penobscot River near Bangor
not only to keep the peace, but to make
are the most important of these.
The
a peace that is worth keeping.
The
Maine delegation have already taken
; new
generation must be shown what
towards
steps
having those items in; opportunities the world's business and
cluded in the House Bill.
They are
; politics afford to great-hearted gentlecertain to be taken care of, for after the
men who are willing to risk something
River and Harbor bill has passed the
for a cause. Tire kind of peace which
House it will go to the Senate Committhe world needs cannot be irad for the
tee on Commerce,of which Senator Frye
asking. It come high—but it is worth is chairman.
If necessary the bill can be
the price.
amended there.
In the book of estimates also are
! The American Boy for Christmas
will delight the boy’s heart, from its items for the support of the Togus, or
front cover design representing a young eastern branch of the National Soldiers’
hunter, his dog", gun and game, clear Home. These items for Togus are as
through to the last page. It contains follows: Current expenses, $35,000; sub79 illustrations to illustrate 91 different sistence, $134,000; household, $SO,000:
stories, leading articles and items of hospital, $30,000; transportation of
interest to boys. As especially appro- members of home, $1,500; repairs, $26,priate to the Christmas season are: 000; new coal shed, $4,500; extension of
“Father Lanuite’s Prize,” by Lillian V. green house, $5,000; additions to and
Lambert; “Kersey,” by Evelyn M. alterations of library building, $7,000;
AVood Lovejoy; “Uncle Sam's Santa farm, $15,000.
Claus” and “Distributing Christmas
OASTORIA.
Presents in the Navy.” Other stories
and leading articles are “The Pathway Bean the
1118 Kind You H i*t Always Bought
to Success.” being an interview with

'‘Skating/’

eral years, came here to visit her brother three weeks ago.
About 9 o’clock
this forenoon she was found dead, having taken her life by hanging. Coroner

But sweetest it seemed when ’twas

1

year—“The Comedy of Masks,” a
society story by Anna McClure Sholl;
“The Witch-Crow and Barney Bylow,”
a modern fairy tale for boys, by James
Ball Naylor, and “Michael Ryan, Capi italist,” a story of the labor union, by
F. F. D. Albery of Columbus, Ohio.

Ayers

...

in human interest

The Somerville, Mass., Journal, of last
week published sketches of the various
candidates for mayor, aldermen, aud school
committee to be voted for Tuesday, including the following:
Chester S. McFarland, 21 Cedar street, ex-Senator T. W. Palmer of Detroit;
Republican candidate for ward alderman “A Message to American Boys,” by
from ward 6, was born in Montville, Waldo Governor Montague of Virginia; the
county, Me., December 14, 1850; was edu- lirst two chapters of Kirk Munroe’s
cated in the public schools at Yarmouth new
story, “For the Mikado;” “James
academy and Haskell’s commercial school; McGregor Billings’ Moose
Hunt," by
is in the wholesale butter, cheese aud eggs
“True Heroism—A Talk
business at (19 Clinton street, Boston; is a Curwood;
member of the Masonic fraternity, and has With Boys,” being the last contribubeen director for three years of the Boston tion from the pen of the late G. A.
fruit and produce exchange; has resided in Henty; “Basket Ball,” by George T.
Somerville sixteen years; has been a life- Hepbron, Secretary Amateur Athletic
long Republican; served four years as chair- Basket Ball Committee; “Uncle Sam’s
man of the Republican town committee of
New Pupils,” describing how Uncle
Muntyille, Me., am) ha* also sepygd ou the
Sam is
young Filipinos in this
&Hperyi}le Republican city oumroitt«e.
;

Sidney B. Keehe, 58 Ciiauiiey avenue, Re-

Water ville, Me., Dec. 6th. Mrs.
How dear to my heart was that bright, sunHarriet M. Larrabee of Cambridge,
ny kitchen,
What joys have I known in its homely re- Me., committed suicide at the home of
treat !
her brother, Rev. I. B. Mower, 27 ColThe nook by the ingle, the jam-closet rich
lege avenue, to-day. Mrs. Larrabee,
in
of childhood so who has been a nervous invalid for sevThe

and in literary quality. Charles AVar- Asked for in the Book of Estimates Sent
to Congress.
ren Stoddard, Holman F. Day, Elliott
Flower, Dallas Lore Sharp, Frank GunThe annual book of estimates sent to
saulus, Yone Noguchi, Frank Putnam, Congress calls for a total of $53,500 for
Ethel Armes, Cora A. Matson-Dolson, lighthouses and aids ou the Maine coast.
Edwin Webster Sanborn, Christobelle The largest appropriation asked is $15,van Asmus Bunting and thirty others,
000 for establishing a steam fog signal
I in story, song and essay, unite to make at Little River Head, at the entrance
the
National
the
best to Cutler Harbor. This is to assist ves;
Christmas, 1904,
in the history of the magazine. The sels that are
entering the Ray of Fundy.
Christmas National contains the Na- The smallest appropriation asked is for
tional’s Prospectus for 1905.
Three
$100 to purchase land on which to build
I
serials
are
I six-part
announced as an oil house at Ames Ledge Light Sta1
among the features of the National’s tion, Kennebec River. The land it is
next

Invalid's Snicide.
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Freedom N->
Notice is hereby given that 1
to my son, Charles ». Cook, m
time until lie is twenty one
valuable consideration. I si'1
his contracting nor claim an>
this date.
Troy, November, 18,19W.
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Notice is hereby given that >
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,\ing completed coalinoimng, Jan. Oth, we
harbor past the rock
Mediterranean sea.
11 sea we made good
weather had not been
illy the trip to Malta
unite pleasant. Ar>a. m.

Sunday

morn-

anchored within the
is
entirely sheltered

it

ib

W

mg an entrance only
ship to pass through.

mi a

;nli Mediterranean fleet
ai the harbor and one
it

study

to

v

their gen-

md before leaving the
desired visited one of
id. rainy and generalutmost of the soldiers

transport

i ae
,.r<

was

an-

distance from the

only few pence to be
.lilc Strada is the prina

t

city

and as the

e,

of

hill the streets lead-

a
:

quite steep.
: irely of stone steps,
at the top fine views

d

die harbor and sur-

reet are

'iiirtll herds of goats
to their necks roam
inti
■

ims
e

dodge in

and out

vehicles. When
milks the

owner
and one

is always
ivsh milk.
of Malta is somewhat
Hnglish ladies can be
a rs. but the Maltese
inmate.
The bazars
l ast Indians seemed
Dusiness in silks and
A regiment of

■ct
i

udK

s

very

cL

in
kilts
interest worth

picturesque

Slight colored
of

Victoria Gate, St.

Chapel

:

Malta.

of Bones

Xo doubt

places

worth
r limited stay it was
all.
other

I'lmrsday morning,
during
.-aid, Egypt, arrivSimply morning,

line weather
■

ing the harbor we
Ferdinand lie
engineer who conanal and who later
the Panama canal
ot

d in a failure tinansi'i-ian

torpedo

boats
we anchored astern
user.
The crew were
:• and very few were
were at Port Said,
weie not very sociably
'■hiliers did not have
l hem.
On landing one
d by Arab guides deyou about, and they
n
whether you hired
mil if successful in gethunch another would
next corner.
The princity is on the water
and markets being
111 the Arab quarniuiinaiit and on many
ild have to hold your
g through.
We visited
temple, and the first
nng an attendant supiiv slippers, the native
remove their sandals,
were more than large
over our shoes and in
cue necessary to slide
else they would drop
the native priest, or
■as he seemed to be
we took him to be a
irough the worshipthe floor, each one
his hook of Moliam■e a door led us
into
first glance around I
e
his object in bringiiiithiiig could be seen
fi
rubbish in a corner,
is the priest pulled out
which lie claimed was
nl as his name was enfilade 1 did not argue
whether it was or not.
us the original book of
d a flag with various
'so old that it was imless the
original color.
>
field out his hand in an
inner, as it is customary
fiig Indian cents. Upon
•mall piece of silver the

it.

1

1

antly withdrawn and a
expression overspread

out

until the rest of the
pped hack into my pockaccept tiie coin. As we
•e the
old fellow wanted
■mething else, but tliiukenough we started out,
through the door withw more dimes for the
t'l'S.

it

Port Said the soldiers

had ail
and the
was

L,
feiis

,..,

is,

and some of the soldiers who visited
the transport could tell quite a few
of
tales
engagements and forced
marches across the sandy deserts in
futile attempts to capture the elusive

Monitor demonstrated that
wooden vessels as ships of war were
doomed. Work on the new ship was
abandoned and it was decided to sink
the lumber in Portsmouth Harbor.
Arab.
There the frame has laid until it was
AUCii UU1 S Lit
WilS 111111 LULL LU Lilt? | purchased and raised two vears aeo.
time it took to coal, and as soon as the j 1 lie salt water completely preserved it.
bunkers were tilled we left Aden and The schooner is named in honor of
after a pleasant voyage across the j Miss Mary L. Xewhall of Fairfield, and
Arabian
sea
sighted the island of is rated Al for 17 years, owing to her
Ceylon early on the morning of Feb. unusual frame. The rating is considL'nd and at 7 o'clock were anchored in ered an unusual one for a vessel which
the harbor of Colombo. On landing 1 is not strapped with steel.
Andrew
was impressed by the neat appearance
Adams of Portland will go in comof the streets, the red clay making a mand.
The dimensions are: Length,
beautiful contrast. The first sight that 228 feet; breadth, 40.2 feet: depth, 21.0
greets the eye upon leaving the dock is : feet. She is 1,310 gross tonnage, 0.17 A.
a statue of Queen Victoria.
The street !
leading from the dock is the principal t 5CH. SAMUEL J. GOUCHEIt AT CAMDEN.
All the business houses have an |
one.
Camden, Me., Dec- 8. The schooner
air of prosperity and numerous carts Samuel J. Goucher, named for a resiladen with tea and spices lrom ti e tent of Philadelphia, and the largest of
plantations bound for Sir Thomas Lip- ! the five-masted schooners ever built in
ton’s warehouses for shipment to all Camden, was launched Thursday from
parts of the world, passed through the the yard of H. M. and It. L. Bean. She
was built for the Coastwise Transporstreets drawn by the native ox. An
electric street car line runs through the tation Co., and will be commanded by
principal thoroughfare and a railroad Capt. Elmer E. Crowley of Taunton,
connects with the interior.
Jinrick- I Mass. Her dimensions are: Length of
sha’s predominate and many of our keel, 271 feet; beam, 48 feet; depth, 27
feet.
Her tonnage is 2547 gross and
soldiers could be seen riding around in
them takiug in the sights and enjoying 2249 net. The frame is of Virginia oak,
themselves generally. The suburbs of the masts of Oregon pine and she cost
Boston will be the
The ! ibout $120,000.
Colombo are very picturesque.
streets are neat and wide and one is home port. As she went overboard a
well repaid by a ride outside of the city half hour before the time arranged the
and a visit to the Buddhist or Hindo j launching was seen by only a few
and the

j

Temples. Colombo

is

situated

on a nar-

neck of land and crossing this the
promenade is reached, where in the
evenings society turns out in carriages,
jinricksha’s or afoot, to enjoy the music of the garrison band and to walk or
drive by the beach, where the breakers
come rolling in over a level stretch of
white sand and the sea breeze is always
fresh.

j people.

row

SCH. DOROTHY

I

!
i
1

11. BARRETT

AT

BATH

Dec. 8. The handsome
five-masted schooner Dorothy B.
Barrett launched this noon from G. G.
Deering’s yard at 12.35 in the presence

Bath, Me.,

new

i of

a

large’crowd

ing quite

of spectators, includ-

number of vessel owners
and agents from out of the State. The
launching was of unusual interest from
The transport while in Colombo was the fact that the vessel is the
largest
surrounded with bumboats, displaying 1 craft constructed by Mr. Deering and
curiosities in carved ebony or ivory, or is, without doubt, one of the best of
vending fruit. Quite a 'little amuse-! her class ever sent overboard from a
ment was furnished by a juggler who Bath
yard and a fitting craft to occupy
came aboard and performed a number
the position of queen of the Deering
of sleight of hand tricks with a live rab- ; ileet. The vessel is named in honor of
bit and chicken and various other arti- j Miss Dorothy B.
Barrett, aged 10 years,
;
cles. Some of the feats performed were a daughter of
Harry W. Barrett of
new to me.
Native divers paddled out Boston, a member of the firm of Brato the ship on two pieces of logs tied man, Dow & Co., and she
performed
together and dived for coins thrown the christening ceremony in a most
into the water, seldom missing one. creditable
manner, using a gaily decoFeb. 4th we steamed out of the harbor rated bottle of champagne.
and it was with regret that I saw the
island of Ceylon left behind us.
Marine Disasters.
Between Colombo and Singapore we
passed the island of Sumatra. Arriving
Captain Sumner I Kimball, an old
at Singapore on the morning of Feb.
Maine resident, who for years has been
10th we anchored quite a little distance
out in the bay. The water was pretty chief of the Life Saving Service of the
soldiers going ashore had Treasury Department, has just given
rough 1and
out his report on disasters along the
* * 1♦
LI
rl iooin Ku rlz
into boats. Finally the transport's coast of Maine and New Hampshire.
boats were lowered and the launch This constitutes the first life saving
towed several boat loads of soldiers district. The number of disasters in
ashore.
That evening the transport that district during the fiscal year were
in only live of which was there a
went into dock to coal and the soldiers 43,
total loss of vessels. The value of the
ashore had no trouble in getting back
aboard ship. Singapore is a busy place, 43 vessels was $130,725 and the value of
their cargoes $32,425, making the total
but in the city itself there were not
value of property involved $103,150. The
many places of interest, and after I
value of the property saved from these
had spent the day wandering about the
streets and through the various quar- j shipwrecks was $141,615, which made
ters of the place 1 stopped in a eating the total property loss only $21,535. No
lives were lost in these shipwrecks on
house and secured as good a meal as I
the Maine and New Hampshire coasts
one can obtain in any of these ports; j
and the best isn’t as good as a 25 cent during the fiscal year, although there
were 186 persons on board the wrecked
meal in any restauraut in the United I
States. Returning to the transport in vessels. Of these 25 were cared for at
the evening we left the dock the next ! the life saving stations and were given
Feb.
and started on the in all 35 days’ succor.
n/vrv»n

von

A

iv

a

nr

j

morning,

12th,

last stretch of our long journey. In
out of the harbor we passed quite
to an English man-of-war at anand as we were within hailing
distance the commanding officer requested the men to give three cheers
for King Edward, which tiie men did
with a will, the English sailors responding by cheering for the President of the
United States. Having pleasant weather from Singapore we made good time
and at about 0 a. m. Feb. 18th sighted
the island of Corrigedor at the entrance
to Manila bay, and by 10 o’clock were,
anchored inside the breakwater off from
Manila. Immediately preparations for
disembarking were begun. Lorchas and
cascoes were brought alongside to receive the property, with gangs of Philipino laborers to do the work, and the
steam winches were soon busy hoisting
the property from the holds. Head-

opportunity of going
Pyramids and close
made up, going by
chor,

1 from there to Suez
end of the canal, where
rejoin the transport.
started into the canal
the Russian cruiser our
Mar Spangled Manner
an
National air. The
responded with their
i then the Star
Spangled
proceeded through the
at three-quarters speed.
are not allowed to go at
the suction from the
--,'eat as to draw the emhuhiud the steamer, necesual dredging.
In some
anal resembles a huge
teh.
The surrounding
desert waste, except at
n* tlie canal where small
"Kes
would be passed,
r

yell and whistle and they soon came ting her off. The officer* were
aboard
tumbling up on deck, wondering no the launch, and as the cascoes were
not
doubt what all the racket was about. aground
they tied up to the bauk and
On finding out who we were they made the
soldiers watched and offered sugas much noise as our men.
Another gestions to the officers who
were pushsteamer, a merchant ship, followed the ing with poles in their
attempt to get
it
English transport and was some time off of the sand bar.
the launch
before we got under way again.
While began to move andFinally
the soldiers aptied up to the bank quite a number of
the officers for their gallant
plauded
Arabs collected on the shoie, coming efforts at
work. Upon landing, the bagno doubt from some neighboring village.
gage was unloaded from the cascoes
The soldiers amused themselves by and loaded into teams
which were waitbombarding them with small potatoes ing for us, and when all was loaded the
which they had secured from the cook’s
started
out on the march for1
troops
The Arabs evidently knew their various
galley.
stations. Troop A went
what potatoes were, and if by mis- to the
or water works,
chance one missed, they hunted around as the pumping station,
station is commonly called, as it
in the sand until they found it.
Pota- is a
pumping station on the Marquina
toes giving out the soldiers secured river which
supplies Manila with water.
lumps of coal, but after a few natives This station was about live miles from
had been hit they all retired to a safe the
landing. TroopB was to be stationdistance and squatting arouud in the ed at
Mariquina, about two miles farsand remained talking and regarding ther from
the pumping station, while
the transport until we finally cast loose
troops C and D had the longest march,
from the shore and resumed our jour- to San
Mateo, about five miles beyond
ney.
it was late in the evening
Mariquina.
at
Suez
at
Arriving
City
.7 a. m. the before we arrived at San Mateo and all
next day we dropped anchor and the the men
were pretty tired after having
launch went ashore to pick ud the party been
cramped up on the transport for
from Cairo. The train from Cairo, two months
with little or no exercise.
however, did not arrive at Suez City
We were to relieve two troops of the
until about 3 p. m. and it was 3 o’clock Uth
their regiment being
in the evening of Jan'y 18th when we under cavalry,
orders to proceed to the United
finally got under way again. The Cairo States, and upon arriving at the quarparty all arrived safe and were all well ters occupied by the.Troop C we were
pleased with the trip and entertained were well received. They had a fine
us that evening with tales of Cairo and
supper already on the table, and as the
the Pyramids.
men were hungry as well as tired the
The Gulf of Suez is nearly 100 miles
supper was well appreciated.
long and we did not reach the Red Sea
The next morning the Troops of the
until the next morning.
In passing llth
cavalry left San Mateo, and we
through we witnessed some very beau- were left in possession and began our
tiful sunsets, and passed quite close to
tour of duty in the Philippine Islands.
the islands called the Twelve Apostles.
Leaving the Red Sea we crossed the
LAUNCHED LAST WEEK.
Gulf of Aden and on the morning of
24th
anchored
off
the
town
of
Schooner Mary L. Mewliall at Bath.
Jan’y
Aden, outside of the English garrison.
Bath, Dec. 7. A feature in the conAden is not much of an important struction of the
four-masted schooner
place, being more of a coaling station, Mary L. Nervhall which was launched
and very little could be seen from the
today from the yard of Elmer S. Crostransport. The scattered buildings are by was the live oak frame. This frame
entirely surrounded by towering cliffs. was gotten out in 1802 by the United
The soldiers were allowed ashore and
States Government for a war vessel, it
many were off. The English soldiers ! being the best live oak that could be
here were engaged off and on in chasing !
purchased, and was sent to the Kittery
the Mad Mullah, who was giving them
navy yard where the warship was to
some little trouble.
had
a
numThey
have been built.
Before the keel was
ber of wounded men m the hospital, laid
the fight between the Merrimac

OA.STORXA.
Bears the
/) The Kind You Have Always B«0t

There

gestions

are a great many
on what to wear in

good

sugthe New

idea Woman’s Magazine for J anuary.
For women, an article on “Negligees”
shows three graceful styles in wrappers
and dressingsacks, while for men the
subject of “Evening Dress” is thoroughly discussed. Two English cuts show a
blouse and a fur sack such as are being
worn across the water, and a bulletin
from Paris describes a number of
Parisian “creations.” In the literary
part of the magazine, Mrs. Constance

Fuller McIntyre discusses “The Bachelor Maid” in her vivacious way, while
any woman who has ever entered a
business office in the capacity of an
employee will feel a responsive echo in
reading Esperance Goodlove’s “The
Etiquette of the Business Woman.”
“The Steerage” describes a unique
private antique shop in a weather-beaten barn, and Dr. Arthur W. Yale contributes a chat on “The Trained Nurse
in Fact and Fiction.” “A Question of
Heirlooms” throws a new light on the
subject of antique furniture. “Perdita”
tells of adapting her versatile housekeeping to conditions in Paris, and
there are three stories for grown-ups
and three for little people.

quarters Band and Troops E, F, G, H,
were to remain aboard and be taken by
the transport to their destination at
aiueis could be seen near
lit, : :
San Fernando de Union, which is about
!
.““ages.
forty miles north of the railroad on the
,f interest was
a mirage of
island of Luzon, and reached easiest by
he
a
line
of
bills and a water.
•sisi ,S,to
Troops I and K were to be staeo'ered with water. It
■W^'dly
tioned at Pasay cavalry barracks near
a short
distance ahead of Manila.
They were the first troops to
1 uPon drawing nearer
f I’m',.
disembark. Two troops of the 2nd, L and
i!„,'■ " faded away. As the sun M, were
already in Manila, having arh,ght was settling over the
rived a few weeks previous from Fort
which had been
Itei “Mchlight
Sheridan, 111., by the way of San Franr;
j"1"1 the bridge was turned on cisco.
>»ys cast before us we
f* t i
The next
Troops A, B, C, and D
through the canal. Late disembarkedday
tis
into cascoes with all their
Ni„., .;",nmg the searchlight of baggage, a launch made fast to the cas!*»»,.' "er was seen approaching, coes and as we left the side of the trans- Ordinary household accidents have no
; 11, r.'"1’, ndo the bank we tied up
port the band played several airs and the terrors when there’s a bottle of Dr. Thomas’
passed, the steamers remaining soldiers gave us a cheer. We Eclectric Oil in the medicine chest. Heals
filing I '"“..it
'fee other direction
i‘r„,
having proceeded up the Pasig river about ten burns, cuts, bruises, sprains. Instant re* inlief.
"a.v. This steamer proved
H1 ,
miles to a landing a short distance betransport returning low Pasig city. On the way up the
*
'ion
in
India with troops. river the launch ran on a sand bar and
tlin passed
Kodol
Cure
us our men
began to some trouble was experienced in getDigest* what you eat.
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Dyspepsia

Letter from Washington.

Prisoner* to be Sot to Work.

SAYINGS AND DOINGS AT THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

Washington,

D. C., Dec. 12. Legislative
interest is not at a high pitch at the Capitol
this winter, although there are one or two
questions of importance to the Maine coast.
The unusual dullness is due to at least two
causes. One is the overwhelming Republican majority and the other is the growing
treasury deficit, which makes retrenchment
in legislation imperative. When 90 senators
and 386 members come to Washington, all
looking for legislation that will carry appropriations of benefit to their constituents,
and find the public funds low and economy
the watchword on every hand, they quickly
lose spirit. There is nothing for them to do
but buckle down to transacting the business
which constituents have before the departments and consent to wait for the bigger
things, like river and harbor appropriations,
public buildings, and other improvements.
Were it not for the deficit and the fears
that it may beoome larger, there would be
an aggressive sentiment here this winter
for the encouragement of American ship
ping. No subject of legislation is of more
vital importance along the Maine coast. A
commission has been sitting in the beautifully frescoed committee room of Senator
Gallinger of New Hampshire for two or
three weeks, taking testimony and considering methods of reviving the ship building
industry. Not a few prominent men in public life, including Senators Hale and Frye of
Maine, have had strong hopes that out of
this investigation might result in some action by Congress this winter. But a lack of
ample funds is a pall over Congress, as
much as a lean purse curbs a private citizen, and so every day it has become more
and more doubtful. It is plain that Speaker
Cannon, who lives in an interior State, will
tight any such appropriation as stoutly as
he can.

The
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Uncolored

Has the natural red
of the ripe tomato
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bargain.

Enquire of R. F. RUSS,
Or F. S. HOLMES,
Real Estate

Agent, Belfast.

Marcellus J.

Dow,

BROOKS, MAINE.

DRY and FARCY

GOODS,

MILLIHERY DiPARrR iNT

DOUBLEDAY, PAOE & COMPANY
New
N. B.—ANDREW CARNEGIE stys:
“I think THE WORLD’S WORK
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Keep them in the house.
Take one when you feel biliousor dizzy. They act di-

nm CTS. OF druggists or r. f.
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BUCKINGHAM’S DYE

use

X3XL.
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UERVEHIJfB ni.M

great iron and tonic pill and restorative for men and women, produces
strength and vi! allty, builds up tlie system and renews the normal vigor
bringing health and happiness. uodosesina box. Forsalebyalldrugoists.’
IICIUC or we will mail it. securely wrapped, en reeeint of price,
.OO per'dtox
uoino. O boxes for $5.00. I)r. Mott’s Chemical
Co.. Cleveland, rn»

ICTCB
aritn

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.

We sell SHIRT WAISTS and
DRESS SKIRTS.

FRED ATWOOD, w,SORT- Insurance and Real Estate,
REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
hire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler

On and after Oct. 10, 11*04, trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with
through traint
for and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland
and

Inspection.

Insurance and

it

Security

Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Heal estate bought and sold.
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Nasal
In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

quickly.
Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Drug-

by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.

_ELY JBliOTHERS, 50 Warren Street,
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Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
55.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale bv L. W. Georgs
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ageut.

BANUUR

NO GREAT* R

1>I\IS10N.

REDUCTION IN RATES.

MISTAKE CAN BE MADE
rhan imagining it is economy to buy the cheapest Harness and Saddlery Goods, because the
irice seems low.
THE SHODDY

I

, 25
tl 31)
tl 40
1 52
12 04
2 10
2 18
2 40

Waterville. 9 08

Bangor.

On this 10th day of December, A. D. 1904, on
*eadmg the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be bad
lpou the same on the 30;li day of December, A.
L>. 1904, before said Court at Portland, in said
District, at 10o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District,and
[bat all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
ind show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
>f said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That the
L'lerk shall send by mail to all known creditors
copies ol said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence H ale, Judge
if the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 10th dav of December, A D. 1904.
JAMES E HEWEY. Clerk.
[l s]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

True’s Elixir!

It is a wonderful tonic and builder of H
flesh and muscle.
Makes weakly eliil- B
For over 50
■
dren strong and robust.
mothers ■
years used and praised by
everywhere. 35 cents at all druggists. ■

pai
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ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, ss.

Liver, stomach and bowel coniM plaints, blood disorders, feverish- %
M ness, nervousness, and the irrita- %
M ting and debilitating conditions 9
M brought on by worms, are quickly re- ®
m
n
lieved and permanently cured by

m
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of

Childhood
\
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Belfast,

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
\v the Court to have a full discharge from all debts
provable against his estate under said bankruptcy
\cts. except such debts as are excepted t»y law
roin such discharge.
Dated this 26th dav of November, A. D. 1904.
FRED REED,

over

I Dr.

uiscnarge.

FRED

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

■

c 11 iiuii ior

REED of Frankfort, In the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, in said District,
respectfully represents, that on the 22d day of
October, last past, he was duly adjudged bankupt under Acts of Congress relating to bank*
■uptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fully
somplied with all the requirements of said Acts
ind of the orders of Court touching his bankupt/tv.

Ely’s Cream Balm

or

n

j

CATARRH

gists

ujji

In the matter of
[•'red Heed,
In Bankruptcy.
Bankruot.i
ro the Hon. Clarence**!ale, Judge of the Disrict Court of the United States lor the District of Maine.
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CHARACTER
OF CHEAPGOODS
saving and always con-

rakes away all apparent
luces to dissatisfaction.
We make a special point on the character of
mr good-—We positively deal in goods of reliable
v or k man ship and A 1 material.
THE LOWEST PRICES consistent with a
ligh standard of excellence always obtained at
mr

place

v\e

earnestly invite inspection

>rices.
We positively
mr

patrons.

mean

I

J)uke”

to do the best

goods and
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we

can
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125 Main St.

A GOOD BARGAIN,

Shorl>4^^.

own.

Come in and talk it

SEVEN

,

/£ you cAUfi/or oar masaauB-

|

ItETl KNINU
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
1'iom Winti rport at u m Bueksport at 1.30 p
touching at way-landings. Mondays and

Thursdays.

over.

PREMIUMS!

Dining ( hairs and { nivclw
U,VCM
Large Arm Kocker
)
with
assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue ol
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
HOME SUL PLY CO.,
Dept. 4, Augusta, Me.

BELFAST

Gas& Electric LightCo.

NOTICE.
Belfast, Maine, December 12,1904.
Office Supreme Judicial Court:
Notice is hereby given that Thursday, the 5th
ay of January next, at 10 o’clock a. m., has been
lesignated by order of Court as the time at which
raverse furors diawn for service at the January
erm, A. D. 1905, of said court, will be required to
attend, instead of the first day of the term.
This does not
apply to grand jurors, who w ill
attend on the first day of the term, as usual.
_TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
^lerk’s

us.

Electric, Gas Fixtures || Supplies.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
5

Six

0ff/s fAOMyvMOEAMft-irmreos

Wiring of All Kinds, i

Washington Street.
Telephone number, 44-2.

j

F. S. HOLMES,
Real Estate Agent, Belfast.

33tf

Office

Steamers leave Belfast (weather permitting):
e or Boston, via Camden and
Rockland, at about
l 2.30 p. m.,
Mondays and l'hursdays.
For Wintcrport, via Way-landings. Wednesdays ami Saturdays at about s \. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

All cargo, except live stock, is insured
against
good chance for a working man to buy a nice lire and marine risk.
i-rooni iiouse on Kay View street on the instaliFRED W. POTE, Agent. Belfast.
nant plan. Let your rent go toward paying for j
CALVIN AUSTIN,
he house and in a short time own your home,
Vice President and (Jen’l Manager. Boston.
rhis is a tine place in good repair. Handy to !
A

HOOD RUBBERS
NOT MADE BY A TRUST

of

Very truly,

C. E STEVENS,

]

Electric

unusual amount of
work this year before the holidays, although
there is comparatively little interest in it,
being for the most past routine legislation.
At both ends of the Capitol the pruning
knife is being applied vigorously.
That
will continue till the last of the big appropriation bills has passed Senate and House.

as

B

articles•

terse

warmer.
Some usually employ the time
around Christmas journeying to Cuba or
Porto Rico, but that is less popular now
than it was three or four years ago, when
those islands were less of an old story to
an

at

I
The magazine tvhich tells
H of the progress of the toorld ^B
M through boonderful pictures I

year, but, nevertheless, several days in advance of the opening session. He and Mrs.
Hurleigh took appartmeuts at the Raleigh
Hotel, where they expect to be until March
4th next. During the recess of Congress,
beginning next week, however, they will go
to New England. The Kaleigb is a modern
hotel, on the European plan, located in the
heart of the business section of the city,
and therefore convenient of access for Gov.
Burleigh in his work about the Departments.
This feature of his activity as a
member of the House has so increased in 1
recent years that he feels like economizing !
time to the utmost possible. Now he is lo-

Congress is doing

If you want a fai m come and see me. I have
them all prices. Small farms and farms of
hundreds of acres. Have got some good bargains and easy terms. Handy to the city
schools and churches. Call in and talk it

WORl\
^ORLD’S

Ex-Governor Hurleigh, in whom there is
more interest around Belfast than in
any
other member of the National House, came
to Washington a little later than usual this

The exodus of Senators and members will
now in a few days, for a large number of them go away for the holiday recess
of two weeks.
Probably there will be
many journeys South, where the climate is

Farms at all Prices.

Columbia Conserve Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Here is one of 00 acres, U story house and
ell. In good repair, 9 rooms, 2 barns, cuts in
tons of hay, clay loam soil, WO
apple trees,
the best of water, 31 miles out. Can be bought

from a more or less extended acquaintance
with both, and there is no good reason why
they should not get along together well dur-

begin

Catsup

«

Rent.

to

If you want a house of any discription come
to me. I have them at all prices and in any
part of the city and at very reasonable prices,
and some can be bought on easy terms. Don's
pay rent all >our life when you can buy ahome on the installment plan and in a lew
years own your own home.

Farms Just

Fairbanks are to be good friends.
The
Vice President-elect is now on intimate
terms with the occupant of the White
House. They are both very pleasant gentlemen personally, as the writer knows

nouse.

Houses for Sale and

over.

One other shipping measure, which would l
he of greater immediate benefit possibly to
Maine, is that to extend the coastwise shipping laws to the isthmian canal strip. Senator Hale has earnestly championed that.
He said a few days ago he expected the
Marine Commission would recommend it in
their final report to Congress, which is expected early in January. “If they do report in favor of it,” said the Maine Senator,
“we shall try very hard to put it through.”
The presence of the l’resideut-elect and
Vice President-elect in Washington all of
the winter prior to their inauguration in
March, is an unusual thing. Presidents,
who were Presidents-elect, have often lived
hero, of course, but their running mates
have not often been men inofficial life here,
as is the case with Senator Fairbanks of
Indiana. Since the four years of Vice
President Adlai E. Stevenson, who served
during the second Cleveland administration,
Washington has seen but little of Vice
Presidents. Vice President Hobart of New
Jersey lived only two or three years of the
first term of President McKinley, and Mr.
Roosevelt was Vice President only a few
months before he beeanie President.
Of
those few months he only spent a week or
two in Washington, while the Senate was
in extraordinary session. So it comes about
that Vice President-elect Fairbanks is quite
a lion here this winter.
lie is well liked in
Washington, as is his estimable wife. They
have a big house on Massachusetts Avenue,
that the family of Chief Justice Fuller, a
native of Maine, once occupied, and they
entertain extensively. Mr. Fairbanks has
now
been here almost eight years as a
Senator and knows practically everybody in
official life. When he ceases to be a Senator March 4 next by resignation, his salary
of $f>,000 will be increased to $8,000, which
is the same as the speaker and as the several members of the cabinet are paid.
It used to be an adage in Washington
that a President and Vice President could
not expect to be friends. Many have disliked each other cordially. Cleveland and
Stevenson had no strong affection for on
another; neither did Harrison and Morton.
Rut McKinley and Hobart were the closest
of friends. McKinley was known to have
little cordial feeling for Roosevelt, but
there never was much opportunity to show
whether this would have continued. According all appearances, Roosevelt and

cated right across Pennsylvania Avenue
from the city post office and the Postoffice
Department. This enables him to get his
mail from Maine more quickly and also enables him to dispatch his replies to his Maine
constituents more quickly.
Furthermore
it places him contiguous to one of the largest departments—the Postoffice Department
—where he has business for his constituents every day he is in Washington. The
efficiency of the postal service for a Congressman’s constituents is a very important matter. Gov. Burleigh’s idea is that a
sort of surveillance of the mail service of
his constituents, to the end that it may be
the best possible, is quite as much a part of
his duties as going up to the Capitol every
day at noon to attend the sessions of the

F. S. HOLHES,
Real Estate Agent,

Columbia

The State prison and jail inspectors have
decided that the prisoners in the county
jails must be set to work. The order has
not yet been given and when it is given it
will not be a sweeping one to take effect at
once but the various county commissioners
are to be informed that they must begin to
make arrangements to provide systematic
work for the men and women confined in
the oounty jails.
The inspectors rightly
say that a prisoner’s idle life in jail is devoted to reading trashy books and worse
papers sent him by friends, so that when
he comes out he is in worse condition mentally as well as physically than when he
was put in, and the aim of the order to work
the prisoners is to make them better men.
This is certainly a move in the right direction.

IX

< n same

ranted.
q line of

up-stairs rent of 6 rooms and bath, all
floor, with use of one-half of stable if
Corner of Pearl and Cedar streets. InF S. HOLMES.
49tf
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OX

PENOBSCOT BAY AND
Daily, Sundays

ex

RIVER

epteil and weather

periniiting, as follows:
Leave Bucksport, 7.50 a. in., or after arrival ot
Craiu leaving Bangor at 0 50 a. in.
Leave Castine, *9.05 a. in.
Leave Belfast. 10.05 a. in., or after arrival of
train due in Belfast at 10 05 a. in.
Leave Camden, 11.35 a. m.
Arrive Rockland, 112.20 p. m.
Leave Rockland, l.oo p. in.
Leave Camden, 1.45 p. m
Leave Belfast, 3.15 p. in., connection being made
it Belfast with train leaving at 3.20 p. m.
Leave Castine. 4.10 p. m.
Arrive Bucksport, 5.45 p. m., connecting with
;rain leaving at 6.10 p. m. for
Bangor, Portland
ind Boston.
•Passengers can take train leaving Belfast at
•25 p. m. for Portland and Boston.
tTrain leaves Rocklai d at 1.40 p. in. for Bath,
Lewiston, Augusta, Portland and Boston.
E« BOOTH BY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agent
GEO.
EY ANS, Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager
Portland,I’. Dec. 1, 1901.—t.f46

JJ.

FOR RENT.
A nice

1KAMKU

TORRENT.
The

northerly half of the Ham-Condon house,
ituated at the junction of High and Church
♦reets on Northp<»rt avenue
For terms apply
«
i*KLFAST SAVINGS BANK.
Belfast, September 13, 1904.—37tf

BELFAST

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Mrs. E.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

C. Pike returned from Bangor

Miss Deborah Williams is visiting friends

Royal Baking Powder
is Quite Indispensable

in Waterville.
Mrs E. M. Glidden is visiting friends in
Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. II. C. Paine returned Monday to her
home in Hock land. Me.
A. W. Dodge of New Fork is the guest of
his mother, Mrs. M. S. Dodge.

In the preparation of the finest, most delicious
and wholesome biscuit, cake and unfermented
The best housekeepers, chefs of
bread.
leading hotels and restaurants, the teachers
of cooking and writers upon food hygiene,
use and recommend it exclusively.

Capt. and Mrs. Daniel S. Goodell returned to Boston on stmr. Penobscot Wednesday.
Miss Mabel Griffin left Saturday for Auwhere she is the guest of Mrs. G. A.
Robertson.
Miss Sara Grinnell entertained a party of
friends at the Searsport House last Thurs-

gusta,

‘‘I regard the Royal Baking Powder as the best in the
market. Since its introduction into my kitchen I have used
no other in making biscuits, cake, etc., and have entirely
discardedfor such purposes the home made combination of
one-third soda, two-thirds cream of tartar.

day evening.
Cbas. C. McClure, first officer of steamer
Hawaiian, is the guest of his mother, Mrs.
Jane McClure.
Miss Gertrude Bowen, who is attending
the Castine Normal School, is at home for a
short vacation.

Capt. A. M. Blanchard arrived by train
Thursday evening from a short visit in Boston and vicinity.
A collection will be taken at the Cong'l
church next Sunday morning to buy new

Author

Beaus,

pea,

40.Hay a ton,

5 Hides a ft,
2.25, Lamb a lb.
2.50 Lamb Skins,
3.00 Mutton a lb,
20®22 Oats a bu., 32

9.00(312.00
9

BURNHAM

Mrs. Isaac Cole fell senseless to the door
Pec. 14th and it was a long time before any
When the
appearance of life returned.
One of our young ladies has lost a C. E. doctor arrived he pronounced it a case of
a
will
confer
finder
The
town.
about
pin
heart failure. At last accounts Mrs. Cole’s
great favor by leaving it at the post office.
condition appeared more favorable.AlClement A- Adams are exhibiting Searsphonzo Young and Charles Cookson are
port calendars, which are surel} a fitting doing extensive lumbering for Arlo Twitchsuccessor to the popular souvenir postal
ell. The lumber will be hauled to the Burncards.
ham lumber mills-The Progressive Whist
Frod Field of Boston has a large contract club met last Wednesday evening with Mrs.
a
at
has
and
Wm. Reynolds and a very pleasant time
fo: building boats
opened shop
A bountiful supper was
the old homestead where he will work this was enjoyed.
The last meeting was Wednesserved.
winter.
Dec.
14th, with Mrs. Warren
day evening,
Heading of the important notice of col- Harding.
lector Colcord to delinquent tax payers, in
another column, may save some person
MOKK1I.L.
time and money.
Miss Nellie P. Thompson lias been in
Miss Inez. Dolliver has comDleted her
millinery season in Brockton, Mass., ami Pover, Me., the past two weeks, engaged in
will spend her vacation with her mother, evangelistic work_Miss Lena Clements
Mrs. E. S. Dolliver.
has returned to her home in Massachusetts.
At the fair of the Givers and Gleaners
_Miss Mabel Mears has been quite ill the
towel
linen
huckabuck
a
Tuesday evening,
ten days_Mrs. Eliza Whitney, who
Please leave past
was taken through mistake.
is spending the winter at Prank Woodit at the post office.
Mrs. Mary
bury’s, has been seriously ill
Mrs. Parker has joined her husband, M. Robinson has returned from Freedom and
L. Parker, who recently took the barber will spend the winter with Mrs. \V. It.
shop here, and they are to occupy the Run- Merithew_Mrs. Sophia Hartshorn is
with her daughter in Belfast for a few
nells house on Mt. Ephriam Avenue.
weeks_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark of
The annual meeting of the G. A. R. for P’reedom visited his mother, Mrs. E. E.
the election of officers, etc., postponed from Mears, Sunday, Pec. 4th
Mr. A. M.
last Thursday, will take place this, Thurs- Daggett lias taken the contract to build two
town
of
Brooks.
rollers
for
the
day, afternoon at 3 o’clock.
They
huge
in winter.
Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. C. 0. are to be used in breaking roads
12 feet long, 7 feet in diameter,
Saw yer is offering for sale some of the most They are
hardwood lummodern rat and mice traps he catches his and are made of very heavy
Last ber. One lias been completed.
own in a
very primitive manner.
Monday morning a tiny mouse was found LIBERTY.
imprisoned in the putty keg.
—

—

Mrs. U. F. Coleord, Mrs. A. B. Colson.
Mrs. L. A. Coleord, Mrs. H. H. Sellers,
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. F. B. Smith, Mrs.
W. M. Parse and Miss Hopkins entertained
a large “Five Ilundied” party at G. A. R.
Hall last Thursday evening.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. Church have
for their annual
finished preparations
Christmas sale and supper, and are now
asking only for good weather and a liberal
patronage. Thursday, Dec. 15th, is the date.
The sale begins at 3 o’clock and the supper
is served at (1 o’clock.
M iss Harriet D. Hichboru will hold her
sale of pictures—hand-painted nature photographs— calendars and hand-decorated bookmarkers, at the Tuttle studio, in Searsport
village, on Friday and Saturday of this week.
If stormy, the sale will be deferred until
the first fair days in the following week.
The Givers and Gleaners fair

was an

un-

precedented success, and resulted in net
proceeds of §40, toward the fund for the

Great credit is due the Misses
new organ.
Sara Grinnell, Mildred Bowen and Harriet
Webber, who were the instigators of the
affair and worked like troopers for its
favorable result.
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W. D.
New Hampshire the past week
Sanford and W. J.Knowlton left Tuesday
for Washington, 1>.
with three carloads
of apples. They expect to he gone about
two weeks... Arbutus Chapter, 0. E. b.,

50^75
medium,
o;a,
Yel’eyes.
40
lb,
Butter » n>,
«®8 Potatoes a bu., 50@65
Beef, sides, a lb,
6
ftBeund Hog,
Beef fore quarters,
7.00
Barley a bu..
60@76 Straw a ton,
a®«
Cheese a lb,
13ilTurkey a ft.
MARRIED.
15 Tallow
tb,
2fi4
Chicken a ft,
8®10
Calf Skins, per lb. lOSll Veal a ft.
Duck a ft.
14®15 Wool, unwashed, 18®23
Atherton-Gbindi.e. In Blueblll, N ovember
35 Wood, hard,
4.00®4.5t
Eggsadoz..
3.00 27, Harry A. Atherton and Miss Lucy B Urindle,
13 Wood, soft,
Fowl a ft,
of Blueblll.
both
16
Geese a ft,
Chkl lis-Bowers. In Camden, December 6,
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
A ibert Leslie chellls of Saco and Miss nary Liz90@i.oo zie Bowers of Camdeu.
Beef, corned, a ft. *@10 Ume V Hbl-,
Dobson-Whight. fn Pittsfield, December 6,
20 Oat Meal a lb.
*Ca5
Butter Salt, 14 tb,
William G. Dobson and Miss Elizabeth B. W right,
3a4
Onions
71
Corn a bu.,
a ft.
Cracked Corn, a bu, 71 Oil Kerosene, gal.,IRglB both oi Pittsfield.
Page-Holt. In Orland. December 3, Edgar
71 Pollock r ~b,
Corn Meal, a bu.,
5®5i
10 K. Page of Bucksport and Miss Helen L. Holt ol
1G®17 Pork a».
Cheese, a lb,
Orland.
1.13
Cotton Seed, a cwt., 1.55 Plaster a bbl.,
Randall-Preethy. In Brooklin, December
3
Codfish drv, » ft.
5ta8 Eye Meal a ft.
1.30 3, Edwin L. Randall of Swan’s Island and Miss
10 Shorts a cwt.,
Cranberries, a qt.,
Fannie Freetheyof Brnoklin.
7
Clover Seed,
13 a 14 Sugar aft.
Hideout-Hurd. In Clinton, at the M. E. par40
Flour, a bbl., 6.76a7.50 Salt, T. I.,a bu.,
sonage, December 3, Byron F. Rideout and Mis.
4
H. G. Seed a bu.,
1.90|8weet Potatoes,
Susie
Hurd, botli of Benton.
3a4
lllWheat. Meal.
Lard, a ft,
Thcrlow-Pebr. In Wateitown, Mass. November 16, Edward Mathews Thurlowof Lincoln
vide, Me., and Miss Effle Florence Hebbof Watertown, Mass.
..

ACT NOW.

will bold its regular meeting next Monday
evening,at which time theie will be work
and refreshments, after which will occur
the election of officers_The Branch Mills’
stage made its last trip Friday, the route being discontinued. There has been a new
route established between here and Libertyville, (Sherman's Corner) and C. M. Bagley
has the contract.The Beading Club will
meet with Dr. and Mrs. lloit, Saturday
evenings until further notice... Mrs. Hattie
Clough went to Belfast Thursday toattend
the funerai service id' her brother-in-law,
George U. White-Alden Johnson, formerly of this town, and son of Moses and
Carol} ne Johnson, died in Boston last week
of typhoid fever.
His remains w ere brought
here Friday for burial.

At the meeting of the ladies of the Congregational parish the following committees, etc., were chosen for the ensuing year :
Miss Mary McClure, Mrs. I). C. Nichols,
Mis. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. L. A. Coleord, Mrs.
T. P. Williams; Treasurer, Miss 0. J. Lawrence; Asst. Treasurer, Mrs. A. J. Nickerson; Committee on entertainment, Miss
Deborah Williams. It was decided to reorganize the Ladies’ Guild.
friend has kindly given us the following old-time summons:
Mr. David Nichols, you are hereby summoned to appear before Joseph Crarey,
Esq., within three days after the receipt of
this summons and take the oath required
by law as a tythingman, hereof fail not.
Zetham French, j
J. I’. Martin,
Selectmen.
Samuel Shute,
j
Prospect, May 8,1800.
A singular coincidence is that all the men
named in this summons were soldiers in the
A

war.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Nassau, N. P., Nov, 28. Sld, sch. R. 11.
McCurdy, Brunswick, Ga.
Port Natal, Dec. 0. Sld, bark Helen A.
Wyman, Banbury.
San Juan, P. R., Dec. 6.
Ar., bark
Rebecca Crowell, Dow, New York.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Dee. 1. Sld, ship
Emily Reed, Honolulu.
Port Spain, Nov. 19. Sld, sch. Pendleton
Satisfaction, Galveston; 30, in port, sch.
Pendleton Sisters, from Feruandina.
Tsintau, Dec. 9. Ar, bark Adolph Obrig,
New Y'ork (all well).
XI iWITIXfl'

,1. W. Nickerson and son Harold have
returned from a visit w ith friends in Boston
and vicinity
Clarence Walker has gone
to Farmington to attend the Nnimal school.
He had just finished teaching a 14 weeks
4lr.

in Troy_The following teachers
have been elected for the winter schools:
Dist. No. 1 and 2, Miss Graeie Atwood ; No.
3, Mr. Z. D. Hartshorn; No. 7, Mr. A. T.
Nickerson; No. 8, Miss Mary Stevens_
The young ladi js who got up the play, “A
Spoiled Darling”, are very grateful to Miss
Harriet M. Nickerson, Mr. Robert Seeley
and Mr. Charles Bartlett for the music
furnished. It was the finest music we have
ever had here.
The overture, which was
especially prepared for the occasion, was
exceptionally line-Travel has begun on
Swan Lake. Billings’ pond has clear blue
ice 14 inches thick and the men intend cutting this week-Master Lindley l’eavey of
Belfast is spending a few weeks with his
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Peavey.
term

SYVANVILLE CENTER.

WlSPl’I T

4X'Y

Boston, Dec. 8. The schooner Kineo, the
only steel five-master in the world, arrived
here yesterday from Norfolk with a cargo
of coal which will lie discharged at Mystic
w hal f.
Although a year and a half old, the
Kineo is making her first visit to this port,
having engaged in other trades since her
launching at Bath in May last year. She
was built and is owned by Arthur Sewall &

Bath, ller general dimensions are:
Length 259.5 feet, beam 45.8 feet, depth of
hold 22.9 feet, net tonnage 1887, gross tonnage 2128. The vessel is commanded by
Capt. l’atten.
Rockland, Dec. 9. The wrecked schooner
Chase, which went ashore at Spruce Head
in the big November gale, has been bought
by Charles E. Bickneli. The cargo of coal
is being discharged by Freeman Elwell,
captain of the schooner C. M. Gilmore, and
will be brought to this port. If the vessel
holds together until freed of her cargo Mr.
Bickneli will have her pulled off and repaired. If she breaks up he will have her
stripped of standing rigging and the spars
taken out. At present the vessel is in failcondition, considering what she has experienced.
Portsmouth, N. II., Dee. 8. Sell. Henry
W. Cramp, which arrived today from Newport News, is leaking considerably from
the effects of a collision with barges in
Vineyard Sound. Seven planks are stove
and one frame started. Monday, on Nantucket Shoals, lost port anchor and chain.
Sell. Nile, from Boston for llucksport,
Me., with fertilizer, went ashore on LogyLedge while entering the harbor last night.
She floated at high water and was beached
at Kittery Point, leaking badly and stern
Co. of

SWANY1LLK.

The

firm hold

a

recognizes them.

was

at 0.

W.

Elmer Hamilton of Swanviile is in the
employ of F. Ii. Cleaves, chopping stave
timber.
11. E. Robbins has all that he can do at
his steam saw mill sawing long and short
lumber.
Miss Rose Larrabee and Ren Larrabee of
Prospect were in town last Saturday visiting their sister, Miss Ruby Larrabee.

Ralph Scribner, who was at work for the
New England Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
has been obliged by illness to return home.
O. W. Whitcomb has returned from Monroe, where he has been sick at his sister’s,
Mrs. Samuel Jellison’s, for the past month.
Mrs. John Hutchings and children of
South Brooks were in tow n last week visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edmund W.

Thompson.

School in Districts 7, 8 and 9 began Monday, Dec. 12th, Foster Small of Swanviile
teacher in No. 7, Percie L. Nickerson of
Swanviile in No. 8 and Miss Winnifred
Mathews of this town in No. 9.
CENTRE MONTV1ELE.

Wesley J. Wentworth is working for
Charles Thompson cutting oak lumber to
supply a contract to furnish lumber for L.
C. Morse of Liberty—Charles Oxton went
to Belfast last Saturday to visit his sister,
Mrs. Lizzie Wiley—Everson Howes was
quite badly hurt last week. While chopdown a tree a dead limb fell, striking
imon his head—E. A. Sprowl and wife
went to Liberty last Friday to attend the
burial services of Alden Johnson, who died
in Boston.The thermometer registered
one degree below zero last Saturday.

Sing

PROSPECT FERRY.

The many friends of Mrs. M. A. Littlefield will be glad to hear that she has arrived home from the west in good health.
Capt. W. H. Harriman returned to Boston,
Dec. 6th, to join his vessel, sch. Jacob M.
Haskell.Miss Agnes Ward visited Mrs.
W. C. Harding last Saturday... .The Ladies’
Club met with Mrs. Everett Pierce Dec. 7th.
.Capt. A. A. Ginn and wife were in Belfast last week on business...Everett Pierce
was in Belfast Dec. 7th on business.
Mrs. Oscar Dilworth, who has been passing a few days in the city with her father,
Christian Knauff, returned to her home in
Madison Friday.—Waterville Mail.

Health is

gradually

under-

Then In

and

lumbago, urinary troubles, dropsy,diabetes
Bright’s disease.

Don’t neglect your kidneys.
Assist them in times of need with
certain remedy—Doan’s Kidney Pills.
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Mrs. Rorer’s illustrated book,

l

NKCKTIE, CAP OR SHIRT

X
*

Soaps, Perfumes and Toilet Articles
They haw

f over and

X

and

*

to

|

our

store and save

x

X

?
I

money.

JI

NIGHT ROBES, Fancy Shirts, Ties,
Gloves, Mufflers,Handkerchiefs,Fancy
Arm Bauds, Braces, Fancy Vests.

X

FUR COATS for Men and Women,
of guaranteed quality, at very low

full line of Ihese goods.

Conic

try them.

T

SMOKING JACKETS.. .$6

nice umbrella at

a

PLAYING CARDS, all the latest

t

I
x

I
,
I

Y

prices.

G°

«

SWEATERS.$1.00

UMBRELLAS, for both Ladies and
Men. $1.00 to 4.00
Men buy your best girl a present of a

j
♦
♦

*

!*«»•»*♦**« •»»«»«« ♦♦♦« »»« ♦

boy

t

;

Roger & Gallet’s, Societi Hygienique and toltj.if

«

HATH ROBES.$3.60 and 6.00

Vote for the

\

H. J. LOCKE & SON,

PAJAMAS at. $1.50 and 2.00

$6

if

*

X

AN ALL WOOL FANCY SWEATKR AT $1.00

5.00

copy

♦

MCE BOY.

$1.50 to S6.00.

A

a

A. A. Howes x

|

Also some very stylish OVERCOATS
fornll ages of men, from

Special values in FUR C \PS, for both
Ladies and Gentlemen. We would call
special attention to our genuine Alaska
Seal Caps at.$4.00

You may have

\ j

Set the Tab

to

♦

OR REEFER,

22.00

timely hints.

How

|

X

I

etc.
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♦
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to

J

0,

♦

under value.

$5.95

j

(■

♦

Buy Something

Useful Presents

X

carried.

eve?

notice”

Prices have been knocked down to the
Commences today.
lowest possible point to make our store a beehive of activity
through the holiday season. Here are a few specials. Pe=
Call for them at the store.
ruse them well.

‘JO per cent

have

large enough to Mv >. v... {
samples of our Solid Silver Ware, Silver Platen \\,, ;
Field Glasses, Chafing Dishes, Fountain Pens, C.n T,
|

♦

♦

we

Alt 1904 taxes of the tow n of Searspoi t not paid
on or before Jan. 15, 1905. will be subject to collection by a lawyer.
B. F. COLCORD, Collector.
Isq 3w

fully

•

show window is not half

largest stock

Tai Collectors Notice

J
♦

♦

have the

!

IN!*?-

*

™A discount of 2 per cent will be made on al
1904 taxes paid before January l, 1905.
MAURICE W. LORD. Collector.
3w

We have some great values in SUITS, SUCH AS A GOOD SERVICEABLE
finely made and trimmed, good servieeable cloths, which we are selling at
SUIT,
$5.9.5, 8.75, 10.00,12.00, 15 00,
OVERCOAT

J

we

♦!
* !

♦

j

X

*0
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J
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days.

♦
r
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Greenlaw. In South Deer Isle, November
29. Capt. vvil.is Greenlaw, aged 29 years and 2
months.
Gilkky. In Troy, December 3, Miss Rose A.
Gilkey, aged 73 years.
Herrick, in Brooklin, November 30, Frank
A. Herrick, aged 1 year, 7 months and 19 days.
Hopkins. In New' York, December 8, Captain
Joel a. Hopkins of Brewer, aged 69 years.
I
Pehcival. In Fairfield, November 24, Philena,
widow of Nathaniel Percival of Clinton, aged
about 60 years.
Perkins. In Hall’s Quarry, November 29,
Hattie, infant daughter of Merton and Luella
Perkins, aged 7 weeks.
Webster. In
November 29, William
j M. Webster, aged Castine,
48 years.
Webster. In Castine, November 26, I). W.
Webster, aged 87 years, l mouth and 20 days.

1

$

{

Rin^!
i: Pins, Cuff Buttons,Opera
Glasses, I
;! Silver, China and Cut Glass, I

is full of

|

win.

dow will be in full dress and crowded with

Cur Christmas Sale of

1

our

! Watches, Chains, Fobs,

Barbour. In Stonington, December 1. Mrs.
Georgia Ai na Barbour, aged 41 years and 14 days.
Dorr. In Loomis, Wash.. November 29, George
F. Dorr, formerly of Ellsworth Falls, aged 49
years.
Dyer. In Bar Harbor, December 5, Carrie A.,
wife of Nelson Dyer of Trenton, aged 40 years, 7
months and 21 days.
Greenlaw. In South Deer Isle, November 29,
Willis H. Greenlaw, aged 29 years, 2 months and

he

ness,

Hon. A. E. Nickerson was in Swanville,
Monroe and Searsport buying hay last badly damaged.
Boston, Dec. 9. Ship W. F. Babcock,
week_Melissa McKeene got alien’s egg
which arrived here from Port Blakely via
that measured 6J inches one way and 7| the
Bermuda, was libelled at Bermuda for
other.Mary Cunningham, who has had 83,500 by the owner of tugs Gladisfen and ♦
a surgical operation
performed, is better Britannia for services in towing her into I
The vessel was finally r leased, the
and the physicians think there is a chance port
X
of her recovery.Mrs. Beal is in Brooks owner of the tugs agreeing to ubmit the
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Gilbert Morrill. matter of settlement to the underwriters. i *
Mrs. Augustus Walker was the guest of O. Lenst, fireman on tug Covington, was
Mrs. Win. Clements last week.... Kdw. Pat- lost overboard the day after leaving Berterson and family have returned from Mas- muda. F. Collins, boatswain of the Babsachusetts and have moved into Isaac 11 us- cock, was lost overboard off Cape Horn.
tus house.They are holding quite an in- Fears are entertained for the safety of sch.
teresting Sunday school in the district be- Win. Churchill, whicb sailed from Boston
low the Center, meeting at the different Nov. 7th for Wilmington, N. C., and has not
houses. They met with Allen Hustus last since been reported. She was valued at
Sunday.Clarence Walker has gone to about $14,000, and insured here.
Farmington toattend the Normal school— ! Gloucester, Mass., Dee. 10. The fishing
James Marden lias an iucrease in his pen- SP.ImnnAr M^mnnru. hnurwl from Uiuton for
sion.Mrs. E. A. Robertson got a hen’s the Grand Hanks put iu here this afternoon,
egg that measured 7x8 inches.Mr. John- having on board Capt. T. 11. Getchell,
son is doing quite a business cutting spool
steward, J. W. Cunningham of Summerside,
wood, lumber, pulp and cord wood—Rob- P. E. I., mate, Michiel Culver of New Orertson & White have finished cutting pulp leans, Nels Olson and Charles Erickson,
members of the crew of schooner John T.
wood and are now cutting cord wood.
Williams, Bangor, Me., for New York,
which was abandoned at sea last night as a
result of tlie collision between the two vessels. One of the members of the Williams
crew was drowned and his
identity will
probably never be known. His first name
POM OF BELFAST.
was Henry, and he was about 45 years old.
ARRIVED.
That is all that the crew could tell of him.
Dec. 8. Sell. Suunyside, Harbour, Deer When the Metamora was 15 miles northIsle; steamer Mona, Judkins, Deer Isle.
east, half north, from Thatcher’s Island last
night about 8 o’clock she observed a port
SAILED.
near by.
Capt. Robbins endeavored
Dec. 10. Schs. Harriet Rogers, Patterson, light
to avoid a collision, but the vessel proved to
Stonington; Suunyside, do.
be on the starboard and the Metamora
Dec. 12. Sell. Watchman, Welch, Quincy, crashed
into her. The wind was so strong
Mass.
that the Metamora was carried far out and
AMERICAN PORTS.
the vessels separated and when she put
New York, Dec. <i. Ar, sells. John E. back she found the decks of the Williams
Develin, Port Tampa; David Faust, Port subtop of the cargo of lumber. Capt. RobReading lor Edgartown; sld, sch. Lillian bins and crew rescued the men in their
Woodruff, Port Linton ; 7, ar, sch. Flora A. dories although the sea was high. It was
Kimball, Bangor; sld, sch. Harold B. Cous-j found, however, that one member of the
ins, Boston; cld, sch. Adelaide Barbour, crew, who was known to be a native of
Fernandina; 8, ar, schs. Gladys, Savannah; j Maine, but whose name was unknown, had
Gen. Adelbert Ames, Fernandina; Geo. B. been lost. The Williams was so badly damF'erguson, Port Reading for Nantucket; aged that she was abandoned. The John T.
James Slater, Neuvitas; sld, sch. Melissa Williams was of 230 tons net, 127 feet long,
A. Willey, Fernandina; 9, ar, sch. S. G. 31 feet wide and 9 feet deep. She was built
Haskell, Fernandina; sld, schs. Marion N. at Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1857. She left BanCobb, Jacksonville; Adelaide Barbour, Fer- gor Sunday for New York with 3. cargo of
nandina ; Annie Lord, Wilmington; 10, ar, lumber. The Metamora had her sails badly
schs. Hattie C. Luce, Telumah and Ella M. torn and her headgear carried away. She
Storer, Bangor; 11, sld, sch. Mary L. Cros- will repair and proceed.
Charters.
Ship Dirigo, Honolulu to
by, Savannah; 12, ar, schs, J. Arthur Lord, Delaware
Breakwater for orders, sugar, p.
Machias; Brigadier, Stonington; George H.
sch.
E.
Starr
t.;
Andrew
BanJones, Mt. Heagan to New
Cove;
Mills, Long
Nebinger;
gor: Penobscot, do.; cld, sch. Susie P. Oli- York, stone, $1.25; sch. Brigadier, Stonington
to
New
York, stone, $1.25; sch. Star of
verf Xuinpiii
Boston, Dec. 9. Ar, sch. W. F. Babcock, the Sea, Balimore to Boston, coal, 75c.; sch.
Port Blakely and Port Townsend via Ken- Annie B. Mitchell, Hurricane island to New
nebec ; 11, sld, schs. Horace A. Stone, Nor- York, granite, p. t.; bark Edward L. Mayfolk ; Margaret Haskell, coal port.
bury, New York to Charleston, cement, p.
Philadelphia, Dec. 6. Sld, sch. Star of the t.; bark Penobscot, Boston to Buenos Ayres,
sch.
Van
Allens
Sea, Boston; 7, ar,
Bough- lumber, $7; sch. M. A. W’illey, Fernandina
ton, Carter, Boston; 9, ar, steamer Ameri- to Fall River, lumber, $5 25; sch. C. P. Dixcan, Colcord, New Orleans via New York; on, Philadelphia to Barbados, coal, $1.70;
10, ar, schs. Mary £. Palmer, Brunswick; scb. Carrie Strong, do to Vita, coal, p. t.;
sch. R. W. Hopkins, Brunswick to MatanElla M. Willey, New York ;12,ar, tug Mars,
towing barges Brookside and Ephrata from zas, lumber, p. t.; sch. Susan P. Pickering,
Brunswick to New York, lumber, p. t.; sch.
Bangor and Hercules from Camden, Me.
Chatham, Mass., Dec. 12. Passed south, Charlotte T. Sibley, Georgetown, S. C., to
New
York, lumber, $5.
-gehs, E. Starr, Jones, Prospect, Me., for

SHIP NEWS.
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BRIDGE WHIST SCORE

Present one of our junior clerk cards T £
and help your favorite’boy towards get- X ^
ting a nice watch as a prize for the best X X
work. Also a 5 per cent commission is T X
credited on every sale to the boy whose ^ X
name is on the card presented, and help X X
yourself at the same time by buying at a X X
store that has good dependable goods at X X
X X
the lowest prices.
Your money back if goods are not sat- X a
isfactory in every instance. If you have X X
some favorite hoy, you know, you can •>n- X X
ter ins name at time of purchase and he A X
will he given full credit for the sale.
Y X

NEW GROCERIES FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
MIXED NUTS, CANDIES. CANNED FRUIT

RAISINS,

f

FIGS

SUIT.

]

<

!

j

i

CIGARS IN CHRISTMAS PACKAGES.
»♦«♦♦♦♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«
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NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

on

Open Evening

Beginning SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17,

j

Cousins. Ip. Surry, December 5, Thomas F.
Cousins, aged 84 years.

great danger of kidney troubles is that

they get

|

DIED.

schs. Charles 11. Klink and Annie R. MitchCures in Belfast prove the value of Doan’s Kidell, for New York (loading).
Searsport, Me., Dec. 10. In port, sch. ney Pills. Read this Belfast case.
Clara E. Rogers, from New York.
Ralph D. Shute, farmer, living two and a half
Camden, Sle., Dec. 10. Ar, sch. Ella F. miles out on Searsport avenue, near Belfast, Me.,
Crowell, New York.
Ar, sch. Omaha, says: “Since I first recommended Doan’s Kidney
W’iuterport, Dec. 12.
Pills through the Belfast papers some six years
Boston.
6.
Dec.
Ar, sch. Laura M. ago, I have often advised friends to use this
Brunswick,
Lunt, Boston; 7, sld, schs. Frank Barnet, remedy, and know of many cases in which it has
Boston; Winfield S. Schuster, New York; effected permanent and lasting cures. My own
9, sld, sch. R. W. Hopkins, Matanzas; 10,
described. I had
cld, sch. Edward T. Stotesbury, New York. experience I have previously
Carteret, N. J., Dec. 6. Sld, sch. Eliza J. fan attack of kidney complaint which laid me up
or several weeks, and when all other remedies
Pendleton, Wilmington, N. C.
Georgetown, S. C. Dec. 10. Ar, Sarah I). had failed 1 got Doan’s Kidney Pills at Wilson’s
J. Rawson, New York.
drug store and five boxes completely cured me. I
Wilmington, N. 0., Dec. 6. Ar, sell. Car- can only add to the statement I made six years
rie A. liucknam, New York ; 7, cld, sch. J.
ago, the fact that my cure has been lasting and
C. Strawbridge, Boston.
Bridgeport, Dec. 5. Ar, sch. Flora Rog- permanent.”
Price 50 cents a box.
For sale by all dealers.
ers, Charleston, S. C.
Feruandina, Dec. 7. Sld, sch. Florence Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
Leland, New York.
for the United States.
Pascagoula, Dec. 7. Ar, sch. S. M. Bird,
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
San Juan, P. R., and sld, 11th for Mobile.
Port Royal, S. C., Dec. 10. Sld, sch. Mag- substitute.
gie S. Hart, Farrow, New York.
Norfolk, Dec. 9. Sld, sch. George G. Walcott, Bangor.
Savannah, (Dec., 10. Sld, sch. Win. E.
Downes, New Haven.
Charleston, S. C., Dec. 11. Ar, sch. Helen
G. Moseley, Philanelphia.

—

—

take on a holiday
dress. Clement A Adams have festooned
w
ith
theii store
garlands, while Misses Sargent A Wliiltnin’s artistically decorated
windows, with their green and red streamers, are a lit setting for their useful and ornamental oi’tlay.
Mrs Hunter is a close
second, exhibiting a stock of the latest novelties.
to

New York ; A. Heaton, Rockland for do.
Lugano, Belfast for do.
Baltimore, Dec. 7. Ar, sch. John Twohy,
Boston; 11, sld, ship Aryan, San Francisco.
Passed out, brig
Cape Henry, Dec. 8.
Jennie Ilulbert, Norfolk for Nassau.
Hall’s Quarry, Me., Dec. 6. Ar, sch. J. R.
Bodwell, Rockland, etc., for New York.
Bucksport, Dec. 8. Ar, schs. A. V. S.
Woodruff, Grand Banks.
Rockland, Me., Dec. 10. Ar, schs. Mary
A. Hall, High Island for Philadelphia; E.
Starr Jones, Prospect for New York.
Hurricane Island, Me., Dec. 10. In port,

Our Store

daughter.

OUS TO BE NEGLECTED.

Dyer & Colcord recently received a large
assortment of the latest Edison phonograph
records, which meet with a ready sale

r’""""".

Dorr. In Orland, November 30, to Mr, 'and
Mre. Everett E. Dorr, a son.
Eaton. In Belfast, De ct mber 11. to Mr. and
Mrs. diaries B. Eaton, a
Uatchbll. In Orland, November 30, to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred P. Uatchell, a daughter.
Kno-vlton. Iu Stouington, November 26, to
Mr. and Mrs. William Austin Knowlton, a daughter.
Wkeil In Stoningtun, November 27, to Mr.
and Mre. Richard a. Weed, a daughter.

KIDNEY DISEASES ARE TOO DANGER-

Mrs. Ilarry Perry arrived by steamer Penobscot Tuesday to spend a few weeks with
her mother, Mrs. Hunter.

Alvin Elliott of Monroe
Whitcomb’s last week.

Apples a bu.,
dried, a lb.

Common Sense in the Household."

of

music for the choir.

Revolutionary

Prices Paid Producer.

Produce Market.

Monday.

Searsport begins

BORN.

CURRENT.

PRICK

HARRY W CLARK & CO.,
The Main Street Clothiers. Tailors and

Outfitters,

A. A. HOWES & CO

Belfast.

;;

THE REASON WHY THE BEST
************************************************K
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_

_

A

SIMPLE

1

_
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CHASE & DOAK

*

HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK OF

j

$

only

the best materials and know how i

Saw Mills, Stave Machines, Stone l'<
PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED

GALVANIZING and

»

JEWELRY,

*

Slit'

SHIP

AOR*

SILVER WARE,

CUTLERY,
CLOCKS
iact mat

AGENTS of the

tney

are

SOLE

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

«

insures them about all of the

|
I

OUR GOODS ARE
~

||

photograph

HANDSOME.

business.

PRICES LOW.

»

S

f

t

t

-f
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5

«---------2

«»t*l£'

RDER YOU*

l

£

™_L_,

m

BELFAST.
---

*

LEATHER GOODS,

«

PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT "I

TELEPHONE 54-3,
—-

«

*

Is that we use

*

WATCHES,

|

|

_

THE WELLMAN AND AtcINTIRE

|1
2

ARE MADE BY Till.

*

ANNOUNCEMENT

«

I
|

Englaoj
I
!
DUPLEX ROLLER RUSHING Cl
f
|
—

«

J

Iron and Brass Castings in New

Christina

_

Call at the City Drug Store ami
tee views of local interest in sepia,
in art folders, calendars, Christmas cards, etc.
All tvorlt guaranteed not to fade,

Dinner

lw*

Searsport National Bank,
Sears port, Maine.
The stockholders of this bank are hereby
notified that their annual meeting, for the election of officers for the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as may legally
come before them, will be held at their banking
rooms, Searsport, on Tuesday, January 10,1905,
at two o’clock P. M.
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
laq 4w

MARKET, WHERE
GET

I"'

EVERYTH /V

jjj-

NEED.

W. B. WADSWORTH,

Postoffice M**
\

